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Preface 
Over the last decade there has been a growing interest in (lazy) functional programming 
languages. The declarative style of functional programming admits a very high level of 
abstraction which makes functional languages appealing to a programmer. Functional 
programs are more compact, more comprehensible and therefore more reliable than their 
imperative counterparts. Furthermore, functional programs lend themselves naturally to 
formal analysis and manipulation as well as to evaluation on parallel hardware. Each of 
these advantages can be attributed to the mathematical foundation of these languages. 
The mathematical concept of a function relates certain input values to an output value. 
These functions are the basis of all functional languages. A functional program is just a set 
of function definitions in which function application is the only way of building expressions. 
The relation between in- and output of a function is independent of the context in which 
the function application appears. Consequently, there are no side effects, which avoids 
one of the main sources for programming errors in imperative languages. 
Despite these advantages, functional languages are not much used outside computing 
laboratories for writing substantial applications. In order to be accepted as a general 
program construction tool a programming language must meet certain requirements. 
• Programs can be written in a natural, i.e. concise and comprehensible, way. 
• An implementation of the language is acceptably efficient and available on many 
different computer architectures. 
• Such a language is accompanied with a sophisticated programming environment that 
takes care of all the tasks that can be automatized during program development. 
Compared with imperative languages, functional languages have their shortcomings in all 
three areas. It should be stated that this list of requirements is not complete, matters like 
standardization, tradition/background of programmers and interfaces with existing hard-
and software are definitely important but not considered here. 
This thesis aims at presenting methods and tools that can be used to improve the 
efficiency and hence the practical usefulness of functional languages. The basic assump­
tion of this thesis is that in order to reason about efficiency of functional languages it is 
necessary to choose an underlying model of computation that is sufficiently elegant and 
abstract but at the same time incorporates mechanisms that are close to actual imple­
mentation techniques. It has been argued that the most promising candidate for such a 
model is provided by graph rewrite systems. In this thesis this statement will be founded 
extensively. 
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How versus What (imperative versus functional) 
The operation on the present day von Neumann computers is based on the sequential 
execution of instructions retrieved from a storage medium also containing the objects 
that are being manipulated. Imperative languages such as С and FORTRAN, are based 
on this way of computing: an imperative program instructs the machine step by step how 
a given problem is to be solved. However, there is a growing tendency to solve problems 
in a more abstract way by using programming languages that are further away from the 
traditional model of sequential execution. The philosophy behind these laat languages is 
that a program should tell 'what to do' instead of 'how it should be done'. In other words 
the programming process is based on the abstract specification of the problem (what) 
rather than on some detailed description of the solution (how). 
Functional languages are often considered as being one of the most promising candi­
dates for this new programming methodology. The inherent declarative style of functional 
programming is amenable to solve problems in an abstract way. However, the reverse side 
of the medal is that the compiler of the language has to derive how the program is going 
to be executed. Hence, there exists a large gap between such a language and the machine 
on which it is implemented. For instance, from a formal point of view, two functional pro­
grams may be equally good: they both lead to the same result. However, when executed 
on a real machine, these programs may show quite a different operational behaviour (e.g. 
in terms of efficiency). 
In contrast to imperative programming, an aspect one seldom takes into account when 
writing a functional program is the complexity (in both time and in the use of memory). 
This may imply that a 'correct' functional program is useless in practice. One could hope 
the compiler is able to generate efficient code independent of the way a solution for a given 
problem is specified. It is obvious that this hope is vain. Consequently, if a programmer 
is not satisfied with the performance of its program it is inevitable that he moderates his 
demands, that is to say, when writing an efficient functional program the programmer 
should be aware of the way it is going to be executed on a real machine. Now does that 
mean that the programmer should have (possibly very) detailed knowledge about the 
implementation? Not necessarily if there exists a formalization of the implementation in 
which matters like time and memory usage of functional programs are included. 
This strongly argues for the use of a model of computation for functional languages 
in which these aspects can be expressed. Only then, the programmer will be provided 
with additional knowledge that can help him to obtain programs with a satisfactory 
performance not necessarily at the expense of the basic elegance traditionally associated 
with the functional programming style. The programmer will always concentrate first 
on specifying 'what a program should do'. Then, with a model of computation in mind, 
efficiency considerations can be taken into account. 
Up to now, reasoning about efficiency of functional programs often occurs in a rather 
ad hoc way in which implementation aspects have to be taken into account. By choosing 
an appropriate model of computation, one can expect that this reasoning can be structured 
leading to a more general framework for investigating efficiency properties. 
Preface 
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Structure of this thesis 
The author's work on the field of graph rewriting has resulted in a collection of publications 
that have been included in this thesis. 
1. E. Nöcker, S. Smetsers, M. van Eekelen and M. Plasmeijer [1991], 
Concurrent Clean, 
appeared in: Proc. of Parallel Architectures and Languages Europe (PARLE'91), 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, LNCS 505, Springer Verlag, pp. 202-219. 
2. M. van Eekelen, M. Plasmeijer and S. Smetsers [1991], 
Parallel graph rewriting on loosely coupled machine architectures, 
appeared in: Proc. of Conditional and Typed Rewriting Systems (CTRS'90), Mon-
treal, Canada, LNCS 516, Springer Verlag, pp. 354-369. 
3. S. Smetsers [1992], 
Term graph rewriting and strong sequentiahty, 
to appear in: Proc. of conference on computing science in the Netherlands (CSN'92). 
A preliminary version has appeared as Technical Report No. 92-11, University of 
Nijmegen. 
4. E. Barendsen, S. Smetsers [1992], 
Graph rewriting and copying, 
appeared as: Technical Report 92-20, University of Nijmegen. 
5. Y. Toyama, S. Smetsers, M. van Eekelen and M. Plasmeijer [1992], 
The functional strategy and transitive term rewriting systems, 
to appear in: M.R. Sleep, M.J. Plasmeijer, M.C.J.D. van Eekelen (eds.), Term 
Graph Rewriting, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.. A previous version has appeared in: 
Proc. of Symposium on Semantics and Pragmatics of Generalized Graph Rewriting, 
University of Nijmegen, pp. 99-113. 
6. S. Smetsers, E. Nöcker, J. van Groningen and M. Plasmeijer [1991], 
Generating efficient code for lazy functional languages, 
appeared in: Proc. of Conference on Functional Programming Languages and Com-
puter Architecture (FPCA '91), Cambridge, MA, LNCS 523, Springer Verlag, pp. 
592-617. 
The above papers constitute chapters 2 to 7. These chapters are preceded by an 
introduction in which their interrelation is discussed. At the end of the introduction an 
overview of all included papers is given. 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. Programming languages 
A programming language is a tool used to construct formal specifications of computations 
(algorithms). Not every formal language is also a programming language. To be worthy 
of the name, a programming language must meet certain requirements. That is to say, a 
programming language must be well-defined, universal and implementable. 
Well-definedness 
In the description of a programming language one usually distinguishes the syntax from 
the semantics. The syntax of a programming language is only concerned with the struc-
ture of the program; it determines what legal programs look like and what kind of con-
structions can be used for building them. The semantics deals with what legal programs 
mean; it characterizes the effect of such programs and the values they produce. The two 
most common frameworks for the formal description of programming semantics are oper-
ational and denotational semantics. The operational semantics of a language L assigns 
a meaning to a certain initial expression in L via syntactical manipulations that convert 
the expression into its final result. Hence, an operational semantics provides a way in 
which expressions can be used. Operational semantics has a serious drawback: no real 
meaning can be derived from it since it does not relate expressions to things that are 
already known. This brings us to another framework for formal semantics called deno-
tational semantics. The main idea of denotational semantics is that each expression of a 
language L is given a denotation: an abstract object that represents the contribution of 
that expression in any complete program in which it occurs. Moreover, the denotation 
of an expression is determined by combining denotations of the subexpressions. Thus a 
denotational semantics translates the expressions of L into expressions of another lan-
guage L' that is already known. We will call such an L' a model of computation (or briefly 
model} for L. A programming language is said to be well-defined if it has a well-defined 
syntax and semantics. 
1 
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Universality 
With the requirement of universality it is meant that if a problem can be solved by a 
computer then it is must have a solution that can be programmed in the language. It 
is clear that this requirement is already met if for instance the language allows to define 
general recursive functions. 
Implementability 
A programming language should be implementable on a computer enabling the execution 
of any well-formed program. Note that a compiler for a language L assigns a denotational 
semantics to L, since it translates L to the language L' of the machine on which L programs 
are supposed to run. Mostly, such a translation is so complex that it is not reasonable to 
let it occur in one step. For this reason, it is customary to partition the translation into 
a series of translations using one or more intermediate languages. The main advantage 
of this approach is that at each step one can fully concentrate on the essential properties 
of the involved source and target language. The price one has to pay is that during 
the translation some information of the original L program might get lost which at the 
end results in real machine code that is less efficient than the code obtained via direct 
compilation. In the translation of L to L' one often uses an intermediate language that 
abstracts from the specific details of L' by defining an abstract machine for L'. 
Obviously, a semantical description provided by a compiler can hardly be used for 
any other purpose than for converting programs into executable code. Hence, to be able 
to reason about programs there is a need for a more understandable description of the 
semantics. Such a description also enables to prove that the compiler (or at least parts of 
it) is correct, which is one of the key issues in programming language theory. 
1.2. Models of computation 
Formal descriptions of languages can serve several purposes. The most important ones 
are: 
• they enable formal reasoning about programs (e.g. about the correctness); 
• they give more insight in how an efficient implementation can be achieved. 
In principle, for a specific language there are many models of computation that can be 
used. With each programming language an intuitive meaning is associated. That is to 
say, when writing a program a programmer knows what the objects he uses represent and 
how the program manipulates them. It is often argued that a semantics of a programming 
language should be a direct formalization of the underlying intuitive meaning. In that 
way it is provided that the model that is being used captures the essential aspects of the 
language directly. For instance, there is clearly no point in using Tunng machines as 
a basis for functional languages. To answer the question which model is the best for a 
particular programming language one first has to determine the fundamental concepts of 
that language. 
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Quite a large number of models can already be dropped when considering the way func-
tional programs are executed. The execution of such a program consists of the evaluation 
of some initial expression in the context of the function definitions of that program. Eval-
uating means that applications of functions are repeatedly replaced (reduced or rewritten) 
according to their definition. Hence, functional languages have a 'rewriting semantics' 
which can be modelled the best with some reduction system. An example of a property of 
functional languages that can directly be expressed in terms of the underlying reduction 
system is referential transparency: if the reduction system satisfies the Church-Rosser 
property it follows that the final result obtained is independent of the order of evaluation 
of subterms. 
Here we briefly discuss some properties of two reduction systems that are often associ-
ated with functional languages, namely the lambda-calculus and term rewriting systems. 
The lambda calculus 
Among all the existing models for functional languages the model provided by the theory 
of the lambda calculus (see Barendregt [1984]) is probably the purest. With the two basic 
operations abstraction and application, functions and function applications in functional 
programs can be modelled directly. Also concepts like higher order functions and currying 
are obtained in a natural way. Moreover, the lambda calculus has some nice theoretical 
properties, e.g the Church-Rosser property and the existence of computable normalizing 
strategies. The first property implies that each normal form obtained from a certain 
lambda term is independent of the order of evaluation of the subterms. Furthermore, the 
second property states that if a lambda term has a normal form there exists an algorithm 
with which it can be determined. However, certain aspects of functional languages cannot 
be modelled in this calculus. For instance, the lambda calculus lacks pattern matching 
and functions are anonymous, that is to say, a function cannot be defined explicitly, 
so explicit recursion is impossible. The lambda calculus has a simple semantics which 
makes it amenable to various kinds of formal analysis. Subjects as typing (Curry ¿c Feys 
[1958]) and strictness analysis (Mycroft [1981]) as well as some domain theoretical results 
concerning denotational semantics (Scott [1973]) where developed in this calculus. 
Term rewriting systems 
The concept of term rewriting system (TRS) (see Klop [1992]) provides a theory that 
is closer to actual functional programming than lambda calculus. Just like the lamb-
da calculus, TRS's are attractive because of their simple syntax and semantics. The 
most important differences with lambda calculus are that these TRS's incorporate both 
pattern matching and direct recursion. Furthermore, they admit the specification of non-
deterministic computations as, for example, can be shown by the following two rewrite 
rules for Or. 
От{х,у) -> χ, От(х,у) -» у. 
The latter implies that confluency is not a general property of TRS's but depends on 
the structure of the actual TRS. The same counts for normalizing reduction strategies, 
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i.e. there exists no general normalizing strategy. This notion is bound to particular classes 
of TRS's. For example parallel outermost reduction is normalizing for orthogonal TRS's. 
Also TRS's are very suited for studying properties of functioned programs, especially 
those properties for which pattern matching and direct recursion play an important role. 
Examples of such investigations are the work on typing in Bakel [1993], on strictness 
analysis in Nöcker [1992] and on reduction strategies in O'Donnell [1977], Huet L· Levy 
[1979], Kennaway [1989] and in chapter 6 of this thesis. Non-determinism can be very 
useful for modelling parallelism, by simulating concurrent reduction by non-deterministic 
interleaving of the reduction steps. It also enables the investigation of properties beyond 
the scope of functional programming. 
1.3. About sharing 
However, the most important drawback of both lambda calculus and TRS's is the large 
gap between those models and the actual implementation of functional languages. As in 
almost any other programming language, in functional languages it is possible to assign 
names to expressions in a program by using identifiers. When defining the semantics of 
this naming one can choose between two possibilities: multiple occurrences of an identifier 
assigned to a certain expression lead to multiple copies of either the expression itself or 
of the reference to that expression. Lambda calculus as well as TRS's use the first 
possibility. When evaluating an expression FA the term A might get duplicated several 
times. Clearly, this can be far from efficient since A might contain subterms that are not 
evaluated yet. The second possibility has the advantage that it reduces the amount of 
work required to evaluate the expression. But apart from this aspect there is another 
reason to prefer this sharing semantics of naming. We have already argued that the 
semantics of a language should be a direct formalization of its intuitive meaning. Since 
full laziness (which implies that redexes are never duplicated) is a commonly accepted 
property of the implementation of lazy functional languages, it seems natural to adopt 
the sharing semantics for the underlying computational model. 
Initially, this observation has led to some optimizations of lambda calculus involving 
sharing of arguments by different functions (Wadsworth [1971], Levy [1978]). However, 
it is very difficult to do this without copying any redex (Lamping [1990]). Moreover, 
these proposals are rather academic since they do not provide efficient algorithms. The 
most promising approach for modelling sharing combines term rewriting systems with 
the possibility of sharing expressions. This combination has resulted in a new formalism 
called term graph rewriting in which terms and term rewrite rules are interpreted (lifted) 
as graphs and graph rewrite rules respectively. Term graph rewrite systems (TGRS's) have 
been described in several different ways (Raoult [1984], Barendregt et al. [1987a], Parisi-
Presicce et al. [1987], Kennaway [1991]). For those who are not familiar with category 
theory the description of Barendregt et al. [1987a] is the easiest of access. The main 
result of Barendregt et al. [1987a] with respect to sharing is that term graph rewriting is 
a correct implementation of term rewriting. 
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1.4. Graph rewriting 
This thesis contributes to the development of the basic theory of graph rewriting and of 
techniques for implementing graph rewriting efficiently on both sequential and parallel 
hardware. The latter aspect has led to the 'intermediate language' CLEAN (Brus et al. 
[1987]) and the extended parallel version of this language called CONCURRENT CLEAN 
(chapter 2) both based on graph rewriting. The development of theory and implementa­
tion of a programming language is a process in which a continuous interaction between 
both aspects takes place. That is to say, research on the field of theory has its influence 
on the implementation and vice versa. However, virtually all new theoretical investiga­
tions were initiated by concrete questions arising from the implementation. Below we will 
briefly discuss some important issues to which the interaction has led. 
Reduction strategies and annotations 
If one uses GRS's as a model of computation, these systems are usually equipped with a 
reduction strategy. During graph reduction a graph may contain more than one redex. 
So, at each step there may be several rewrites possible. A reduction strategy (or strategy 
for short) is a function that selects one or more reduction possibilities. Hence a reduction 
strategy forms ал abstraction of the way expressions are evaluated in a functional program. 
In particular, the reduction strategy determines whether a functional language is síncí 
or lazy and whether a certain functional program terminates or not. Note that a strategy 
is said to be strict if the arguments of any redex are always reduced before the redex 
itself is contracted. Otherwise, a strategy is called non-stnct or lazy. An example of a 
lazy strategy common for lazy functional languages such as MIRANDA (Turner [1985]), 
HASKELL (Hudak et al. [1992]), LAZY ML (Augustsson [1984]) and CLEAN (Brus et al. 
[1987], chapter 2) is the so called functional reduction strategy. The main advantage of 
a lazy strategy it that it allows the construction and manipulation of virtually infinite 
date structures in a finite amount of space. From an efficiency viewpoint a lazy strategy 
has a serious drawback: the administration required to handle unevaluated expressions 
is expensive in the use of both time and memory. This efficiency can be improved by 
changing the reduction order indicated by the strategy at certain points during program 
execution. This observation has led to an extension of GRS's with annotations that make 
the reduction strategy deviate from its default evaluation order (chapter 2 and 3). Two 
kinds of annotations are added, namely {sequential) strictness annotations and (parallel) 
process annotations. The latter enable the specification of parallel computations. 
Strictness Analysis 
In some cases the above mentioned sequential annotations can be added automatically to 
a GRS by a method of compile-time analysis called strictness analysis. In Nöcker [1990] 
and Eekelen et al. [1993] a new kind of strictness analysis for GRS's is developed based 
on abstract reduction. For this reason concrete graphs are represented in a (possibly 
infinite) domain of oosínací graphs. The abstract reduction in this domain mimics the 
original reduction of the concrete graphs in a natural way. Strictness information of the 
original GRS is derived by analyzing both the results of the abstract reduction and the 
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way these results are obtained via so called reduction path analysis. The major advantage 
of this technique compared with the traditional methods based on abstract mterpntation 
is its practical usefulness, as shown by the implementation in the CONCURRENT CLEAN 
system. 
Typing 
Typing concerns the analysis of the domain of values on which functions are defined and 
the range of values they produce. Its aim is to check whether functions are used consis-
tently. The importance of typing goes without saying. There exists a well understood 
and well defined notion of type assignment on lambda terms, known as the Curry type 
assignment system (Curry & Feys [1958]). This system is the basis for all type checkers 
and inferers in functional languages. In Bakel et al. [1992] a notion of type assignment for 
term rewrite systems is presented. In particular the effect of the use of pattern matching 
is investigated. This research was incited by a problem arizing from the implementa-
tion: some programs showed that without any restrictions on the use of patterns typing 
is not preserved under rewriting. In Bakel et al. [1992] a safety criterion for patterns is 
formulated that guarantees correctness with respect to the preservance of types under 
rewriting. 
Partially strict (non-recursive) data types 
In Nöcker & Smetsers [1990] a combination of strictness annotations and typing is dis-
cussed leading to the notion of partially strict (non-recursive) data types. The basic idea 
of this concept is to indicate in a type Τ how far an object of type Τ can be reduced if it 
appears in a strict context (i.e. a context in which (a part of) its value is needed). In this 
paper it is argued that for objects of certain types it is not only more efficient to consider 
those objects as being evaluated but also more natural. E.g. a complex number can be 
represented by a tuple of two real numbers corresponding to the real and imaginary part 
respectively. It is reasonable to assume that if, for instance, the real part of such a com­
plex number is evaluated, this can also be done safely for the imaginary part. For, there 
seems to be no point in having complex numbers being partially undefined. A restrictive 
class of these types called partially strict tuples has been incorporated in CONCURRENT 
CLEAN. Measurements have shown that the use of these types can lead to substantial 
speedups. 
I n p u t / O u t p u t 
Specifying I/O has always been one the weakest points of functional languages. Side 
effects and a well-known evaluation order, which are inextricably bound up with I/O, 
are difficult to realize in these languages. In Achten et al. [1993] a method is presented 
for handling and specifying I/O in functional languages based on an environment passing 
scheme. Partially strict data types enable to represent I/O devices and I/O functions 
efficiently. An IO system written in CONCURRENT CLEAN illustrates that interactive 
functional programs can be concise, comprehensible and easy to write. 
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1.5. Graph rewrite systems 
Until recently, there was a relatively large difference between the development of imple-
mentations of functional languages and the formalization of these implementations with 
some model of computation. Research on the field of graph rewriting is still very young; 
it lacks the tradition that can be found in lambda calculus or TRS's. Moreover, this 
research aimed at proving specific properties rather than at providing tools for reasoning 
about graph rewriting in gérerai. This substantially hampered the development of new 
graph rewriting concepts. Hence, one of our goals is to obtain a basic formalism that 
enables the investigation of these concepts in a convenient way. This urged us to look 
for a theoretical basis of graph rewriting in which basic notions and properties can be 
specified and proven. 
Intuitively the idea of graph rewriting is rather simple. However, a formal description 
of this concept requires a careful approach due to the inherent complexity of graphs and 
the operations on graphs. 
Basic notions 
The objects that are manipulated are directed graphs in which each node is labeled with 
a symbol. Each symbol is equipped with an arity, i.e. the number of outgoing edges a 
node labeled with that symbol is supposed to have. 
Rewrite rules specify possible transformations of graphs. Each rewrite rule is rep-
resented by a graph with two roots indicating respectively the left-hand side and the 
right-hand side of that rule. Let R be some rewrite rule. A graph g can be rewritten 
according to R if R is applicable to g, which means that the left-hand side graph of R 
(the pattern) matches g. A match is a mapping from the pattern to (a part of) the graph 
that preserves the structure of nodes. The combination of a rule and a match is called a 
redex. 
After a redex has been determined, the graph can be rewritten {reduced) according 
to the right-hand side graph of the rule involved. This is done in three steps. The 
first step is to extend the graph with an instance of the right-hand side of the rule. 
Then this new part is embedded in the original graph by redirecting all references to 
the root of the redex to the root of the new instance. The last step is to remove all 
unreachable nodes by performing garbage collection. This combination of the three basic 
operations extension, redirection and garbage collection is called a (graph) replacement. 
Replacements correspond to substitutions in TRS's. 
A set of graphs and a set of rewrite rules can be combined into a term graph rewrite 
system (TGRS). As with TRS's, it is possible to classify a TGRS Τ on the ground of 
the structure of the rules in T. An important class of TGRS's is formed by orthogonal 
TGRS's. 
An extensive treatment of graph rewriting can be found in chapter 5. Besides defining 
the above mentioned notions, this paper discusses some properties of GRS's. In partic­
ular, it describes the interaction between the three basic graph operations (extension, 
redirection and garbage collection) leading to a confluence result. 
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Copying 
The motivation to incorporate a notion of copying into graph rewriting arose from the 
implementation. In a functional program the evaluation of any expression is independent 
of the chosen reduction order. This makes functional languages attractive for being im­
plemented on parallel hardware. Loosely coupled architectures, in which each processing 
element is equipped with its own local memory, form an important class of parallel ma­
chines. Exchange of information between processors takes place via some communication 
network. Hence, an implementation of a functional language on such a machine has to deal 
with the transfer of data during program execution. It is obvious that in such an imple­
mentation the actual communication mechanism plays an important role. In the 'overall 
view' of the distributed computation the communication between processes involves the 
duplication of data. In order to investigate properties of distributed computations one 
has to abstract from the implementation details itself and study the notion of data du­
plication in the underlying theoretical model. This gave rise to the extension of graph 
rewriting systems with the concept of lazy copying (chapter 3). A formal foundation for 
this concept is one of the key subjects of chapter 5. 
At this point we also want to stress the importance of copying from a theoretical point 
of view. With respect to sharing, term rewriting and graph rewriting form two extremes: 
in TRS's the inputs of functions are duplicated during a rewrite step F(x) —• G ( i , i ) 
whereas in GRS's this duplication does not take place. It therefore seems to be natural to 
consider an intermediate formalism that offers the possibility to choose explicitly between 
copying and sharing. Such a formalism incorporates both term rewriting and graph 
rewriting and the relation between these two formalisms can then be studied entirely 
within one framework. 
Ι.β. Overview of this thesis 
This thesis covers a broad range of subjects varying from purely theoretical to very prac­
tical. The first paper entitled "Concurrent Clean" (chapter 2) is intended here as a kind 
of survey in which many of the subjects discussed in this introduction are presented in 
the context of the lazy functional programming language CONCURRENT CLEAN. 
In the paper entitled "Parallel graph rewriting on loosely coupled machine architec­
tures" (chapter 3) two annotations for indicating parallelism are informally introduced 
by using the concepts of lazy copying and process annotations. One of the aims of this 
thesis is to give a formal description of lazy copying and to show that the extension of 
GRS's with this concept is consistent in some sense. In particular we want to show that 
the uniqueness of normal forms up to unravelling is preserved. 
However, it appeared that the existing graph rewriting theory had to be adapted first 
to obtain the right abstraction level for extending GRS's in a comfortable way. One of 
the main problems of graph rewriting is the inherent complexity of the involved objects. 
Most operations on graphs do not have a local effect; they affect each graph as a whole. 
This makes reasoning about graphs more delicate than reasoning about terms. This 
observation urged us to do a lot of preparatory work which has resulted in two theoretical 
papers entitled "Term graph rewriting and strong sequentiality" and "Graph rewriting 
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and copying" (respectively chapter 4 and chapter 5). 
In the first paper new (primitive) graph operations are deduced from the original 
notion of graph rewriting as defined in Barendregt et al. [1987a]. The importance of these 
operations is demonstrated with the aid of an extensive example in which the normalizing 
property of so called mdex Teduchon is proven. In the second paper the previous work 
is further elaborated finally leading to a formalization of lazy copying and a confluence 
result for so called C-TGRS's. 
The paper entitled "The functional strategy and transitive term rewriting systems" 
(chapter 6) focusses on the adequacy of the functional strategy within the framework 
of orthogonal TRS's. It is intended as a first step towards a general description of this 
strategy for (graph) rewrite systems with a notion of priority. 
The last paper entitled "Generating efficient code for lazy functional languages" (chap-
ter 7) presents a more practical subject. It discusses how efficient 'machine code' can be 
obtained from functional programs via an intermediate graph rewrite language. Among 
other things, it pays attention to the way the results of static analyses, such as types and 
strictness information, can be taken into account during compilation. 
At the end of this introduction the contents of all papers included in this thesis are 
briefly summarized. 
Concurrent Clean 
This paper describes the language CONCURRENT CLEAN which is based on term graph 
rewrite systems. The motivation for the development of CONCURRENT CLEAN was to 
obtain an intermediate language that can be used for the implementation of both sequen-
tial and parallel functional languages. The language also serves as a test environment for 
the development of new graph rewriting concepts. An example of such a concept is the 
lazy copying mechanism that has been used for defining communication between parallel 
reduction processes. Besides a (sequential) strictness annotation, denoted by {!}, CON-
CURRENT CLEAN provides two annotations with which new reduction processes (reducers) 
can be created dynamically, namely an {1} (I for Interleaved) for creating new reducers 
on the same processor (i.e. the processor on which the current reducer is residing) and 
a {P} (P for Parallel) annotation for creating new reducers on another processor. The 
paper also discusses some other features of the language, such as the Milner/Mycroft-like 
type system (Milner [1978], Mycroft [1984]) and the built-in strictness analyzer (Mocker 
[1990]). Furthermore, a brief explanation is given of the compilation process that trans-
lates CONCURRENT CLEAN programs into executable machine code using the abstract 
ABC machine (Koopman et al. [1991]) as an intermediate step. The paper ends with 
a comparison of the performance of the resulting machine code with the code generated 
by some other compilers for functional languages and by a compiler for the imperative 
language C. 
Parallel graph rewriting on loosely coupled machine architectures 
This paper focuses on the {1} and {P} annotations for indicating parallelism. The seman-
tics of these annotations is defined by extending graph rewrite systems equipped with the 
functional strategy (also indicated as FGRS's) with the notions lazy copying and process 
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annotation. These notions axe both informally introduced, leading to the special class of 
PC-FGRS's. With the {1} and {P} annotations it appears that arbitrary process and 
processor structures can be specified for so called loosely coupled machines. Some ex-
amples of non-hierarchical parallelism are given, such as a cyclic process structure and a 
parallel algorithm for generating prime numbers (sieve of Eratosthenes). These examples 
clearly illustrate the expressive power provided by the proposed extensions. 
Term graph rewriting and strong sequentiality 
Taking Barendregt et al. [1987a] as a starting point this paper initiates the development of 
a graph rewrite theory that can serve as a model of computation for functional languages. 
To obtain the right level of abstraction, a graph rewrite step as defined in Barendregt 
et al. [1987a] is decomposed into three basic operations called extension, redirection and 
garbage collection. With these operations the new notion replacement is defined. A 
replacement can be seen as a substitution-like operation on graphs. The paper aims 
at providing some tools for general reasoning about graph rewriting. The suitability of 
these tools is demonstrated with the aid of the concept of strong sequentiality originating 
from the term rewrite world (Huet & Levy [1979], Klop [1992]). For this reason this 
concept is also incorporated in TGRS's, leading to notions as ^-reduction and index. The 
approach that has been chosen is similar to Klop [1992]. The paper ends with proving 
that index reduction is normalizing for strongly sequential GRS's. Although reasoning 
about graphs is substantially more difficult than reasoning about terms, it is remarkable 
that the normalizing property can be derived more easily in TGRS's than in TRS's. 
Graph rewriting and copying 
In this paper the development of a graph rewriting theory is continued. Among other 
things, this leads to a generalisation of graph redirections and a new graph operation 
called (graph) expansion. Furthermore, by equipping a set of graph with an ordering that 
is induced by graph homomorphisms some nice domain theoretical results are obtained 
such as the existence of least upper bounds. Actually, the above work was intended in 
preparation to the main goal of the paper, that is to say, to give a formal description 
of lazy copying. The lazy copying mechanism is defined by using a new kind of rewrite 
step called copy reduction. In the analysis of lazy copying it appears to be convenient to 
decompose a copy reduction step into the three operations expansion, copy introduction 
and copy elimination. With these three operations a Church-Rosser property is proven. 
One of the implications of this property is that in term graph rewrite systems extended 
with copying (resulting in so called C-TGRS's) normal forms are unique up to unraveling. 
The functional strategy and transitive term rewriting systems 
The functional strategy has demonstrated its practical use in the implementation of several 
lazy functional languages. However, only little is known about its theoretical properties. 
The main reason is that the functional strategy deals with priority rewrite systems which 
complicates a formal discussion. In this paper the functional strategy is investigated 
within the standard framework of orthogonal term rewriting systems. In particular, the 
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adequacy of the functional strategy for these systems is studied leading to the identification 
of a subclass of orthogonal TRS's for which the functional strategy is normalizing. An 
important efficiency aspect which admits local searching for needed redexes (see Huet & 
Levy [1979]) is transitivity. This paper studies transitivity properties of indexes (Huet & 
Levy [1979]) resulting in the notion of transitive index. The corresponding transitive term 
reivntmg systems form a subclass of orthogonal TRS's for which the so called transitive 
strategy is normalizing. A further restriction on transitive term rewriting systems leads 
to the class of left incompatible term rewriting systems for which the functional strategy 
is normalizing. 
Efficient code generation for lazy functional languages 
In this paper the compilation of the sequential subset of CONCURRENT CLEAN towards 
concrete machine code is discussed in more detail. The translation is divided into two 
steps. During the first step a CONCURRENT CLEAN program is translated to ABC code 
(i.e. the language of the abstract ABC machine). Thereafter, the produced ABC code is 
used to generate 'machine language'. The concrete target language that has been chosen 
in the description is the Motorola MC68020 assembly language. The paper presents sever-
al optimizations for each translation step. However, these optimizations are not restricted 
to the compilation of CONCURRENT CLEAN; they apply to other functional languages as 
well as to other concrete target machines. Some key issues are: lazy evaluation, garbage 
collection, the use of types and strictness information and register allocation. Like the 
first paper on CONCURRENT CLEAN, this paper ends with a comparison of CONCURREN-
T CLEAN with other functional languages and with C. The most important conclusion 
with respect to efficiency that can be drawn is that CONCURRENT CLEAN (and therefore 
actually any other functional language) is able to compete with C. 

Chapter 2 
Concurrent Clean 
Eric Nöcker, Sjaak Smetsers, Marko van Eekelen and Rinus 
Plasmeijer 
Concurrent Clean is an experimental, lazy, higher-order parallel functional programming lan-
guage based on term graph rewriting. An important difference with other languages is that in 
Clean graphs axe manipulated and not terms. This can be used by the programmer to control 
communication and sharing of computation. Cyclic structures can be defined. Concurrent Clean 
furthermore allows to control the (parallel) order of evaluation to make efficient evaluation possi-
ble. With help of sequential annotations the default lazy evaluation can be locally changed into 
eager evaluation. The language enables the definition of partially strict data structures which 
make a whole new class of algorithms feasible in a functional language. A powerful and fast 
strictness analyser is incorporated in the system. The quality of the code generated by the Clean 
compiler has been greatly improved such that it is one of the best code generators for a lazy 
functional language. Two very powerful parallel annotations enable the programmer to define 
concurrent functional programs with arbitrary process topologies. Concurrent Clean is set up 
in such a way that the efficiency achieved for the sequential case can largely be maintained for 
a parallel implementation on loosely coupled parallel machine architectures. 
2.1. Introduction 
Historical context 
Concurrent Clean (Eekelen et al. [1990]) is an experimental, lazy, higher-order functional 
programming language based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et al. [1987a]). The 
first work on Clean started in 1984 in the Dutch Parallel Reduction Machine project 
(Barendregt et al. [1987c], Brus et al. [1987]) in which the feasibility of the realization 
of a parallel reduction machine was investigated. The Nijmegen research focussed on 
the fundamentals of graph reduction and its implementation on sequential and parallel 
architectures. The fundamental idea is that graph reduction should not be considered 
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as merely an optimisation in the implementation of functional languages, but that graph 
reduction is a fundamental basis for any implementation and that graph reduction it-
self must be investigated and optimised. In this context together with the University 
of East-Anglia a more general non-functional computational model, Generalized Graph 
Rewriting Systems (GGRS's) has been designed (Barendregt et al. [1987b]) of which the 
semantics and pragmatics currently are further investigated in the Esprit Basic Research 
Action "Semagrap". The Dactl-language used in the declarative UK-Flagship projects is 
based on GGRS's (Glauert et ai [1987]) as well as the jointly with the University of East-
Anglia (UEA) defined language Lean (Barendregt et al. [1987b], Barendregt et al. [1988]). 
Based on restricted GGRS's the functional graph rewriting language Clean (Brus et al. 
[1987]) was developed as an intermediate language for the compilation of functional lan-
guages. Implementations (compilers and interpreters) of Clean (Brus et al. [1987], Nöcker 
[1989], Smetsers [1989]) have been developed as well as a Miranda-to-Clean conversion 
program (Koopman <k Nöcker [1988]). Concurrent Clean is partly developed as a part of 
the Esprit TIP-M Tropics project. 
The language Concurrent Clean 
In this paper the language Concurrent Clean is presented that extends the sequential 
language Clean to a concurrent language suited for efficient code generation for both 
sequential and parallel machine architectures. Concurrent Clean has many features in 
common with other lazy, higher-order functional languages, such as a Milner/Mycroft 
based polymorphic type system (including algebraic types, synonym types and abstract 
types). A key aspect of the language is that the object that is manipulated is a graph and 
not a term. Consequently, the programmer can explicitly control sharing of computation. 
For instance, cyclic data structures can be created. The most important aspect of Con-
current Clean discussed in this paper is the way in which the order of evaluation can be 
controlled. Lazy evaluation can be locally changed in eager evaluation. Eager evaluation 
has the advantage that it can be implemented considerably more efficiently than lazy 
evaluation. Even more speed-up can be achieved by changing sequential evaluation into 
parallel evaluation. 
Changing lazy into eager evaluation 
An important feature of the Concurrent Clean system is that strictness annotations are 
generated automatically by a strictness analyser. This analyser has been designed and 
implemented based on the concept of abstract reduction (Nöcker [1990]). The strictness 
analyser is an efficient as well as powerful analyser that can deal with arbitrary data 
structures and higher-order functions. To change the default lazy reduction order into 
eager, also the programmer can put strictness annotations in the function definition them-
selves or in their type definition (Smetsers [1989]). Furthermore, considerable efficiency 
improvements can be realized by defining a special kind of data types: partially strict data 
types (Nöcker ic Smetsers [1990]) that enable composite data structures to be handled on 
the stack completely without any heap usage. 
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Changing sequential into parallel evaluation 
In Concurrent Clean, the programmer can control the parallel evaluation of the functional 
program with help of two annotations (Eekelen et al. [1991]). The annotations enable the 
programmer to assign processes to parts of the graph in such a way that arbitrary, possibly 
cyclic, process topologies can be specified. 
With the same two annotations the programmer can specify that, when communication 
takes place, a value has to be communicated or that the expression to compute the value 
has to be shipped. Communication between processes takes place implicitly on demand 
via the concept of lazy copying (Eekelen et ai [1991], Barendsen L· Smetsers [1992]). 
Concurrent Clean is designed for the evaluation on loosely coupled parallel machine 
architectures. As a special case multi-processing on a single processor can be expressed. 
Complicated parallel algorithms which can go far beyond divide-and-conquer like appli­
cations can be specified. The design of Concurrent Clean is such that the sequential 
optimisations mentioned above can still be applied in the parallel case. A local reserva­
tion/locking mechanism is required that introduces a neglectable overhead. 
In this paper an overview is given of the main features of the language Concurrent 
Clean (Section 2.2). In more detail it is explained how the (parallel) reduction order 
is controlled (Section 2.3). The sequential (Section 2.4) and parallel (Section 2.5) im­
plementation of Concurrent Clean is treated. Performance figures are given in Section 
2.6. 
2.2. Overview of the Language 
In this section we briefly introduce the flavour of Concurrent Clean by showing how some 
well-known functional programs are written down in this formalism. The first example 
shows how the factorial function can be specified in Clean: 
MODULE Fac; 
IMPORT delta; 
RULE 
Fac INT — INT ; 
' FacO — 1 | 
Fac η — *l η (Fac (-1 n)) ; 
Start — INT ; 
Start -> Fac 20 ; 
A Clean program is composed of modules. Modules are hierarchical. The top-most module 
is the main module. In the main module a Start rule should be declared of which the 
left-hand-side consists of the symbol Start and the right-hand side corresponds with the 
initial expression to be computed. 
With the IMPORT statement all predefined functions (delta rules) and predefined types 
are imported. -I (integer decrement) and *i (integer multiplication) are such predefined 
functions defined on the basic type INT. 
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Rules starting with :: are either new type definitions or type specifications of rewrite 
rules. In the latter case, the type of the corresponding function is specified. In a Clean 
program all the rules for a certain function are called the alternatives for that function. 
It is required that all the alternatives are grouped together. The reader will have inferred 
that the rule alternatives of a function definition have a priority: they are applied in 
textual order. 
MODULE Map; 
|| Example of how to use higher order 
|| functions in Concurrent Clean 
FROM deltal IMPORT * l ; 
RULE 
Square INT 
Square χ 
Map (=• χ y) [χ] 
M a p f [ ] 
Map f [a | b] 
Start 
Start 
- • 
- • 
_t 
-
INT ; 
•I x x ; 
M ; 
[] 1 
[fa | Map f b] ; 
[INT] ; 
Map Square [42,43,44] ; 
In Clean comments can be specified via preceding the comment with ||. This has to be 
done on every line in which a comment is given. Square brackets are used for denoting 
lists: [ ] is an empty list, [a.b.c] a list containing the three elements a, b and c, and [a | f] 
denotes a list consisting of a list f prefixed with an element a. 
The example also shows that higher order functions can be used freely. There is no 
difference between the use of full and partial (curried) applications of functions. Types 
of higher order functions are specified using =» (prefix notation) which corresponds to —* 
(infix notation) in languages like Miranda 1. 
The following example is a solution for the Hamming problem: it computes an ordered 
list of all numbers of the form 2n3m, with n, m > 0. Note that with the explicit nodeid x, 
defined in the right hand side, a cyclic graph is created that allows the use of computations 
already performed. 
MODULE Ham; 
FROM deltal IMPORT *l ; 
FROM Map IMPORT Map ; 
FROM Merge IMPORT Merge 
RULE 
Ham 
Ham 
[INT] 
x: [ 1 | Merge (Map (*l 2) x) (Map (*l 3) x)] 
1
 Miranda™ is a trademark of Research Software Ltd. 
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Type System 
Concurrent Clean is a strongly typed language It is, however, not required to declare the 
types of functions explicitly types are deduced by the compiler from the information in 
the program The (polymorphic) type scheme that is used for this purpose is based on a 
combination of the well-known Milner [1978] and Mycroft [1984] schemes 
The predefined types in Concurrent Clean and examples of denotations and predefined 
functions are listed below 
Basic types INT, REAL, BOOL, CHAR, STRING, FILE 
Examples of denotations 2, 0 31415E1, TRUE, 'a', "monkey" 
Predefined functions +1, <R, NOT, =C, SLICE, FOpen 
List and tuple types [T], ( T i , , T n ) for types Τ and T , 
Denotations for lists and tuples [1,2,3,4], [ ], [2 | [ ]] (1,'?',FALSE) 
Defining New Types 
There are three mechanisms to introduce new types algebraic type definitions, synonym 
type definitions and abstract type definitions 
Synonym types allow the user to define a new name for an already existing type These 
types are specified by means of a type rule having exactly one alternative of which the 
right-hand side is a type instance 
A type instance is either a type variable or an acyclic graph that has a root symbol 
that is a type symbol of which all the arguments are type instances A type symbol is 
either a basic type symbol or a user-defined type symbol 
An example of a synonym type definition 
TYPE 
Stack χ -• [x] 
With the aid of algebraic types it is possible to introduce a new concrete data type based 
on free algebras These types are specified by a type rule whereof each alternative has a 
right-hand side with a unique root symbol the constructor The constructor is said to 
be of that specific type All the arguments of the constructor are type instances 
Below examples of algebraic type definitions are given The types Nat and List are 
defined The constructors Zero and Succ are said to be of type Nat, Cons and Nil of type 
List χ 
TYPE 
Nat -• Zero | 
Nat -• Succ Nat 
List χ —• Cons χ (List χ) | 
List χ -• Nil 
Abstract types offer the possibility of hiding the representation of a certain type To 
distinguish an abstract type definition from an ordinary type definition a special kind of 
type block is provided called an ABSTYPE-block 
Example of abstract type definition in Clean 
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ABSTYPE 
Stack χ ; 
Abstract type definitions are only allowed in definition modules (see the section on mod­
ules). In the implementation module the abstract type should either be a synonym type 
or an algebraic type. The realisation of the type is invisible for the outside world. 
Typing Functions 
Each rewrite rule can be typed explicitly by the programmer. This type specification 
must immediately precede the corresponding rewrite rule. 
When typing partial functions one has to ensure that the function symbol itself can be 
used as a constructor by giving an appropriate algebraic type definition for it. An error 
is generated at run-time if this has not been indicated properly (note that in general it 
cannot be detected at compile-time whether a function is partial). First an example that 
leads to a run-time type error: 
RULE 
F I N T -» INT ; 
FO — 0 ; 
Start — INT ; 
Start - » F l ; 
Although the Clean program is correctly typed, the function F applied in the start-rule 
cannot be matched and therefore F 1 will not yield the required type: INT. At run-time, 
an error is generated. 
The second example shows how partial functions should be typed in order to avoid 
run-time errors: 
TYPE 
Num 
Num 
Num 
RULE 
Succ Num 
Succ (Pred n) 
Pred Num 
Pred (Succ n) 
Start 
Start 
The graph Succ (Succ Zero) in the start rule will not match any rule. Still it is correct 
because the graph is indeed of the wanted type (i.e. Num). Notice that Succ and Pred 
are used both as functions and as constructors. As constructors they may appear in the 
right-hand side of type definitions and are of type Num. As functions they also yield type 
Num. 
Zero 
Succ Num 
Pred Num 
Num 
η 
Num 
π 
Num 
Succ (Succ Zero) 
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Modules 
A Concurrent Clean program may be split in several modules that can be compiled sep-
arately. A Concurrent Clean program consists of definition modules and implementation 
modules. An implementation module contains type and rule definitions that can be ex-
ported to other modules via its definition module. The latter consists only of a set of 
type rules, possibly including strictness information, for exported types and for export-
ed functions. Special definition modules, which are called system modules, indicate that 
the corresponding implementation module does not contain ordinary rewrite rules but 
(abstract) machine code instead. On demand the compiler will substitute the code of a 
function 'in-line' at the place where this function is called. 
Input and Output 
To achieve an efficient implementation of IO facilities in Concurrent Clean the type FILE 
has been predefined. Besides that, a number of basic operations on files can be imported 
from a predefined module called deltalO. This module contains functions to create files, to 
read characters or strings from files, to write characters or strings to files and to re-open 
write-files for reading. 
The efficiency of the IO functions is obtained by implementing FILE's not as (lazy) 
lists of characters but by using strict tuples. This allows the Concurrent Clean compiler 
to generate code for these IO functions wherein a fast call by value like mechanism of 
parameter passing and returning results is used. 
2.3. Controlling Reduction Order 
Graph Rewriting 
A Clean program basically consists of a number of graph rewrite rules which specify how 
a (program) graph has to be rewritten. The program graph, which initially consists of a 
single Start node, is rewritten according to these rules. The part of the graph that matches 
the pattern of a certain rewrite rule is called a redex. A rewrite of a redex consists of 
replacing the redex in the graph by an instance of the right-hand side of the corresponding 
rewrite rule. 
Reduction Strategies 
A reduction strategy repeatedly determines which redex is going to be reduced next. 
The strategy of Concurrent Clean is the so-called functional strategy. Reducing graphs 
according to this strategy resembles very much the way execution proceeds in many other 
lazy functional languages: if there are several rewrite rules for a particular function, 
the rules are tried in textual order; patterns are tested from left to right; evaluation of 
arguments is forced when it is tried to match an actual argument against a non-variable 
part in the pattern. 
In Concurrent Clean the functional strategy may locally be influenced by the use of 
annotations. When this strategy encounters an annotation it changes its default reduction 
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order which will influence the way a result is achieved. Changing the order is in particular 
important if one wants to optimise the time and space behaviour of the reduction process. 
Currently, two kinds of annotations are possible: 
• sirici annotations to locally change lazy evaluation into eager evaluation; 
• process annotations to define interleaved evaluation on the same or parallel evalua-
tion on another processor. 
Sequential Annotations 
The sequential flow of control can be influenced by means of strict annotations. If a strict 
annotation is encountered, the evaluation of the indicated subgraph is forced. This forced 
evaluation will also follow the functional strategy yielding a root normal form. After the 
forced evaluation has delivered the root normal form, the reduction process continues 
with the ordinary reduction order following the functional strategy. So, annotations let 
the reduction strategy deviate from the default functional evaluation order making the 
evaluation order partially eager instead of lazy. 
We distinguish two kinds of strict annotations, namely global and local strict annota-
tions 
Global Strict Annotations 
The strict annotations in a type specification are called global because they change the 
reduction order for all applications of a particular function. Annotations in a type specifi-
cation of a certain function are allowed to be placed before the type specification of either 
an argument on the left-hand side or an argument of a tuple type appearing in a stnct 
context. A tuple type is in a strict context if it has been supplied with a (valid) strict 
annotation itself or if it appears as the root node on the right-hand side of the type rule. 
Intuitively, such a strict annotation indicates that the corresponding argument is always 
reduced to root normal form before the corresponding rule is applied. 
Example of global strict annotation in type rules: 
IF iBOOLxx — χ ; 
IF TRUE then else -> then | 
IF FALSE then else -» else ; 
Strict annotations may also be used in tuple types appearing in a type synonym definitions. 
The meaning of these annotated synonym types can be explained with the aid of a simple 
program transformation with which all occurrences of these synonym types are replaced by 
their right-hand sides (of course, annotations included). These annotated type definitions 
are a special case of the more general partially stnct data types which are treated later on 
in this section. 
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Local Strict Annotations 
Strict annotations in rewrite rules are called local. They change only the order of evalua­
tion for a specific function application. These annotations appear in the right-hand side 
of rewrite rules. 
Before the evaluation continues after applying a rewrite rule, all strict annotated 
nodes of the right-hand side of the applied rewrite rule are evaluated. Strict annotations 
in rewrite rules can be placed anywhere on the right-hand side. 
Example of strict annotations on the right-hand side: 
F χ y -» IF χ !y (! ++I y) ; 
In this particular application of IF it is clear that a common part of the then part and 
else part can safely be reduced. 
Partially Strict Data Types 
Partially strict data types (Nöcker L· Smetsers [1990]) are obtained by supplying the type 
definitions or type specifications of functions with additional (global) strictness informa-
tion. In a type definition this strictness information specifies for each individual part of 
an instance of such a type whether this part should be evaluated or not (the so called 
evaluation context of that part). In a type specification of a function the strictness in-
formation determines the evaluation contexts of both the parameters and the result. The 
only partially strict data types that have been implemented in Concurrent Clean are the 
partially strict tuples (these types were already mentioned in the section on global strict 
annotations). An example of the use partially strict tuples is the following definition of a 
complex number: 
TYPE 
Complex — (!REAL,!REAL) ; 
RULE 
-l-C ¡Complex (Complex —> Complex 
-l-C (rl. i l) (r2,i2) - (-HR r i r2,+R ¡1 ¡2) ; 
Parallel Annotations 
The parallel flow of control can be influenced by means of process annotations. Currently, 
only local process annotations can be specified in the right-hand side of rewrite rules. 
If a process annotation is encountered, the evaluation of the indicated subgraph is 
forced as with a strict annotation, following the functional strategy until a root normal 
form is reached. The important difference with strict annotations is that with process 
annotations new reduction processes are created that perform the evaluation. These 
new reduction processes can run interleaved or in parallel with the original reduction 
process. The original process continues with the evaluation in the ordinary reduction 
order independently. 
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Creating parallel processes 
The {P} annotation (P for parallel) creates a new graph, which is a copy of the annotated 
subgraph, on a remote processor together with a parallel reduction process (a reducer) 
which reduces this new graph to root normal form. 
Creating interleaved processes 
The {1} annotation (I for interleaved) creates a new internal process on the annotated 
subgraph. This new internal reducer reduces the corresponding subgraph interleaved 
with the other processes of this processor (so no copy is made). 
Communication Channels 
Communication takes place when the initial graph that is going to be reduced in parallel 
has to be sent to another processor or when the result of such a parallel reduction is 
needed by another reducer. 
Communication involves the copying of graphs. In Concurrent Clean the concept of 
lazy copying is used (Eekelen et al. [1991], Barendsen & Smetsers [1992]). When during 
the copying a subgraph is encountered that is already being reduced by another reduction 
process, this subgraph is not copied at that moment. The copying is deferred until the 
other reducer has finished the reduction of this graph. The fact that the copying was 
stopped temporarily is administered with the aid of a special arc, a so-called (commu­
nication) channel, that interconnects the new copy with the subgraph that is currently 
reduced. The continuation of the copying is triggered when the result of the graph to 
which a channel refers is needed. Besides creating channels implicitly via copying there is 
another way whereby channels come into existence: the initial subgraph of a new parallel 
reduction process is also connected to the original graph via a channel. Note that the 
above-mentioned method of process creation and communication implies that the only 
interconnections between graphs residing on different processors are channels. 
Divide and Conquer Parallelism 
In the following example it is shown how divide-and-conquer parallelism can be specified 
in Concurrent Clean: 
FibO — 1 | 
F ib l - 1 | 
Fib η -> +1 left right, 
left: {P} Fib (-1 η 1), 
right: {P} Fib (-1 η 2) ; 
The {P} annotations specify that both calls of Fib can be evaluated in parallel. The root 
of the graph on which a process is started, is built on another processing element with 
copies of subgraphs as arguments. The father reducer is waiting for the results. A copy of 
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a result is made when a subgraph left or right is in root normal form. The picture below 
illustrates a possible processor structure after one reduction of Fib 5: 
-Processor 1 -
+1 ID 
Fib 
ШШ 
Processor 2 -
Fib 
mm 
Processor 3 -
Parallel sieving 
The sieve of Eratosthenes is a classical algorithm for generating prime numbers. A pipeline 
of Sieve processes is created. Those Sieves hold the prime numbers in ascending order, 
one in each Sieve. Each Sieve accepts a stream of integers as its input. Those integers 
are not divisible by any of the foregoing primes in the pipeline. If an incoming integer 
is not divisible by the local prime as well, it is sent to the next Sieve. A newly created 
Sieve accepts the first incoming integer as its own prime and outputs this prime and the 
channel of the next Sieve to a printing process. After that it starts sieving. A process called 
Gen sends a stream of integers greater than one to the first Sieve. The combination of 
process annotations and communication via copying provide that the intended behaviour 
is achieved. Processes are connected to each other by channels through which data is 
communicated in a demand driven way. 
This can be represented in a picture as below (all arrows indicate flow of data on 
channels). Sievel holds 2 as its own prime, Sieve2 holds 3, Sieve3 holds 5, and so on. 
The printing process one by one receives the channel identifications from these sieves and 
collects the corresponding primes. Seen through the time this can be illustrated as follows 
(all arrows indicate flow of data on channels): 
I Print |< 
Gen | H Sievel | *\ Sieve2 | *\ Зіе еЗ | > 
| Print H-
| Gen | H Sievel 1 *\ Sieve2 | H Sieve3 | > 
The Sieve program: 
Start -> Print s, 
s: {P} Sieve g, 
g· {P} Gen 2 
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Sieve [pr | stream] —> [pr | s], 
s {P} Sieve f, 
f {1} Filter stream pr 
Gen π —• [π I rest], 
rest {1} Gen {1} ( + + I π) , 
Filter [f | r] pr - IF (=1 (MOD f pr) 0) 
(Filter r pr) 
(NewFilter f r pr) , 
NewFilter f r pr —• [f | rest], 
rest {1} Filter r pr 
ЛгЫгагу Process Structures 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to treat the expressive power of Concurrent Clean 
very extensively At this point we only want to claim that it is possible to specify any 
arbitrary process structure in a Concurrent Clean program To illustrate this we give an 
example that shows how a cyclic process structure, ι e a number of parallel reducers that 
are mutual dependent, can be created It is extracted from quite a large program that 
implements Warshalls solution for the shortest path problem (Eekelen [1988]) 
First the intended reducer topology is given in a picture 
Η Process Γ > — I Process 2 \*- Η Process ι "Ц- 4 Process N > - ^ 
This reducer structure can directly be specified in the following way 
Start -» last CreateProcs NrOfProcs last 
CreateProcs 1 left -+ Process 1 left | 
CreateProcs pid left -» CreateProcs (-1 pid) new, 
new {P} Process pid left 
CreateProcs is responsible for the generation of all the parallel reducers This process, 
which will finally become the first reducer, has initially a reference to itself in order to 
make it possible to expand it to a cycle of reducers Each reducer is connected to the next 
one, ι e the one with the next pid number, by means of a channel During the creation 
of the processes this channel is passed as a parameter called left 
2.4. Sequential Implementation 
Both sequential and parallel implementations of Concurrent Clean are based on the ab­
stract ABC machine A Concurrent Clean program is compiled to code for this abstract 
machine In this way the Concurrent Clean compilation is largely machine independent 
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Testing the implementations and reasoning about them becomes much easier. There are 
two ways in which this code can be executed. First, the ABC code can be interpreted. 
Second, it can be compiled to code for some concrete machine. The abstract machine can 
be implemented on various machines relatively easy. In this section we will outline the 
basic aspects of the ABC machine. The ABC machine resembles advanced G-machine 
like architectures (Johnsson [1987], Peyton Jones & Salkild [1989]). The Concurrent 
Clean compiler exploits all possibilities of the machine. This is discussed in section 2.4.2. 
Lastly, we treat how the ABC machine can be implemented on a real machine. More 
detailed information on these aspects can be found in Smetsers [1989], Koopman et al. 
[1990], Groningen [1990]. 
The abstract ABC machine 
As mentioned before, the abstract ABC machine is similar to G-machine like architectures: 
it is a stack based graph reduction machine. The main parts of interest are the three stacks 
(Address, Basic value and Control stack) and the heap. 
The С stack is used for storing addresses. The other two stacks are used for evaluating 
or building expressions, and for passing arguments to functions or returning results from 
functions. The A stack contains references to nodes in the heap, whereas the В stack 
contains values of basic types, such as integers or reals. Thus, basic values can be repre­
sented in two ways: as node in the heap or as an item on the В stack. Note that a В stack 
item can occupy more entries, for example, a Real value needs two entries. Example: 
¡Lu 
-CE 
b¿ ÜJ •31 
A stack В stack 
Graphs are stored in the heap. So, the heap contains a collection of nodes. Generally 
speaking, a node of a Clean graph consists of a symbol with a certain number of arguments. 
Representing nodes as variable sized object causes problems with updating: the new node 
does not need to fit in the old one. This can be solved by introducing indirection nodes, 
but this will slow down the access on the contents of a node. In the ABC machine we have 
chosen to split a node in a fixed and a variable sized part. The fixed size part contains 
a representation of the symbol (called the descriptor), a code pointer and a pointer to a 
variable sized part. 
|descriptor]code pointer]arguments] 
Ξ....' Η 
The descriptor is a representation of a Clean symbol. Normally it is an index or pointer 
in a descriptor table. The descriptor is used for pattern matching and for printing. 
The code pointer points to code with which the node can be evaluated. During reduc­
tion this code pointer may change. For example, after entering the node for evaluation 
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a pointer to an error routine is stored. If the node is entered again (indicating a non-
terminating reduction) this code will be executed. If a node is updated with a head normal 
form value, the code pointer points to special code just containing a return instruction. 
In the variable sized part the arguments of the node are stored. This means that the ar­
guments always have to be fetched via ал extra indirection. On the other hand, updating 
a node is simple: update the fixed part, and allocate space for the arguments. 
Except nodes containing a Clean symbol with the right number of arguments also 
other kinds of nodes are possible. For such nodes special things are done. 
For nodes containing a basic value, e.g. an integer, the descriptor does not represent 
the Clean symbol (that would be the integer value itself). Instead, all integers share the 
same descriptor (e.g. INT). The integer value itself is stored in the pointer part. For basic 
values that do not fit in the fixed part of a node (e.g. strings) a pointer to the value (for 
which space has to be allocated) is stored. Since basic nodes are always in normal form, 
they all contain the head normal form code pointer. 
In Concurrent Clean, symbols can be applied on too few arguments. Such a partial 
application can be represented as a spine of applications. In practice, a better way is to 
build partial nodes, i.e. nodes with a partially filled argument part. Such nodes are built 
as standard nodes, but with special descriptors. So, for each Clean symbol of arity n, 
n + l descriptors are defined. Mostly, the ABC machine sees no difference between such 
partial nodes and standard nodes. However, if a partial node is applied to another node, 
a new node with a new number of arguments has to be created. 
The Concurrent Clean compiler 
The main task of the Concurrent Clean compiler is to generate efficient ABC code. The 
syntax of Concurrent Clean is rather simple: no complex transformations like lambda 
lifting or the conversion of ZF-expressions are necessary. Many standard optimisation 
techniques are implemented: tail recursion removal, avoiding unnecessary evaluation calls, 
and so on. In the following, we will emphasize only those parts of the compiler that differ 
from other well-known implementations. 
Conceptually, graph reduction is done in the heap: if a node has to be rewritten a new 
graph is built which will replace the original node. Unfortunately, this scheme will not 
give efficient code. The goal of the compiler is to generate code in which graph building 
is omitted eis much as possible. For generating such efficient code type and strictness 
information is necessary. Type information can be fully derived by the type inference 
mechanism. Strictness information can be given by the programmer, or can be derived 
by a strictness analyser. 
In general, deriving strictness information is very difficult. However, some help from 
the programmer normally will lead to more information. Certainly annotating data types 
can lead to much more efficient code. 
Strictness Analysis 
The strictness analyser in the Concurrent Clean compiler is based on abstract reduction 
(Nöcker [1990]). In abstract reduction a domain of sets of values is defined. Reduction 
in this domain means reduction of sets. Because this domain of sets is not finite, fixed 
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points techniques are not applicable. Problems due to recursive functions are solved with 
a technique called reduction path analysis. With this method also other kinds of strictness 
can be derived, for example, strictness properties for functions over lists, (however, such 
information is not used by the Concurrent Clean compiler). It appears that this analyser 
can find much information. The analysis itself is quite fast. Consider the functions: 
Append [ ] y -> y | 
Append [a | г] y —> [a | Append r y] ; 
Foldr op r [ ] —* r | 
Foldr op r [a | x] —* op a (Foldr op r x) ; 
Catenate I —• Foldr Append [ ] I ; 
With strictness analysis based on abstract interpretation for the function Catenate a fixed 
point in a rather complex domain has to be determined. With abstract reduction the 
right information is found quite easily (see Nöcker [1990] for the analysis). 
Nodes in a strict context 
There are two ways in which the compiler uses strictness information. First, nodes in a 
strict context normally do not need to be built. Instead, a call to the code belonging to 
the function is generated: 
Fx — + l a b , 
a: IF cond 3 b, 
b: IF cond a 4, 
cond: Ρ χ ; 
As can be seen easily, the node cond is in a strict context. In this case a direct call to Ρ 
can be generated. However, despite the fact that nodes a and b are in a strict context, 
nodes for them have to be build because they are on a cycle. 
Passing parameters and returning results 
The second way in which strictness and type information is used is in passing values as 
parameters or as results. Values are passed via the A and В stack. The type of the 
function determines how this is done: 
F INT ! (! INT,! [CHAR]) - ( INT,! CHAR); 
The function F is a function requiring two arguments. The first one, is a non-strict integer. 
This value is passed via the A stack. The second argument is a strict tuple. Both elements 
of this tuple have to be reduced to head normal form before calling F. The integer has 
to be passed via the В stack, whereas the character list is passed via the A stack. For 
the result value similar things have to be done: a (strict) tuple is returned of which the 
first element, a non-strict integer, will be passed via the A stack, and the second, a strict 
character, will be returned via the В stack. 
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If a value is not in the state in which it is needed for a function call, a conversion has 
to be done In the case of tuples, such a conversion (which is called a coercion) can be 
quite complex. 
Entry potnts 
The above calling convention is applicable only if nodes appear in a strict context How-
ever, there are three other ways in which a function can be called 
Firstly, a function application might have been appeared in a non-strict context In 
this case a node has been built If this node is evaluated, first a conversion (in fact a 
coercion) has to be done before the strict code can be executed arguments have to be 
fetched from the heap If necessary, they have to be evaluated or, in the case of strict 
tuples, unpacked 
The second way in which a function can be called is if a partial application has been 
built After that some applications have delivered the remaining arguments, a similar 
transformation has to be done Lastly, also special things have to be done for exported 
functions The exported type determines the calling convention outside the module 
However, inside the module another calling convention can be more efficiently This is the 
case if abstract types are exported (hiding the internal representation), or if the strictness 
analyser finds more information than is exported For both cases an additional entry 
point is needed This 'external_strict' entry does some conversions according to the extra 
strictness information and continues with the internal strict entry 
So, in general the layout of the code of a function is as follows 
apply entry 
get arguments 
jump convert code 
lazy.entry 
get arguments 
convert code 
convert strict args 
jump subroutine to strict entry 
update node 
return 
external-strict entry 
convert strict args 
strict entry 
For some functions (e g many predefined functions like +1 etc ) special things are done 
A call (in a strict context) to an addition would be unnecessary expensive Instead, the 
addition code itself will be substituted directly This is done by mime directives that are 
inserted in the strict code part Such inline code is only searched for if the predefined 
function was imported from a SYSTEM module Note that the compiler itself knows 
nothing about such functions In this way new basic functions can easily be added Even 
functions for which complex code has to be inserted can be expanded inline in this way 
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Realisation on a concrete machine 
Basic Aspects 
There are two ways of implementing the ABC machine on sequential hardware by means 
of an ABC code interpreter and by means of a code generator that compiles ABC-code 
into target machine code The section gives a short description of the code generator 
for the MOTOROLA 680x0 processors The interpreter is treated in the section on the 
current status of our research 
Code generation for an M68k processor 
A straightforward way of generating concrete machine code is by means of macro expan­
sion- each ABC instruction is considered as a macro application that is substituted by 
a sequence of M68k instructions However, the quality of the generated M68k code is 
mainly determined by the way the registers of this processor are utilised Since the ABC 
machine does not contain abstract registers it will be evident that the resulting code is 
far from optimal Therefore, the current ABC to M68k code generator uses a more intel­
ligent way of generating code than just performing macro expansion An ABC program 
is subdivided into 6osic blocks (i e sequences of ABC instructions that do not contain 
any label definitions or jump instructions) The code generator considers each basic block 
as a specification of how the initial state of the ABC machine (which is determined by 
the contents of the stacks and the graph store) at the start of the basic block has be 
converted into the final state at the end of the block Now the tasks of the code generator 
becomes to implement such state transitions as efficient as possible, in all likelihood, by 
using registers Note that, in contrast with the macro expansion mechanism, the relation 
between original ABC code and generated M68k code may be difficult to detect 
Besides using registers for computing intermediate results inside the basic blocks, 
registers are also used for parameter passing and returning results between basic blocks 
As an example we give both the ABC code and M68k code generated for the factorial 
function that has been defined earlier 
ABC-code 
Faci 
eql b + 0 0 
jmp true lab 
j m ρ sFac 2 
lab 
pop.b 1 
pushl +1 
rtn 
Fac2 
push.b 0 
deci 
jsr Fac 1 
push b 1 
update.b 1 2 
M68k-code 
Faci 
Fac 2 
cmp #0,d0 
bne Fac 2 
move #l,d0 
rts 
move d0,(a4)-|-
sub #l,d0 
jsr Fac 1 
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update-b 0 1 
pop-b 1 
mull mul -(a4),d0 
rtn rts 
The previous example clearly shows that the main task of the Concurrent Clean to ABC-
code compiler is to define some order of evaluation in which the B-stack is used if possible. 
It does not try to optimise the stack manipulations, for instance by avoiding redundant 
move operations. Such optimisations are done by the ABC to M68k code generator. 
2.5. Parallel Implementation 
Also the parallel implementation is based on the ABC machine. In this section we will 
present the parallel ABC machine, and its implementation aspects. 
The basic assumption we make for this parallel machine is that each processor has 
its own local memory. On each processor a number of sequential ABC machines can be 
running. For each new process, created by a {P} or {1} annotation, a new sequential 
ABC machine (a reducer) is started. Reducers have their own stacks. Reducers on the 
same processor share the heap of that processor. 
The reservation/locking mechanism 
Because several reducers on one processor can share subgraphs, some reservation mecha-
nism is necessary. In the parallel ABC machine this is done as follows. 
A reducer evaluates a node by executing the code pointed to by the code pointer of 
that node. The first this code does is changing the code field of the node. The new code 
pointer points to a piece of code with which other reducers that will try to evaluate this 
node will be suspended: 
.reserve: 
set-wait 0 
suspend 
rtn 
If a reducer executes this code sequence it puts itself (by the set.wait instruction) into 
the waiting list of the node it wanted to reduce. Thereafter, it suspends itself with the 
suspend instruction. 
After some time the node will be updated by the first reducer (note that nodes are 
updated only with head normal forms). Then also the reducers in the waiting list will be 
released. They all execute the return (rtn) instruction and continue as if they had reduced 
the node themselves. 
In first instance, it seems as if a waiting list will enlarge the fixed size part of all nodes: 
each node must have enough room to store a pointer to such a list. However, a node with 
a waiting list is under reduction and no information of this node is needed anymore. 
Therefore, in a concrete implementation other fields of the node can be misused. 
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Communication 
There are two moments at which a graph has to be shipped to another processor. First, 
with the {P} annotation a remote reducer has to be started. The graph this reducer has 
to evaluate has to be copied to the processor on which the reducer will be started. The 
second case occurs if a result of a reduction is needed on another processor. 
These forms of graph copying are basically the same. Copying a graph is not straight-
forward, since its structure has to be preserved. So, the copying algorithm has to take 
account of sharing and cycles. Also special action is needed if reserved nodes or nodes on 
which a reducer will be started (by an {1} or {P} annotation) risk to be copied. Reserved 
nodes can be recognised by the code pointer (or, alternatively, a flag might have been 
set). For nodes on which a reducer will be started a special node, called a Defer node, is 
inserted. In both cases simple copying of these nodes would mean duplication of work. 
Instead special nodes are created: channel nodes. Such a channel node is also created in 
the case of the {P} annotation: it points to the graph that will be reduced by the new 
remote reducer. So, a channel node can be considered as a node containing a pointer to 
a remote graph. It has a special code pointer: 
.channel .code: 
set.entry .reserve 0 
send .request 0 
suspend 
rtn 
If such a node is evaluated a request will be sent to another processor (by the send.request 
instruction). Then the reducer will suspend itself. As soon as the requested graph is in 
head normal form it will be sent. The channel node will be updated with this graph. 
Note that a request is sent only once: the code pointer is set to the reserve code, so other 
reducers will be suspended immediately. If a channel node is reduced, it is needed. Thus 
a request is sent only if the channel node is needed. Lastly, we note that also channel 
nodes can be copied. The result will be a copy of the channel node. 
2.6. Results 
Current Status 
Currently, the Concurrent Clean to ABC compiler has fully been implemented on various 
machines. It includes all aspects mentioned earlier and it compiles quite quickly. On 
a SUN3/280 it compiles roughly 150 lines of Concurrent Clean code per second. This 
is without strictness analysis. With strictness analysis compilation time approximately 
doubles. 
For the ABC machine both a simulator and several code generators exist. The sim-
ulator is used for testing both sequential and parallel versions of the ABC machine. For 
the parallel part the simulator has some global knowledge of a real run time system of 
a parallel machine. In particular, it includes a parallel garbage collector, and a stack 
reallocation mechanism. 
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At this moment several versions of ал ABC code to machine code compiler are avail­
able. The best one generates code for the MC68020 type of processor, and has been 
implemented both on the Macintoshll as well as on a SUN3. Also for the Transputer 
a code generator exists. The last one is a preliminary version of a code generator for 
a parallel machine. In the future this code generator will be extended with the same 
optimisation techniques as the other ones. 
Sequential 
We compared the implementation of our system with implementations of Lml, Hope and 
С on the SUN3 (with a MC68020, 25Mhz processor). The Lml system is considered as 
a standard implementation of a lazy functional language (notice that we do not present 
figures for Miranda: most of the benchmarks below do not terminate within reasonable 
time). The Hope system is an example of a fast implementation of a strict functional 
language. The imperative languages are represented by C. We note that, if possible, 
С has been used in an imperative way (i.e. using iteration instead of recursion). The 
following implementations of these languages were used: 
Lml The Chalmers Lazy ML compiler, version 0.99.2, (90/08/20) (Augustsson L· 
Johnsson [1989]). 
Hope The Hope+ compiler, release 3.2.1, August 1989 (Burstall et al. [1980]). 
С The gnu С compiler, version 1.36 (which generally gives faster code than the 
standard С compiler). 
The following test programs were used: 
nfib the well known nfib program with argument 30. 
tak the Takeuchi function, called with (tak 24 16 8). 
sieve a program which generates the first 10000 primes, using quite an optimal 
version of the sieve of Eratosthenes (outputs only the last one). 
queens counts all solutions for the (10) queens problem. 
reverse a program which reverses a list of 3000 elements 3000 times. 
twice four times the twice on the increment function. 
revtwice four times the twice of the reverse of a list of 30 elements. 
rnfib again the nfib program, but now working on real numbers, with argument 26. 
fastfourier the fast fourier algorithm, on an array of 8K complex numbers. In the Con­
current Clean program a complex number is defined as a strict tuple of two 
reals. 
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nfib 
tak 
sieve 
queens 
reverse 
twice 
revtwice 
rnfib 
fastfourier 
Clean 
4.5 
4.9 
8.1 
28 
64 
1.7 
27 
11 
34 
Lml 
25 
40 
25 
62 
108 
SF 
OH 
26 
-
Clean (u!) 
4.5 
4.9 
6.8 
14 
50 
0.5 
9 
11 
19 
Hope 
5.4 
7.2 
9.1 
16 
65 
0.3 
12 
33 
-
С 
11 
11 
4.5 
4.1 
-
-
-
19 
9.0 
Clean (-!) 
30 
36 
12 
45 
51 
1.7 
39 
19 
-
Table 6.1 Performance Overview (All times in seconds cpu time) 
The following notes have to be made: 
• The Lml versions of twice and revtwice resulted in run-time errors for these values 
(SF and OH stand for 'segmentation fault' and 'out of heap' respectively). 
• The reverse and twice programs make no sense in the С context. The sieve and fast 
fourier programs are iterative versions. The other ones are inherently recursive. 
• Computing the fast fourier with the other functional languages is impossible: they 
all would run out of heap space. 
• The times needed to generate an executable for the example programs vary widely. 
On an average, the Concurrent Clean implementation consumes about 3.5 seconds 
cpu time, the Lml system needs 6 seconds and the Hope system even 15 seconds. 
The first two columns of the table compare a standard compilation of Concurrent Clean 
programs with Lml. The default reduction strategy is lazy, but strictness information is 
added automatically by the strictness analyser. It is obvious that in all cases Concurrent 
Clean outruns Lml. 
The next two columns present a comparison between user annotated Clean and Hope. 
User annotations are inserted at some places that are not indicated by the strictness 
analyser. Some of these annotations can be found automatically by a clever analysis (but 
not by strictness analysis), as is the case for the sieve and the queens programs. The 
annotations for the fast fourier (in the type definition of the complex number) have to 
be added by the programmer. Again, Concurrent Clean produces in almost all the cases 
the fastest code although the differences are not that great anymore. The only case in 
which Hope is faster is the twice example. This is mainly because Hope uses a smart 
integer representation. This is indicated by the revtwice program, which also tests the 
implementation of higher order functions but avoids the use of integers. 
The recursive programs written in С appear to be slower than the ones written in 
Concurrent Clean. However, the iterative versions of the examples written in С are 
faster. But, in comparison with the past, the difference between execution times of on 
the one hand the functional languages and on the other hand the imperative languages 
has significantly decreased. 
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The last two rows of the table are measurements for real arithmetic. In fact, they 
show that of the functional languages only Concurrent Clean supports reals seriously. 
Finally, the last column gives execution times for Concurrent Clean programs for 
which no annotations were added, neither automatically by the strictness analyser, nor 
by the programmer himself. From these figures we can conclude that in general strictness 
annotations increase the efficiency. The largest gain is achieved in programs which largely 
manipulate objects of basic types as is the case with tak and fast fourier. 
Parallel 
Partly funded by the ESPRIT Parallel Computer Action and the Dutch Neural Network 
Project, recently a beginning has been made with the implementation of Concurrent Clean 
on a TYansputer system composed of 64 TVansputers. Currently, this implementation 
supports only multi-processing on a single Transputer. Therefore, it is not yet possible to 
present performance figures of executions on a real parallel machine. However, with the 
PABC simulator a number of preliminary observations have been made. 
The main results concern the kinds of parallelism which are possible, and how the 
parallel annotations influence this. 
The process annotations are very powerful: it appears that many kinds of parallelism 
can be created. Also, it appears that the optimisations of the sequential code can be used 
in the parallel programs. The main problem in here is to assure that the grain size of the 
tasks is big enough. 
The main disadvantage is that often very many reducers are needed to achieve a 
certain behaviour (for instance, each channel requires a reducer serving it). Also, the 
process annotations have to be used very carefully. Sometimes they have to be combined 
with local strictness annotation to provide that processes are created at the moment they 
are wanted. Some programs tend to behave sequential or create too many reducers if 
annotations are used wrongly. 
2.7. Future work 
The efficiency of the sequential code can be further improved by adding a special so-
called "application depended strictness analysis" to the system. Such an analysis tries to 
determine whether eager evaluation of arguments for a certain application is safe because 
for this specific application it is known that these arguments will be evaluated (inspite 
of the fact that the applied function is not known to be strict in these arguments for the 
general case). Program transformations will be investigated that yield larger basic blocks 
of ABC code such that an optimal use of the new code generator is made. 
We hope to demonstrate in the near future that real speed-ups can be achieved on 
a parallel architecture such as a Transputer system (Kesseler [1990]). At UE A already 
some promising results have been obtained with a previous version of our Clean system 
(McBurney L· Sleep [1990]). 
Furthermore, the presented annotations will be extended in order to enable the fine 
tuning of load balancing on a parallel machine. 
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On a higher level of abstraction new annotations are investigated to make parallel 
functional programming more user friendly (Eekelen & Plasmeijer [1990]). 
2.8. Conclusions 
The language Concurrent Clean is a lazy, higher-order functional graph rewriting language 
with as special feature that the sequential and parallel reduction order can be controlled 
in a general way. In Concurrent Clean arbitrary, dynamically changing process topolo­
gies can be specified. Parallel evaluation and communication can be controlled by the 
programmer. 
There axe several optimisations incorporated in the compiler such that, after a reason­
able compilation time, very efficient execution is obtained for the sequentially evaluated 
parts of the code. The differences in speed between functional programs written in Con­
current Clean and programs imperatively written in a language like С are now becoming 
acceptable. Most optimisations are still applicable when code is generated for parallel 
environments. 
The expressive power of the concurrency primitives available in Concurrent Clean 
makes it possible that a new class of parallel algorithms can be expressed adequately in 
a functional language. 
Simulations have shown that the speed obtained for sequential machines can be inher­
ited for parallel architectures such that efficient, parallel functional programming will be 
possible. 

Chapter 3 
Parallel Graph Rewriting on 
Loosely Coupled Machine 
Architectures 
Marko van Eekelen, Rinus Plasmeijer and Sjaak Smetsers 
Graph rewriting models are very suited to serve as the basic computational model for functional 
languages and their implementation. Graphs are used to share computations which is needed to 
make efficient implementations of functional languages on sequential hardware possible. When 
graphs are rewritten (reduced) on parallel loosely coupled machine architectures, subgraphs have 
to be copied from one processor to another such that sharing is lost. In this paper we intro­
duce the notion of lazy copying. With lazy copying it is possible to duplicate a graph without 
duplicating work. Lazy copying can be combined with simple annotations which control the 
order of reduction. In principle, only interleaved execution of the individual reduction steps 
is possible. However, a condition is deduced under which parallel execution is allowed. When 
only certain combinations of lazy copying and annotations are used it is guarantied that this 
so-called non-interference condition is fulfilled. Abbreviations for these combinations are intro­
duced. Now complex process behaviours, such as process communication on a loosely coupled 
parallel machine architecture, can be modelled. This also includes a special case: modelling mul­
tiprocessing on a single processor. Arbitrary process topologies сгш be created. Synchronous 
and asynchronous process communication can be modelled. The implementation of the language 
Concurrent Clean, which is based on the proposed graph rewriting model, has shown that com­
plicated parallel algorithms which can go far beyond divide-and-conquer like applications can 
be expressed. 
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3.1. Introduction 
Ideally, a computational model of a language is a formal model as close as possible to both 
its semantics and its implementation, still it models only the essential aspects of them. In 
the following paragraphs it is explained why Graph Rewriting Systems (GRS's) are suited 
to serve as a computational model of functional languages and their implementations. 
After that, GRS's are extended in order to deal with parallel evaluation. 
Graph rewriting systems and functional languages 
Our prime interests are functional languages and their implementation on sequential and 
parallel hardware. Traditionally, the pure lambda calculus (Church [1932], Church [1933], 
Barendregt [1984]) is considered to be a suitable model for these languages. However, 
in our opinion, some important aspects of functional languages and the way they are 
usually implemented, cannot be modelled with this calculus. In particular, the calculus 
itself lacks pattern matching and the notion of sharing of computations. Patterns contain 
important information for strictness analyzers (Nöcker [1990]). Sharing of computations 
is essential to obtain efiicient implementations on traditional hardware (Fasel & Keller 
[1986]). 
Graph Rewriting systems are based on pattern matching and sharing. We believe 
that compared to the λ-calculus, graph rewriting systems (Barendregt et al. [1987a], 
Barendregt et al. [1987b]) are better suited to serve as computational model for functional 
languages. In the past we have defined and implemented the intermediate language Clean 
(Brus et al. [1987]) based on graph rewriting systems with a functional evaluation strategy 
and we have shown that efficient state-of-the-art implementations on sequential hardware 
can be obtained by compiling functional languages to Clean (Koopman h Nöcker [1988]). 
Parallel evaluation 
At any stage during its evaluation a functional program may contain more than one 
function application that can be rewritten (reducible expression or redex for short). If in 
this context redexes are rewritten in any order, the normal form (if it exists) will always 
be the same. This uniqueness of normal forms offers the theoretical possibility to reduce 
redexes in parallel. Hence, functional languages are often considered to be well suited for 
parallel computation. 
Two kinds of parallelism are distinguished: fine grain and coarse grain. In principle, 
with fine grain parallelism any redex (grain) is a candidate for parallel evaluation. Fine 
grain machine architectures try to exploit this parallelism fully. Unfortunately, these 
architectures, such as data flow machines (Gurd et al. [1985], Arvind et al. [1987]), are 
very complex and not yet commercially available. For coarse grain parallelism loosely 
coupled machine architectures, such as Transputer systems, are available on a wide scale. 
But now one of the major problems is that most reductions of function applications 
will not contain a sufficient amount of computation compared with the overhead costs 
caused by the inter-processor communication (grain size problem). Therefore, for these 
architectures only redexes that yield a large amount of computation are suited to be 
evaluated in parallel. 
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In analogy with the concurrent imperative languages, a parallel functional language 
should provide a way to create concurrent entities (processes) in a program, preferably 
without violating the functional semantics. Arbitrary communications between processes 
have to be definable in a general way. Special language constructs have been proposed 
to make process creation and communication possible (see section 3.6). Mostly, these 
constructs are either rather ad hoc or have limited expressive power. We are looking for 
powerful but elegant basic components needed to realize dynamic process creation with 
arbitrary communication. 
Parallel graph rewriting 
In order to deal with parallelism, the graph rewriting model is extended with two issues: 
a way to control the evaluation order and a way to regulate the distribution of data. 
By denoting subgraphs on which reduction processes have to be created, the reduction 
order in graph rewriting can influenced. Reduction processes which evaluate an indicated 
subgraph are created dynamically. 
A subclass of GRS's in which reducers can be created explicitly will be prefixed with 
P. So the abbreviation for general graph rewriting systems with explicit parallelism is 
P-GRS. 
The distribution of data, which in the context of graph rewriting involves copying of 
graphs, can be regulated by means of a so called lazy copying mechanism. Intentionally, 
sharing is used to prevent that the same computation is performed more than once. With 
lazy copying it is possible to make a copy without loosing this advantage. Although in 
implementations generally some kind of copying/sharing scheme is used, up to now it 
has never been incorporated in graph rewriting models. For all these reasons we have 
given a more firm basis to lazy copying by explicitly incorporating it in graph rewriting 
systems. As we shall see, with lazy copying one can model all the major aspects of 
data distribution on parallel machine architectures. It is possible to specify whether 
synchronous or asynchronous inter-processor links are used and also the kind of and the 
moment at which data is communicated. To handle all these aspects it is unavoidable 
that the lazy copying mechanism has become very complex. This in contrast with the 
rather obvious way of creating parallel reducers. 
A subclass of GRS's which is extended with lazy copying will be prefixed with C. So 
the abbreviation for general graph rewriting systems with lazy copying is C-GRS. 
In this paper it will be shown that arbitrary process structures with various forms 
of inter-process communication can be modelled in PC-GRS's (GRS's with explicit par-
allelism and lazy copying). In particular, loosely coupled parallel evaluation is defined 
wherein any process structure can be expressed. In order to illustrate the expressive power 
examples will be given of some non-trivial parallel algorithms. 
Structure of this paper 
This paper has not the intention to give a full formal description of a parallel graph 
rewriting model. As can be seen in Barendsen k. Smetsers [1992] such a description 
becomes very complex. We believe that going into too many technical details at this 
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stage will not help the reader to understand the fundamental issues of what we want to 
address. 
The next section introduces graph rewriting briefly. After that in section 3.3 process 
creation is incorporated in graph rewriting. In section 3.4 lazy copying is introduced. 
The power of the combination of lazy copying and process creation is shown in section 
3.5. In particular, the use of the system to model parallel graph reduction on loosely 
coupled parallel architectures is demonstrated. In section 3.6 comparisons with related 
work, implementation aspects and directions for future research are given. 
3.2. Graph Rewriting 
In graph rewriting systems (Barendregt et al. [1987b]) a program is represented by a set 
of rewrite rules. Each rewrite rule consists of a left-hand-side graph (the pattern), an 
optional right-hand-side graph (the contractum) and one or more redirections. A graph 
is a set of nodes. Each node has a defining node-identifier (the nodeid). A node consists 
of a symbol and a (possibly empty) sequence of applied nodeids (the arguments of the 
symbol). Applied nodeid's can be seen as references (arcs) to nodes in the graph, as such 
they have a direction: from the node in which the nodeid is applied to the node of which 
the nodeid is the defining identifier. Starting with an initial graph the graph is rewritten 
according to the rules. When the pattern matches a subgraph, a rewrite can take place 
which consists of building the contractum and doing the redirections. A redirection of one 
nodeid to another nodeid means that all applied occurrences of one nodeid are replaced 
by occurrences of the other. The part of the graph that matches the pattern is sometimes 
called a redex. 
A reduction strategy is a function that indicates one or more of the available redexes. 
A reducer is a process that reduces redexes which are indicated by the strategy. The 
result of a reducer is reached as soon as the reduction strategy does not indicate redexes 
anymore. A reducer chooses either deterministically or non-deterministically one of the 
redexes that are indicated by the strategy. In this paper only deterministic reducers (i.e. 
reducers which make their choices deterministically) are used. A graph is in normal form 
if none of the patterns in the rules match any part of the graph. A graph is said to be 
in root normal form when the root of a graph is not the root of a redex and can never 
become the root of a redex. The root normal form property is in general undecidable 
(Plasmeijer & Eekelen [1993]). Even if a graph has only one unique normal form, this 
graph may be reduced to several root normal forms depending on how far the subgraphs 
are reduced. 
An important subclass of graph rewriting systems is the class which is defined by the 
following restrictions: 
• all graphs are connected; 
• every rule has exactly one redirection which is a redirection from the root of the 
pattern to the root of the contractum (or when there is no contractum, to the root 
of a subgraph indicated in the pattern); 
• no rule is comparing (rewriting systems where multiple occurrences of variables on 
left-hand-sides are allowed are called comparing or non left-lmear). No multiple 
occurrence of variables implies that it is impossible to pattern match on equivalency 
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of nodeids (sharing). In fact, a left-hand-side is always a graph without sharing 
(like a term). 
• a special reduction strategy is used: the functional reduction strategy. Reducing 
graphs according to this strategy resembles very much the way execution proceeds 
in lazy functional languages (a formal definition of this strategy for TRS's can be 
found in Toyama et al. [1993]. 
This class will be called: Functional Graph Rewriting Systems (FGRS's). In an FGRS 
every rewrite implies that the root of the redex is redirected to another graph. Every 
node that after the rewrite is not connected to the root of the graph, is considered to be 
non-existent (garbage). 
FGRS's serve as basis for Clean. Clean is an experimental functional language based 
on graph rewriting (Brus et al. [1987]). The language is designed to provide a firm base 
for functional programming. In particular, Clean is suitable and used as an intermediate 
language between functional languages and sequential machine architectures. Every Clean 
program is an FGRS. 
Although the proposed extensions are also meaningful in more general graph rewriting 
systems, throughout the rest of this paper it will be assumed that FGRS's are used. In all 
examples the Clean syntax will be used. The extensions to graph rewriting proposed in 
this paper are incorporated in a new intermediate language: Concurrent Clean (Nöcker et 
al. [1991]). For an intuitive understanding of what follows it is not necessary to know all 
details of FGRS's. Some general knowledge about graphs and functional languages will 
be sufficient. A few examples of FGRS's: 
Hd (Cons ab) —»a ; 
Fib 0 - 1 | 
Fib 1 - 1 | 
Fib η — +1 (Fib ( — I n)) (Fib (-1 η 2)) ; 
Second (Pair χ y:(Cons a b)) -+ y ; 
Ones —• x: Cons 1 χ ; 
Every expression is actually a graph consisting of nodes. Each node contains a symbol and 
a possibly empty sequence of argument nodeids. If these nodeids are implicit, an ordinary 
tree structure is assumed. Using them explicitly before a colon, one can define any graph 
structure. The last rule in the example is a typical graph rewrite rule containing a cycle in 
the right-hand-side. In many cases, the functional graph rewrite rules can intuitively be 
seen EIS ordinary function definitions. Each function has one or more alternatives which 
are distinguished by patterns on the left-hand-side of the definition. Symbols other than 
function symbols are called constructors because they are usually used as data structures 
(i.e. constructs for defining new data types). For practical reasons some types are assumed 
to be predefined, such as INT or BOOL. Furthermore, some functions for arithmetic are 
assumed to be defined on these types, such as ++1 (i.e. integer increment) or *l (i.e. 
integer multiplication). 
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3.3. FGRS's with Dynamic Process Creation: P-FGRS's 
The creation of parallel reduction processes, also called reducers, can be seen as a special 
case of influencing the order of evaluation. In FGRS's the reduction order is changed by 
means of annotations. These annotations, which have the form of a string placed between 
curly braces, can be assigned to both nodes and nodeids. When the reduction strategy 
encounters an annotation it changes its default reduction order which will influence the 
way in which a result is achieved. Changing the reduction order is important if one wants 
to optimise the time and space behaviour of the reduction process. 
In sequential FGRS's only one annotation is defined indicating that the reduction of 
the annotated argument of a symbol (function or constructor) is demanded. From an 
operational point of view, this annotation, denoted by {!}, will force the evaluation of 
the corresponding argument before it is tried to rewrite the graph according to a rule 
definition of the symbol. Note that these annotations may make the reduction strategy 
partially eager instead of lazy. In formal reasoning about programs with {!} annotations 
on the left-hand side it will always be true that the annotated argument will be in root 
normal form when the corresponding rule is applied. The semantics of annotations on the 
right-hand side can be explained via transformations to sets of rules with left-hand side 
annotations only. Intuitively, the transformation involves introducing an extra internal 
reduction with an annotated left-hand side which forces evaluation before the rule is 
applied. 
Example of a rule with a {!} on the right-hand side: 
Gen η -• Cons η (Gen { ! } ( + + ! n)) ; 
This rule is transformed into: 
Gen η —• Gen' η ( + + 1 η) ; 
Gen' η {!} m —> Cons η (Gen m) ; 
Process creation 
A single sequential reducer repeatedly chooses one of the redexes which are indicated 
by the reduction strategy and rewrites it. Interleaved reduction can be obtained by 
incarnating several sequential reducers which reduce different parts of the same graph. 
By using {!} annotations it is possible to influence the order in which the redexes are 
reduced by a single reducer. 
Now a new annotation is introduced: {!!}, to indicate that a new sequential reducer 
has to be created with the following properties: 
• the new reducer reduces the corresponding graph to root normal form after which 
the reducer dies; 
• the new reducer can proceed interleaved with the original reduction process; 
• all rewrites are assumed to be indivisible actions; 
• if for pattern matching or reduction a reducer needs access to a graph which is 
being rewritten by another reducer, the first reducer will wait until the second one 
has reduced the graph to root normal form. 
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• for determining its redexes it uses the functional reduction strategy parameterized 
with {!} annotations. 
Considered operationally, if a {!!} annotation is encountered in the right-hand side by 
a reducer, a new reducer is created after the redirection has been done (and if there is 
copying, also after the copying (see also section 3.4). If a {!!} annotation is specified 
on the left-hand side, a new reducer is created just before the original reducer would 
reduce the corresponding function application. In reasoning about programs with {!!} 
annotations on the left-hand side it will always be true that the annotated argument will 
have been reduced (by another reducer) to root normal form when the corresponding rule 
is applied. The meaning of {!!} on a left-hand side can be explained via transformations 
to sets of rules with right-hand side annotations only. 
Example of {!!} on the right-hand side: 
Fib 0 -• 1 | 
Fib 1 — 1 | 
Fib η - +!({! !} Fib (-In ! ) ) ( { ! ! } Fib (-In 2)) ; 
Another way of looking at {!!} annotations is that they influence the overall reduction 
order. In this view, {!!} annotations are parameters of the overall reduction strategy. This 
overall reduction strategy will then indicate possibly more than one redex (every process 
may have a redex). The global reducer will make a non-deterministic choice out of the 
redexes indicated by the global strategy. So, in this way parallel reduction is modelled 
via (non-deterministic) interleaved execution of the individual reducers. In section 3.5 we 
will see how real parallel evaluation can be made possible. 
3.4. FGRS's with Lazy Copying: C-FGRS's 
A notion of graph copying is necessary if one wants to express explicitly the distribution 
of data in parallel environments. One would expect however that it is already possible 
to express graph copying in graph rewriting systems. Although this is indeed the case, it 
is rather complex. A function has to be defined which duplicates its argument. Evident­
ly, the following definition only produces two pointers to the argument but it does not 
duplicate the argument itself. 
A graph sharing example: 
Consider the following rule: The graph: Reduces to the graph: 
Duplicate χ -> Pair χ χ ; S I : Duplicate 92 94: Pair ®2 62, 
02: Pair (93 @2, (92: Pair 93 (92, 
β3: 1 (93: 1; 
Here ®x is a denotation for a nodeid. This rewrite step is illustrated in the following 
picture. 
Ώ LPÌÌLÌU Duplicate 
f-H Pair I | l j I f-H Ρ'* I |Jj LLLp C^l r a ' r I I I 
a s 
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The only way to access the structure of the argument is to use pattern matching. The 
only way to duplicate a constructor is to match on it on the left-hand side and to create a 
new node with the same constructor on the right-hand side. Such a rewrite rule is needed 
for every constructor that may appear. Furthermore, on the right-hand side the graph 
structure of the argument has to be duplicated. To detect sharing, multiple occurrences 
of the same nodeid on the left-hand side should be admitted in FGRS's. Then, with many 
of such left-comparing rules (and a special strategy that handles left-comparing rules) a 
structure can be copied. The rules that define copying, are themselves part of the system 
which makes it difficult to reason about them because the copying gets intertwined with 
the rest of the evaluation. As a consequence, if such a structure contains redexes that 
have to be copied too, the reduction strategy has to be changed again in order to prevent 
that the strategy indicates these redexes. 
So, extending the semantics of FGRS's with a special mechanism to explicitly copy 
graphs (possibly containing redexes) would considerably increase the expressive power of 
these graph rewriting systems. 
Eager copying 
To denote a graph д that should be copied, the node identifier that refers to the root 
of д is attributed with a subscript с The с subscript can be placed on nodeids of the 
right-hand side only. The copying takes place after the contractum is built but before the 
root of the redex is redirected to the root of the contractum. All copies of one right-hand 
side are made simultaneously. Copying a graph д implies that an equivalent graph g' is 
made which has no nodes in common with the original graph g. During the copying no 
rewriting takes place. So, for every node of g (also for redexes) there is an equivalent 
node in g'. A graph copying example: 
Consider the following rule: The graph: Reduces to the graph: 
Duplicate χ —• Pair χ Xc (91 Duplicate 92, 04: Pair ®2 912, 
Pair 03 62, 92: Pair 03 62, 
1; ©3: 1, 
ai2: Pair 013 012, 
013: 1; 
This is illustrated in the following picture. 
| Duplicate | 
1 
л-Н Pair 
1 
r 
.1.1 
ν 1 J 
Pair 
(-H Pair 1|1μΙ(Η P a i r IIJLJ 
Ш Ш 
This way of copying is also called eager copying in contrast to lazy copying which is 
defined in the following sections. 
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Lazy copying 
Consider a graph containing redexes. The extension of graph rewriting with explicit 
copying introduces the possibility to copy this graph including all its redexes. We had 
already the possibility of sharing the graph. Unfortunately, there is nothing in between. 
Note that duplication of work can be avoided by maintaining the sharing with the original 
graph as long as the corresponding function applications have not been evaluated. If after 
the evaluation to root normal form the copying is continued, the graph is duplicated after 
the work is done. But, it can also be useful to break up the sharing. Take for example a 
function application that delivers a large structure after relatively few reduction steps. If 
a graph containing such a function application is submitted to another processor then it 
is preferable not to reduce this application before the submission. 
Copying with the choice of maintaining or breaking up the sharing is called lazy copy­
ing. A node on which copying will be stopped temporarily, is called a deferred node. To 
denote a deferred node it is attributed with a subscript d (which is denoted by attaching 
the d-attribute to the symbol of that node). 
Lazy copying implies that when a copy action hits a deferred node, the copying itself 
is deferred. The applied occurrence of the nodeid of the deferred node of which the (now 
deferred) copy was being made, will be administered as being a copying deferred nodeid. 
When a deferred node is in root normal form, the node will not longer be deferred. The 
actual copying may continue, but, as we shall see, this will only happen when this copy is 
demanded. Nodeids of which the contents need to be known for matching, are according 
to the functional reduction strategy first reduced to root normal form. When a copying 
deferred nodeid is reduced this will trigger the continuation of the copying. 
A lazy copying example: 
Start —• Duplicate (Facd 6) ; 
Duplicate χ —• Pair χ Кс ; 
Fac 0 — 1 I 
Fac η — » I n (Fac ( — I n)) ; 
The following rewrites occur: 
(81: Start; -+ ®2: Duplicate 33,-> 04: Pair ®3 вЗ
с
, -» 
03: Facd 6; 03: Facd 6; 
04: Pair 05 05 C l -» 04: Pair 05 Q5C, -• 04: Pair 05 015, 
05: 720d; 05: 720; 05: 720, 
015: 720; 
The nodeid attribute с in the graph is used to denote that that the nodeid is a copying 
deferred nodeid. Note that the с attribute was inherited when the node @3 was redirected 
to ®5 which corresponded with the reduction of the node. Do not confuse the с attribute 
in the graph with the с attribute in the rules which denotes that a copy action has to be 
started. The deferred attribute of the node ©5 is taken away when it is recognized that 
the node is in root normal form. 
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The rewntes are also shown m the following picture (dashed arrows indicate copying 
deferred nodeids) 
| Start | Duplicate |~1 — > | Pair | | 1 
- T * ! 
Fac¿| , | I F a c ¿ I I I \r^d\ ι ι 
Pair 
Π 
I720d| 
Pan 
Π 
шо 
I 720 | |720 | 
Operational semantics of lazy copying 
To explain the semantics of lazy copying we introduce two special kinds of indirection 
nodes a D(eferred) node which indicates that the function it is pointing to has the 
deferred attribute, and a C(opy of such a deferred node) node This node indicates that 
the graph it is pointing to still has to be copied the copying is deferred If on a right-hand 
side nodeid η is attributed with the с subscript, all nodes accessible from η have to be 
copied such that the new graph structure is copy-equivalent with the old one However, if 
the copy action hits on a D-node, a C-node which refers to the D-node is created and the 
subgraph to which the D-node refers is not copied If the copy action hits on а С node, 
a new С node is created which has the same argument as the original С node After the 
copying has been performed this way, this rewrite is finished and reduction continues as 
usual D and C-nodes can be rewritten via the following internal reduction rules 
D 
С 
{ i } x 
{ ' } x 
X 
The strict annotations provide that the "deferred" or "not yet copied" property of a 
function application is is inherited by all intermediate function results until finally a root 
normal form is reached Hereafter the reducer is able to apply the special rewrite rules 
for D and С which will make these D- and C-nodes disappear If the previous example is 
considered again, it should be more clear what the semantics are 
(81 Start, 
04 Pair δι <9j, 
Si 0 95, 
Oj C®i, 
05 720, 
-> 
02 Duplicate Οι, 
Οι DQ3 
03 Fac6, 
04 Pair 05 Oj, 
Oj С 05. 
05 720, 
- • 
04 Pair Qi Oj, 
Οι D 0 3 , 
Oj С Οι, 
03 Расб, 
04 Pair 05 015 
05 720, 
015 720, 
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This is also illustrated in the following picture. 
| Starti — * · I Duplicate | ι | P™ lj¿l·. 
^ р -»ГТіГГТІ ^ * ' D ' -r>rRicT71 
τ τ 
Pair bfcy-
^ • D ^ - H 720 | 
Pair 
^ 
--H 720 | 
Pair 
720 | 1720 | 
Note that when the deferred copy turns out to be not needed by the reduction strategy, 
the С rule will never be executed, so the copying will not be continued. 
Properties of lazy copying 
An interesting aspect of lazy copying is that normal forms do not contain defer or copying 
deferred attributes. Every subgraph of a graph in normal form is trivially in root normal 
form. Evaluation of nodes to root normal form eliminates the defer attributes. Evaluation 
to root normal form and/or the attempt to access a node will cause the deferred copying 
to continue. 
With the following rulerthis will be the normal form of Start: 
Start -» x. Pair 1 χ ; ®1 Pair 1 ®1; || a cycle 
Start -• x. Paird 1 χ ; ®1 Pair 1 Φ1; || a cycle 
Start -» x· Pair 1 x^; ®1. Pair 1 ®11, || a cycle with a copy of it: 
O i l Pair 1 911; || a once unravelled cycle. 
Start —» x: Paird 1 Xcl ®1' Pair 1 fill, || every copy contains a copying deferred 
eil.Pair 1 ® l c ; || nodeid which leads to more unravelling 
|| yielding an infinite normal form1 
Lazy copying does influence the normal forms in the graph world. Sharing may be broken 
up when a cycle is copied which contains deferred nodes. The result will be partly un­
ravelled with respect to a full copy. A typical example is given by the latter rewrite rule 
of the previous example. In C-FGRS's the normal form is also influenced by the order of 
evaluation (and hence by annotations). If the deferred nodes are not reduced before an 
attempt to copy them is made, the result will be partly unravelled. A typical example is 
given below. 
Consider the following rules: 
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Start -» r: A (F x), 
x: В у, 
у: { ! } l d ζ. 
ζ: Ex; 
F χ — » X e ; 
l x — » χ ; 
The normal forms with and without {!} are respectively: 
01 : A (913, 191 : A 013, 
013 : В 015, 013 : В 015, 
015 : С 013; 015 : E 0113, 
0113 : В 015; 
Note that an extra rule had to be introduced in order to delay the copying. The unrav­
elling of the normal forms of a rule system with lazy copying will always be the same 
as the unravelling of the normal forms of the same rule system without lazy copying. In 
other words unravelling is invariant with respect to lazy copying. This is an interesting 
property for the implementation of functional languages and for term graph rewriting 
as in Barendregt et al. [1987a]. It seems that it enables the proof of the soundness and 
completeness of implementations which use sharing and copying via term graph rewriting. 
Lazy copying and term graph rewriting is a very promising topic for further research. 
With the copy indication and the defer indication lazy copying is introduced in graph 
rewriting systems. By introducing the possibility to use subtle combinations of sharing 
and copying this greatly improves the expressive power of graph rewriting systems. Fur­
thermore, in the next section it will be shown that lazy copying can also be the basis for 
communication in a parallel environment. 
3.5. The Descriptive Power of PC-FGRS's 
In this section the power of the PC-FGRS's is illustrated by showing how with certain 
combinations of process creation and lazy copying various kinds of process behaviours 
can be modelled. There are several kinds of behaviours one may be interested in, such 
as fine and coarse grain parallelism, all kinds of process topologies (hierarchical and non-
hierarchical process topologies), synchronous and asynchronous communication between 
processes, etcetera. At first glance it may seem easy to specify these behaviours in PC-
GRS's, since there is the possibility to create reducers dynamically. However, note that 
a rewriting step is considered to be indivisible and without this assumption reasoning 
about rewriting systems is in general not possible. Still, of course, one would like to be 
able to create reducers of which the rewriting steps can be performed in parallel instead of 
interleaved. However, it should be clear that, without any restrictions, parallel rewriting 
causes problems. Imagine that a copy of a subgraph is made while another reducer is 
working on that subgraph. Problems may also arise when redirections are performed 
in parallel. Probably there will not be a problem when two reducers are running on 
subgraphs which have no node in common and no reference to each other. 
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To call a reducer a parallel reducer with respect to another reducer it has to be proven 
that the constraint that a rewrite step is an indivisible action can be weakened. More 
precisely, it has to be proven that the corresponding rewrite steps cannot interfere with 
each other and therefore may be considered as being indivisible so that they actually can 
be performed in parallel. This condition that has to be proven is also called the non-
interference condition. Hence, the claim that parallel computations can be expressed in 
our model can only be justified by proving that, under specific conditions, certain reducers 
are parallel reducers with respect to certain other reducers. 
As in the introduction, we consider loosely coupled parallel machine architectures 
(each processor has its private memory) as the most interesting class of architectures. 
It should be clear that the kind of architecture the reduction is performed on influences 
the rewriting model. For instance, in a shared memory machine graph copying may be 
superfluous. 
Modelling parallel rewriting on loosely coupled parallel architectures 
A loosely coupled parallel computer is defined as a multiprocessor system that consists of 
a number of self-contained computers, i.e. processors with their private memory attached 
to each other by a sparsely connected network. An important property of such system 
is that for each processor it is more efficient to access objects located in its own local 
memory than to use the communication medium to access remote objects. In order to 
achieve an efficient implementation it is necessary to map the computation graph to the 
physical processing elements in such a way that the communication overhead due to the 
exchanging of data is relatively small. Therefore, the computation graph is divided into 
a number of subgraphs (grains) which have the property that the intermediate links are 
sparsely used. Unfortunately, it is undecidable how much work the reduction of a subgraph 
involves. Furthermore, there are no well-established heuristics for dividing a graph into 
grains. So, this partition of the graph cannot be performed automatically. Therefore, in 
the program it has to be explicitly indicated what is expected to represent a large amount 
of reductions relative to the expected communication overhead. In this way the program 
can be tuned to a particular parallel machine architecture. 
The annotations and indications in the PC-FGRS have to be used in such a way 
that non-interference can be proven for reducers which might be executed on different 
processors. To avoid the need for a proof for every PC-FGRS, methods of annotating and 
indicating will be developed. Using these methods will guarantee that parallel execution 
of groups of reducers is allowed. 
Divide-and-Conquer evaluation 
An obvious method to get safe parallelism is to create a reducer on a copy of an indicated 
subgraph. Such a copied subgraph has the property that it is self-contained, i.e. the root 
of the subgraph is the only connection between the subgraph and the rest of the graph. 
This will make it possible that the copied subgraph is reduced in parallel on another 
processor. When it is reduced to root normal form the result will be copied back to the 
father processor. So, copying is performed twice: one copy is made of the task for the 
off-loading of the task and one copy is made of the result to communicate it to the father. 
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A self-contained subgraph will be regarded as a virtual processor because it has the 
property that it may be reduced on another processor. It is easy to prove that on a 
self-contained subgraph it is allowed to weaken the interleaving restriction to parallelism: 
the self-contained subgraph can only be accessed by other reducers via the root and the 
semantics of P-FGRS's does not allow reducers to access a node on which another reducer 
is running. 
Example of a divide-and-conquer algorithm: 
Fib 0 — 1 
F i b l — 1 
Fib η -v + 1 leftc righto 
left: {MJFibdH 
right: {!!} Fibd (-
D e l ) , 
-1 nc 2) 
I 
The {!!} annotations combined with the copy and defer indications specify that both 
calls of Fib can be evaluated in parallel. The graph on which each process runs is self-
contained because the root of the graph on which a process is started, is built with 
copies of subgraphs as arguments. The father reducer may already start with copying 
the result but this copying will be immediately deferred. It can continue each time when 
an argument of +1 is in root normal form.The following picture illustrates the virtual 
processor structure after one reduction of Fib 5. 
/-Processor 1 -
ΞΕΤΟΊ 
Fib, 
ШШ 
Processor 2 -
Fibrf 
sm 
Processor 3-
This way of modelling divide-and-conquer algorithms relies on the fact that the sub­
graph to be reduced is self-contained and that after the reduction to root normal form, the 
result is also self-contained. Unfortunately, self-containedness is an undecidable property, 
for, if a lazy copy of a certain graph is made this graph may contain deferred nodes. But, 
as will be shown in the next section, it is possible to use a graph property that is on the 
one hand weaker than the property of self-containedness and, on the other hand, strong 
enough not to violate the non-interference requirement. 
Modelling loosely coupled evaluation 
A method which makes it possible to model process behaviours that are more general than 
divide-and-conquer, must provide a way to define arbitrary connections between processes 
and processors. The lazy copy scheme introduced in section 3.4 provides a way to make 
a self-contained copy on a lazy manner. Such a lazy copy is a self-contained subgraph 
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with the exception of copying deferred nodeids, which are references to deferred nodes in 
the graph. These deferred nodes will be copied later if they are in root normal form and 
needed for the evaluation. So, copying deferred nodeids are natural candidates for serving 
as inter-connections between parallel executing processes because they induce further 
copying when they are accessed. Therefore, communication between parallel processes 
can be realized via copying deferred nodeids. In this context copying deferred nodeids are 
also called communication channels or just channels. 
A subgraph is loosely connected if channels (copying deferred nodeids) are the only 
connections between the subgraph and the rest of the graph. Also a loosely connected 
subgraph is regarded as a virtual processor because it has the property that it may be 
reduced on another processor. From now on the notion virtual processor stands for loosely 
connected subgraph. Several processes (reducers) can run on such a virtual processor. 
Processes running on the same virtual processor are running interleaved. So, there is 
interleaved multiprocessing on each virtual processor. Processes running on different 
virtual processors run in parallel. The semantics of copying deferred nodeids implies 
that channels have the following properties. The flow of data through a channel is the 
reverse of the direction of the copying deferred nodeid in the graph. Since channels are 
(applied) nodeids, they can be passed as parameters or copied. Now, suppose that a 
parallel process is reducing a loosely connected subgraph. This process may need the 
reduction of a channel connected to another processor. Of course, this channel cannot 
be reduced by the demanding process. It has to be reduced by another process running 
on the virtual processor which contains the graph whereto the channel refers. Now, the 
demanding process will be suspended until the result has been calculated by the process 
running on the other processor. A channel can be used to retrieve an (intermediate) result 
in a demand-driven way, i.e. as soon as the result of a sub-reduction is needed a request 
for the result is made. This request will be answered if the corresponding result is in root 
normal form. Note that the channel vanishes after the result has been returned. Because 
the copying is lazy new channels may have come into existence. 
The question is now when the non-interference condition is fulfilled for reducers run-
ning on different virtual processors such that they can run in parallel instead of interleaved. 
The non-interference condition is satisfied if it can be guarantied throughout the execu-
tion of the program that when a parallel reducer is demanding information from a channel 
which refers to another virtual processor, 
• this subgraph is either in root normal form (such that it can be copied lazily to 
the demanding process) or, 
• there is a process running on the other virtual processor which is reducing the 
subgraph if it is not yet in root normal form (such that the demanding process will 
wait until the information has been reduced to root normal form). 
Virtual processors which satisfy these conditions are called loosely coupled virtual proces-
sors. 
It is possible to show that this allows the weakening of the restriction of interleaving to 
parallelism with respect to the loosely coupled virtual processors: parallel reducers run-
ning on different virtual processors work on different loosely connected subgraphs. They 
can only access subgraphs on other processors via copying deferred nodeids (channels). 
The demanding reducer will wait if the information is not in root normal form because in 
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that case another process is reducing the information. If the information is in root normal 
form a lazy copy is made. In that case the resulting graph, i.e. the original graph of the 
demanding reducer together with the copy that has been made, is also loosely connected. 
A method to create loosely coupled virtual processors 
The obvious way to guarantee that virtual processors are loosely coupled, is to create a 
reducer on every deferred node. Hence, when a deferred node is created, at the same time 
also a process is started which reduces the deferred node. So, when via a copy a channel 
will be created to the node, the node will already be in root normal form or a reducer is 
still reducing it to root normal form. First, we introduce two abbreviations {e} and {i} 
that can be put on a node n. Example: 
Fib η -> +1 left right, 
left: {¡} Fib (-1 η 1), 
right: {e} Fib (-1 π 2) ; 
The {e} abbreviation (e for external) will create a new loosely coupled virtual processor 
together with an external reducer which reduces the corresponding loosely connected 
subgraph in parallel. To realize this, a channel to a lazy copy of the subgraph is made 
and a process is created to reduce this copy. The channel provides that a (lazy) copy 
of the result is returned if its value is demanded on other processors. In particular a 
lazy copy of the result is returned to the father process if it demands its value. The 
{i} abbreviation (i for internal) will create a new internal reducer on the same virtual 
processor which reduces the corresponding subgraph interleaved with the other processes 
on the same virtual processor. A deferred node to this subgraph is created which provides 
that a (lazy) copy of the result is returned if its value is demanded on other virtual 
processors (since all virtual processors are created via lazy copies, this demand will come 
via a channel). To realize this, a deferred node to the indicated subgraph is made and a 
process is created to reduce it. The {e} and {¡} abbreviations may be used on the same 
positions as annotations. When an {e} or {i} abbreviation is put on a nodeid, this is 
equivalent with putting it on the node the nodeid belongs to. For each occurrence on a 
node a simple program transformation is made as follows. 
Each occurrence of: will be substituted by: 
η : {e} Sym ai ...а
п
 η : I Xe, 
x : {M} là Ус, 
у : Sym ai...an 
A reducer is created by the {!!} annotation, it will reduce a node which contains the 
identity function of a lazy copy of the annotated node Sym ai. . . a .^ The node on which 
the reducer is started, is itself deferred and a channel is immediately created to it via the 
copy in the new definition of the node n. 
Each occurrence of: will be substituted by: 
n: {i} Sym ai . . . a n η : {!!} I d x, 
x: Sym ai...a n 
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A reducer is created on a deferred node. All sharing is maintained. The nodeids χ and 
y in the substitution rules stand for nodeids not used elsewhere in the rewrite rule, and 
I is just the identity function: I χ —• χ. The indirection nodes are only created to see to 
it that the copies are made correctly. In the following they are considered to be internal 
nodes. 
It can be proven that, when using the {e} and {i} abbreviations only (i.e. neither 
other defer or copy attributes nor other process annotations), it is guarantied that each 
subgraph supplied with an {e} denotes a loosely coupled virtual processor. So, the pro­
posed abbreviations provide a method to create loosely coupled virtual processors which 
allows real parallel execution. 
Examples of the use of the proposed method 
In this section some small examples are given illustrating the expressive power of the 
method for loosely coupled evaluation. 
Non-hierarchical process topology 
With the {e} abbreviation a parallel (sub)reduction can be created introducing a new 
virtual processor. With the creation of internal processes by using {i}, multiprocessing 
can be realized on each virtual processor. The only way to refer to such an internal process 
is via its channel. If such a channel node is passed (via a lazy copy) to another virtual 
processor, a communication channel between this processor and the reducer on the original 
processor is established. In this way any number and any topology of communication 
channels between processes and processors can be set up. For instance, it is possible to 
create a cycle of virtual processors. An example of this is given at the end of this section. 
In the following example a simple non-hierarchical process topology is demonstrated. It 
serves the purpose of explaining how such process topologies can be expressed (it does not 
realistically implement the Fibonacci function). The Fib example uses a non-hierarchical 
process structure (which is very unconventional for Fib). The second call of Fib will be 
executed on another virtual processor but the argument of that call is reduced internally 
on the virtual processor that also does the first call of Fib. 
FibO — 1 | 
Fibl -» 1 | 
Fib η - +1 (Fib (-1 η 1)) m, 
m: {e} Fib о, 
о: {¡} - Ι η 2 ; 
This is equivalent to: 
FibO -» 1 | 
Fibl - 1 | 
Fib η -» +1 (Fib (-1 η 1)) m, 
m : I Xe, 
x : {HHdYc. 
y : Fib о, 
о : {!!}ldz, 
ζ : - Ι η 2 
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So the following process topology is obtained (a snapshot of the program execution of 
Fib 5 is given): 
+1 
Fib | 
3 4 Щ_І 
sm 
-Process 1 — 
•Processor 1 
EL 
Am 
Process 2 • 
-Ш 
-, пш 
Process 3 -
•Processor 2-
In the picture it is shown how the graph is distributed over two virtual processors. Chan­
nels are dashed. Note that the direction of the flow of data through a channel is the 
reverse of the direction of the corresponding reference in the graph. In the following, 
internal indirection nodes are not shown in pictures and their defer indications are added 
to the nodes they refer to. 
Asynchronous virtual processor communication with streams 
It is possible to model asynchronous communication between virtual processors, i.e. a 
virtual processor is already computing the next data before the previous data is commu­
nicated. To achieve this a family of internal processes has to be created connected to the 
communication channel between the processors. Each process computes a partial result 
which can be sent across the channel. Just before a process delivers the partial result 
(and dies) it creates a new process chained via a new channel to the delivered result. 
This new member of the family will compute the next partial result on the same way. 
For convenience sake, such a cascaded family of processes is often regarded as being one 
(asynchronously) sending process with some family name. The chain of channels is then 
regarded to be one channel. The total result which is copied, is sometimes called a stream. 
Note that this kind of stream is capable of sending over more than one node (a burst) at 
the same time. Furthermore, these streams can contain cyclic graphs such that cycles can 
be sent to another processor. 
A virtual processor may contain several of such families each producing a stream via a 
chain of channels. In the case of the following filter example the virtual processor contains 
exactly one such process: Filter. It sends a stream via the channel to the process Print: 
Start list 
Filter Nil pr 
Filter (Cons f r) pr 
Print s, 
s: {e} Filter list 2 
Nil 
IF (=1 (MOD f pr) 0) 
(Filter r pr) 
(NewFilter f r pr) 
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NewFilter f r pr Cons f rest, 
rest {1} Filter r ρ 
The main virtual processor creates a new virtual processor on which the Filter process is 
started The channel s is the communication channel between the two processors The 
function Filter removes from its first argument, which is a list, all the elements which 
are divisible by the number η A part of the stream becomes available as soon as Filter 
has computed an element of the result list and a new interleaved Filter process has been 
created. It may start already computing the next element of the stream before the first is 
asked to be communicated. The partial stream result is a list containing the first element 
and a new channel reference to the new filtering process 
Assume that the list to be filtered contains the natural numbers from 1 to 7 Then 
the following situations can arise 
1 Print 1.1 
—Processor 1—' 
Filtwa 1,1 - H Con* Ι ι |-H>rCons|| I, | 
• active Filter process-
7 Nil 
-Processor 2 —' 
Now the three list elements, root normal forms yielded by successive filter processes, can 
be shipped with one lazy copy action. 
Print 
Ί 
Cons 
Ц C o n s | | | + 4 C o n s l . l Ij 111 ~i—*і_ъ£пц_а 
Ш Ш 
-active Printer process • 
^Processor 1 • 
Filter I 1 I - H Cons I 1 I -M"Cons I 1 I , I 
Ê mm 
-Processor 2 -
• active Filter process 
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Dynamically changing process topologies 
The sieve of Eratosthenes is a classical example which generates all prime numbers. A 
pipeline of virtual processors is created. On each processor a Sieve process (a family of 
processes actually) is running. Those Sieves hold the prime numbers in ascending order, 
one in each Sieve. Each Sieve accepts a stream of integers as its input. Those integers are 
not divisible by any of the foregoing primes in the pipeline. If an incoming integer is not 
divisible by the local prime as well, it is send to the next Sieve. A newly created Sieve 
accepts the first incoming integer as its own prime and outputs this prime and the channel 
of the next Sieve to a printing processor. After that it starts sieving. A virtual processor 
called Gen sends a stream of integers greater than one to the first Sieve. The Gen process 
and every Sieve process proceed in more or less the same way as the Filter process of the 
previous example. They all are actually families of processes servicing chains of channels. 
They are regarded as single processes. Every chain of channels is regarded as one channel. 
So Sievel holds 2 as its own prime, Sieve2 holds 3, Sieve3 holds 5, and so on. The printing 
process one by one receives the channel identifications from these sieves and collects the 
corresponding primes. Seen through the time this can be illustrated as follows (all arrows 
indicate flow of data on channels). 
| Print И 
I Gen | H Sievel | H Sieve2 | *\ Sieve3 1 > 
| Print |< ¡ 
| Gen | H Sievel | H Sieve2 | H Sieve3 | > 
The Sieve program: 
Start -+ Print s, 
s {e} Sieve g, 
g {e} Gen 2 ; 
Sieve (Cons pr stream) —> Cons pr s, 
s {e} Sieve f, 
f· {i} Filter stream pr ; 
Gen η —• Cons η rest, 
rest {i} Gen {!} ( + + I n) 
Filter (Cons f r) pr — IF (=1 (MOD f pr) 0) 
(Filter r pr) 
(NewFilter f r pr) 
NewFilter f r pr —• Cons f rest, 
rest- {i} Filter r pr 
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Note that when the {!} annotation in Gen would be left out, the increments of the integers 
would not be evaluated by Gen but by the first Sieve. Even worse: because the result 
of Gen is copied, the Sieve would have to recalculate every new integer by increments 
starting from 2. 
Cyclic process structures 
The next example shows how a cyclic process structure, i.e. a number of parallel reducers 
that are mutual dependent, can be created. This example has been extracted from quite 
a large program that implements Warshall's solution for the shortest path problem. The 
full algorithm can be found in Eekelen [1988]. First the intended reducer topology is given 
in a picture. 
Ц Process Π*—| Process 2 |« 1 Process ι \* 1 Process N \*-' 
This reducer structure can be specified directly in the following way. 
Start -• last:CreateProcs NrOfProcs last ; 
CreateProcs 1 left -> Process 1 left | 
CreateProcs pid left —* CreateProcs (—I pid) new, 
new: {e} Process pid left ; 
CreateProcs is responsible for the generation of all the parallel reducers. This process, 
which will finally become the first reducer, has initially a reference to itself in order to 
make it possible to expand it to a cycle of reducers. Each reducer is connected to the next 
one, i.e. the one with the next pid number, by means of a channel. During the creation 
of the processes this channel is passed as a parameter called left. 
Properties of the proposed method 
With the proposed abbreviations arbitrary process structure can clearly be expressed. 
Still one has to be careful with their use. Normally the abbreviations will be used to 
obtain a parallel version of an ordinary sequential program. In general the sequential 
program has to be transformed to create the wanted processes and process topologies. If 
the abbreviations of any parallel program are regarded as comments, again a sequential 
version of the program is obtained. In the given examples such a sequential version would 
yield the same result as the parallel version. Unfortunately, in general the normal form 
is not unique. In section 3.4 it was that the normal form in a C-FGRS depends on the 
order of evaluation. In section 3.3 it was explained that the overall reduction strategy of 
a P-FGRS is non-deterministic. Hence the normal form PC-FGRS will in general depend 
on the choices made by the reducer. Although the normal form is not unique, the different 
normal forms which can be produced are related. Modulo unravelling they are the same, 
i.e. if the normal forms are unravelled to terms, these terms are the same. This is a very 
important property. The consequence is that the use of PC-FGRS's as a base for the 
implementation of functional languages or of term rewriting systems is sound. In these 
cases first the terms are lifted to graphs and after reduction the graph in normal form 
will be unravelled to a term again. In this way, always the same term will be yielded. 
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3.6. Discussion 
Related work 
The idea to use annotations (Burton [1987], dauert et al. [1987], Hudak к Smith [1986] 
or Kluge [1983], Vree & Hartel [1988]) which control the reduction order is certainly not 
new. Some of them are introduced on the level of the programming language (Burton 
[1987], Hudak <k Smith [1986], Vree & Hartel [1988]) while others are introduced on 
the level of the computational model (dauert et al. [1987], Goguen et al. [1986], Kluge 
[1983]). They all express that an indicated expression has to be shipped to another 
(or to some concrete) processor. Most annotations (Hudak & Smith [1986], Goguen 
et al. [1986], Kluge [1983], Vree S¿ Hartel [1988]) are only capable of generating strict 
hierarchical "divide-and-conquer parallelism". Non-hierarchical process structures are 
possible in Burton's proposal. He proposes a call-by-name parameter passing mechanism 
(which must involve copying of some nodes) between mutual recursive functions. In 
DACTL (dauert et al. [1987]), also based on Graph Rewriting Systems there is no overall 
reduction strategy. This means that the reduction order is completely controlled by the 
annotations in the rewrite rules. This makes DACTL very suited for fine grain parallelism, 
but makes it very hard to reason about the overall behaviour of the program. In all 
proposals copying graphs from one processors to another and back is implicit and cycles 
cannot be copied. Some annotations (Burton [1987], Hudak h Smith [1986]) are not only 
used to control parallelism but also to control the actual load distribution. Annotations 
for load distribution are not yet incorporated in our model, primarily because virtual 
processors can be freely created on the level of the computational model. However, the 
specification of load distribution will be investigated in the future. 
Implementation aspects 
Efficient implementation of FGRS's is possible on sequential hardware (Brus et al. [1987], 
Smetsers [1989]). The ideas presented in this paper are incorporated in the language Con-
current Clean (Nöcker et al. [1991]). Type information (Plasmeijer ¿ι Eekelen [1993]) and 
strictness information (Nöcker [1990], Nöcker &¿ Smetsers [1990]) play an important role. 
To investigate parallel programming a simulator for Concurrent Clean has been developed 
simulating multi-processing. This simulator operates in any sequential С environment. 
Experiments with this implementation indicate that PC-FGRS's are in principle very suit­
ed for implementation on loosely coupled parallel architectures. Most problems that have 
to be solved are of a general nature: "How can a graph (with cycles) be shipped fast from 
one processor to another?", "What is the best suited algorithm for distributed garbage 
collection?", "What happens if one of the processors is out of memory or is completely 
out of order?". The efficiency of a parallel implementation will strongly depend on the 
solutions found for these general type of problems. These problems have to be solved for 
other kinds of concurrent languages too. Perhaps it is possible to adopt existing solutions. 
But also alternative solutions which take the special behaviour of GRS's into account are 
thinkable. 
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Future work 
Besides the concepts introduced in this paper (lazy copying, annotations for dynamic 
process creation, abbreviations) we will add annotations for load distribution and add 
predefined rules such that frequently used process topologies (pipelines, array of pro-
cesses) can easily be defined. Efficient implementation of Concurrent Clean axe planned 
on loosely coupled multiprocessor systems (e.g. a Transputer rack). Developing an effi-
cient implementation will also involve research to load balancing and garbage collection 
(without stopping all processors). 
The theoretical properties of PC-FGRS's will be further investigated. Especially in 
the context of term graph rewriting new results are envisaged. Using sharing and lazy 
copying, different ways of lifting term rewriting systems to graph rewriting systems can 
be investigated. Other strategies than the functional strategy may be interesting. For 
instance, adding reducers following a non-deterministic strategy may be useful for the 
specification of process control, including scheduling and interrupts. 
3.7. Conclusions 
In this paper two extensions of Functional Graph Rewriting Systems are presented: lazy 
copying and annotations to control the order of evaluation. The extensions are simple 
and elegant. The expressive power of a FGRS extended with both notions is very high. 
Multi-processing can be modelled as well as graph reduction on loosely coupled systems. 
Arbitrary process and processor topologies can be modelled, as well as synchronous and 
asynchronous process communication. The introduced abbreviations guarantee that the 
indicated subgraphs can be evaluated in parallel instead of interleaved. The abbreviations 
directly correspond with the notion of processes and processors and they are therefore 
relatively simple to use. The user-friendliness can be increased by creating libraries with 
functions which can create often used processor topologies like pipelines and arrays of 
processors. Efficient implementation of the proposed model on loosely coupled parallel 
architectures should be possible. Actual implementations are started. 
PC-FGRS's are very suited to serve as a base for the implementation of functional 
languages. Sequential functional languages can efficiently be implemented by translating 
them to FGRS's. The expressive power of the proposed abbreviations in PC-FGRS's and 
the properties of these systems will now make it also possible to exploit the potential 
parallelism in the programs successfully. 

Chapter 4 
Term Graph Rewriting and Strong 
Sequent iality 
Sjaak Smetsers 
This paper propagates the use of term graph rewriting systems as a formal computational 
model. The definition of both term graphs and the reduction relation on term graphs are more 
complex than their corresponding notions in term rewriting systems. Consequently, it is often 
believed that reasoning about term graph rewriting systems is inherently more difficult than 
reasoning about term rewriting systems. In this paper we will show that it is very well possible 
to investigate formed properties of term graph rewriting systems entirely within the framework 
of these systems. First, we will establish a basic theory based on graph homomorphisms and the 
term graph reduction relation. In this theory the concepts of index and strong sequentiality are 
incorporated. Lastly, we will prove that index reduction is normalising for the so-called strongly 
sequential term graph rewriting systems. 
4.1. Introduction 
Nowadays, it is a commonly accepted that graph rewriting is the most suitable technique 
to implement lazy functional languages efficiently. The explicit presence of sharing makes 
it possible to represent multiple occurrences of identical expressions by references to a 
single occurrence of one of these expressions. Together with a lazy evaluation scheme, 
fully lazy evaluation is obtained without any extra effort. However, graph rewriting is 
often considered to be an implementation issue only. But, elevating graph rewriting to the 
level theoretical models would enable not only formal reasoning about the implementation 
but also about properties of the model itself. This will give more insight in such a model 
as well as in the operational behaviour of functional programs. An example of such 
behaviour is the complexity in time and in use of memory during the execution of a 
functional program. If one does not have detailed knowledge about the implementation 
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it is very difficult to predict how a functional program uses resources. 
Many papers investigate a graph rewriting formalism called term graph rewriting in 
which terms and term rewrite rules are interpreted (lifted) as graphs and graph rewriting 
rules (Barendregt et al. [1987a], Kennaway [1991], Raoult [1984]). In this formalism it 
is also possible to create cyclic graphs by assigning references to nodes to variables that 
can be used anywhere in the right-hand side graph of the rewrite rule. However, both 
graphs and graph rewriting are more complex than terms and term rewriting respectively. 
This makes reasoning about term substantially more difficult than reasoning about terms. 
Furthermore, many notions, properties and proofs do not easily carry over from the term 
to the graph rewriting world. 
All these facts have caused that graph rewriting as a formal model of computation 
is not as popular as it should be. In this paper we want to illustrate that it is very 
well possible to reason entirely within the framework of term graph rewriting. Taking 
Barendregt et al. [1987a] as a starting point we will develop a theoretical basis which is 
intended to serve as a first step towards a sound theoretical model (section 2 and 3). We 
will also show that it is sometimes even easier to derive properties of term graph rewriting 
systems than to derive similar properties of term rewriting systems. 
In section 4, the concept of strong sequentiality is incorporated in TGRS's. This 
concept has been introduced in TRS's by Huet and Levy (Huet & Levy [1979]). Strong 
sequentiality is a decidable property which admits an efficiently normalizing reduction 
strategy for the corresponding class of strongly sequential TRS's. The key idea of the 
strongly sequential TRS's is that in these systems it always possible to indicate at least 
one needed redex. It should be noted that for ordinary orthogonal TRS's this in general 
not possible. 
Strong sequentiality as defined by Huet h Levy [1979] and Klop & Middeldorp [1991] 
is based on the notion of Ω-reduction. In this paper a similar notion for graph rewrit­
ing is presented, called L-reduction (section 4). The J.-reduction of a graph leads to 
its -L-reduci. ±-reducts are used to introduce the concept of index with which the so 
called strongly sequential TGRS's are defined (again comparable with the approach used 
in Klop к. Middeldorp [1991]). In Section 5 we will prove that index reduction is normal­
izing for strongly sequential TGRS's. The elegance of the proof is that it is short and 
straightforward. 
Apart from the notions extension, replacement and interference, section 2 and 3 consist 
mainly of material that has been introduced by Barendregt et al. [1987a]. Sections 4 and 
5 are basically new. 
4.2. Graph rewriting 
This section briefly recalls some basic notions that were introduced by Barendregt et al. 
[1987a]. The most important difference with Barendregt et al. [1987a] is that from the 
original definition of graph rewriting three basic operations have been derived, to wit 
redirection, extension and garbage collection. These operations are used to define a new 
notion called replacement. Replacements, that can be compared with substitutions in 
TRS's, appear to be essential for specifying and proving properties in the rest of the 
paper. A more comprehensive treatement of graph rewriting (which has also been used 
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to produce the description in this paper) can be found in Barendsen & Smetsers [1992]. 
Graphs 
The objects of our interest are directed graphs in which each node is labeled with a specific 
symbol. The number of outgoing edges of a node is determined by its symbol. In the 
sequel we assume that λί is some basic set of nodes (infinite; one often takes Λί = Ν), 
and Σ is a (possibly infinite) set of symbols with arity in N. 
4.2.1. DEFINITION, (i) A labeled graph (over (Λ/", Σ)) is a triple 
g = (Ν, symb, args) 
such that 
(1) N Ç Αί; N is the set of nodes of g; 
(2) symb : N —* Σ; symb(n) is the symbol at node n; 
(3) args : N -* N* such that 
length(o7p5(7i)) = arity(s2/m6(n)). 
Thus атдз(п) specifies the outgoing edges of n. The i-th component of args(n) is denoted 
by args{n)i. 
(ii) A rooted graph is a quadruple 
g = (N, symb, args, r) 
such that (N, symb, args) is a labeled graph, and r 6 N. The node r is called the root of 
the graph g. 
(ili) The collection of all finite rooted labeled graphs over (JV, Σ) is indicated by G. 
4.2.2. EXAMPLE. The following is a suggestive drawing of a rooted graph. 
0:F 
/ \ 
1:G 3:S 
2.A 
Here JV = {0,1,2,3}, symb(0) = F, symò(l) = G, etc., arity(F) = arity(G) = 2, 
arity(S) = 1, arity(A) = 0, args(0) = (1,3), etc., r = 0. The (names of) nodes are 
usually left implicit in drawings; they are only displayed when needed. 
CONVENTION, (i) m,n,n ' , . . . range over nodes; g,g',h,... range over (rooted) graphs. 
(ii) If g is a (rooted) graph, then its components are referred to as JV9, symbg, argsg 
(and Гд) respectively. Further abbreviations, such as writing JVj instead of JV ,^ will be 
self-explanatory. 
(iii) To simplify notation we usually write η € g instead of η € JV9. Moreover we use 
S € g to indicate that S = symbg(n) for some η e д. 
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4.2.3. DEFINITION, (i) A path in a graph д is a sequence 
p = (no lio1ni,ii,...,Tim) 
where ηο,π,ι,... ¡Пт € д, and ¿ο,»ι,· · • ,im-i € Ν are 'edge specifications' such that 
nfc+i = агдз(пк)ч,· 
In this case ρ is said to be a path from щ to n
m
 (notation ρ : rio ~» n
m
) . 
(ii) Let ρ be as above. The length of ρ (notation |p|) is m. Let η e g, ρ contains η 
(notation η e ρ) if п/с = η for some к<тп. ρ is a rooted path if it starts with the root of 
the graph (i.e. ρ : r 9 ~» τι for some η 6 g), m £ gis reachable from η (notation η ·~* m) if 
ρ : η »»» m for some path ρ in д. ρ is q/cfec if n} = Пк for some j φ к. 
4.2.4. DEFINITION. Let g be a rooted graph. 
(i) g is coherent if 
Vn € ff 3p ρ : Гд~* n. 
(ii) ρ is a tree if 
Vn € g 3!p р-.Гд·** п. 
4.2.5. DEFINITION. Let g be a graph and η € д. The subgraph of g at η (notation g | n) 
is the rooted graph 
(ΛΓ, symbg \ N, argsg \ N, n) 
where N = {m e g | η «*» m}. Here the notation ƒ Г N is used to denote the restriction 
of a function f to N. 
Rewrite rules 
Rewrite rules specify transformations of graphs. Each rewrite rule is represented by a 
special graph containing two roots. These roots determine the left-hand side and the 
right-hand side of the rule. Variables are represented by 'variable nodes'. E.g. the rule 
F{Cons(x,y)) - Cons(G(x),F(y)) 
is represented by the following graph. 
I • F τ -. Cons 
Instead of using names for variables, multiple occurrences of the same variable are in­
dicated via sharing. E.g. all occurrences of the variable ι in the above rule are represented 
by references to the same variable node. 
A special symbol is used to indicate 'empty nodes' in a graph. One of its applications 
is the representation of variables in rewrite rules. 
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4.2.6. DEFINITION. Let J. be a special symbol in Σ with arity 0. Let д be a graph. 
(i) The set of empty nodes of д (notation g0) is the collection 
g" = {n € g I symbg(n) = J.}. 
(ii) The set of non-empty nodes (or the interior) of g is denoted by g'. So Ν9 = ^ " υ ^ · . 
(iii) g is closed if g" = 0. 
The objects on which computations are performed are closed graphs; the others are 
used as auxiliary objects, e.g. for defining graph rewrite rules. 
4.2.7. DEFINITION. A term graph is a closed rooted graph. 
4.2.8. DEFINITION, (i) A term graph rewrite rule (or rule for short) is a triple 
R = {g,l,r) 
where g is a (possibly open) graph, and l,r G g (called the left root and right root of R), 
such that 
(i) (g\i)·**; 
(2) (g\r)°ç(g\l)°. 
(ii) R is a selector rule if (g \ r)m = 0. 
(iii) If symbg(l) = F then R is said to be a rule for F. 
Here condition (1) expresses that the left-hand side of the rewrite rule should not be 
just a variable. Moreover condition (2) states that all variables occurring on the right-hand 
side of the rule should also occur on the left-hand side. 
NOTATION. We will write R \ I, R \ r for дц \ IR, да \ гд respectively. 
Graph homomorphisms 
Let R be some rewrite rule. A graph g can be rewritten according to R if R is applicable 
to g, i.e. the left-hand side (the pattern) of Я matches g. A match is a mapping from the 
pattern of Я to a subgraph of g that preserves the node structure. 
Below we define these structure preserving mappings called graph homomorphisms, 
and an ordering ^ on graphs, induced by these mappings. 
4.2.9. DEFINITION. Let g, h be graphs, and φ : Ng -+ Nh. 
(i) φ is a (graph) homomorphism from g to h (notation φ : g —» h) if for all η € g' 
symbh(<p(n)) = symbg(n), 
args^in)), = <p(argsg(Ti),). 
(ii) φ is a rooted homomorphism (notation φ : g-^ h) ii φ : g —* h and <p{rg) = TV 
4.2.10. REMARK, (i) If ψ: g—» h then ψ is completely determined by ψ{τ3). Consequently, 
if φ : g 7+ h then ψ is unique. 
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(ii) Let φ : д -y> h with h coherent. If д is closed then h is also closed. 
4.2.11. DEFINITION. The ordering X on graphs is defined as follows. 
д ^ h if φ : д -7+ h for some φ. 
Sometimes we write д ^φ h to indicate the homomorphism explicitly. 
4.2.12. EXAMPLE. 
F d F Add X Add F ^ ( F 
A A A X Suce Suce ( ρ A A 
1 \l \ 
X Zero A 
4.2.13. LEMMA, (i) The class of rooted homomorphisms is closed under composition, i.e. 
ψ • я τ* д', Φ • д' τ* д" => Φ°<ρ·-9-?- s"· 
(υ) д 1 д', д' 1 д" => д =< д"-
PROOF, (І) Trivial. 
(ii) By (i). D 
4.2.14. DEFINITION, (i) д is isomorphic to h (notation д = h) if there exists an isomor­
phism from д to h. 
(ii) д is equivalent to h (notation д = h) if there exists a rooted isomorphism from д 
to h. We will usually identify equivalent graphs and replace = by =. 
4.2.15. LEMMA, g ^ h, h ^ д => д = h. 
P R O O F . Suppose д ^φ h, h -<ψ д. Since φ and ф are rooted one has ψ = ψ~ι, so ψ, φ 
are in fact rooted isomorphisms. Hence д = h. D 
4.2.16. LEMMA. Let д\,дг -< h with д\ closed. 
gì is a tree =*· дч ·< g\. 
PROOF. By using the results of Barendsen & Smetsers [1992]. D 
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Graph rewriting 
The combination of a rule and a match to a graph g is called a redex. If a redex has been 
determined, the graph can be rewritten according to the structure of the right-hand side 
of the rule involved. This is done in three steps. Firstly, the graph is extended with an 
instance of the right-hand side of the rule. Then the extension is embedded in the original 
graph by redirecting all references to the root of the redex to the root of the extension. 
Finally all unreachable nodes are removed by performing garbage collection. 
4.2.17. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a graph, and 11 a set of rewrite rules. An Tl-redex in g (or 
just redex) is a tuple 
Δ=(η,Μ> 
where RÇ.1Z, and μ : (R \ I) —• g. The map μ is called a match. 
4.2.18. DEFINITION. Let n, m € д. The result of redirecting all references from η to m 
(notation g[n := m]) is the graph 
g[n := m] = (Ng, symbg, args, r) 
where args are τ are defined as follows. 
args(a)
x
 = m if argsg{a)t = n, 
= argsg(a)t otherwise; 
r = m if rg = n, 
= rg otherwise;. 
Below a substitution-like operation on graphs will be described. 
4.2.19. DEFINITION. Let g be a graph. 
(i) Let Λ be a graph, H С ΛΓ
Λ
, and μ : (Л^ДЯ) —• Ng. The extension of g with (h, H) 
according to μ (notation g -l-M {h, # ) ) is defined as follows. Set g +μ {h, H) = A;, where 
Nk 
symbk(n) 
αη?5*(η), 
Гк 
= ЛГ
д
ЩЯ; 
= symòs(n) 
= symbh(n) 
= argsg(n)t 
= argsh{n)t 
= А»(в7Э«к(п),) 
= r
a
. 
if n € g, 
otherwise; 
if n e g, 
if n, argsh{n) e Я, 
otherwise; 
Неге Ы denotes the disjoint union. 
(ii) An extension specification (or extension for short) for g is a triple E = (h, Я, μ) 
with h, H and μ as above. Then the extension of g with E is 
g + E = g+li(hìH). 
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(iii) The extension root of E (notation v(E)) is defined as follows. 
τ{Ε) = гк une Η, 
= /І(Г/,) otherwise. 
This construction can be visualized as follows. 
+ h = g h 
4.2.20. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a rooted graph. The result of performing garbage collection 
on g (notation GC(p)) is the graph obtained from g by deleting all nodes that are not 
reachable from its root, i.e. 
GC(g) =g\rg. 
The three basic operations extension, redirection, and garbage collection are combined 
into a single operation called replacement. This mechanism corresponds to substitution 
in lambda calculus and term rewriting. 
4.2.21. DEFINITION. Let E be an extension of g, and let n e д. The result of replacing η 
by E in g (notation ^[n := E]) is defined by 
g[n:=E} = GC((g + E)[n:=T{E)}). 
NOTATION. We abbreviate the replacement g[n := (h, Nh, μ)] by g[n := h]. Note that in 
such a replacement the map μ is not used. 
Following Barendregt et al. [1987a], one can distinguish the following steps in the 
construction of g[n := E]. 
g I-+ g + E (build phase), 
ι-» (g + E)[n := τ(Ε)] (redirection phase), 
ι-» GC((<7 + E)[n := r(f?)]) (garbage collection phase). 
CONVENTION, (i) Note that for any replacement g[n := E] if r(£) $ g then η $ g[n := 
E]. Now it appears to be useful if in g[n := E] the node r(E) is renamed to n. Obviously, 
this renaming cannot affect the graph structure. Without defining it formally we assume 
that in g[n := E] the node η is the root of the extension. 
(ii) Let О € Σ with arity 0. To simplify notation we use О also as a denotation for a 
graph consisting of a single О node. 
(iii) For η $ g we define g \ η = J. (see also definition 4.2.5). 
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4.2.22. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a graph, and Δ = (Α,μ) be a 7£-redex of д 
(i) The extension associated with Δ is 
Eb = {R\r,(R\ry\(R\iy,ß). 
(ii) The result g1 of contracting Δ in g is given by the replacement 
g' =
 9{μ(1) := Ел]. 
In this case we say that g reduces to g' via Δ (notation g »^ g', от just g -^ g'). Moreover, 
Γ(Δ) means г(Ед)· 
For some graph rewriting examples we refer to Barendregt et al. [1987a] and Barendsen 
к Smetsers [1992]. 
Intuitively, the next proposition states that homomorphisms are preserved by replace­
ments. 
4.2.23. PROPOSITION. Let gi ^ 52· Furthermore, let Е\,Ег be extensions of gi and 52 
respectively, such that (51 + £1) | r(E1) 4ψ (дг + Ei) \ rfä). Take О = gi Π (pi + £1) | r(£i) 
then for any node η ζ gì 
φ\0 = ιΡ\0 =>
 9ι[η := Ed •< 92{ψ(η) := £,] 
This proposition can be visualized as follows. 
9i φ 92 => Si[n=£l] V' й [ (п):=£а 
The restriction that φ \ О = ψ \ О is needed to provide that each node in О corresponds 
to exactly one node in 92[ψ{τι) := E2]. 
PROOF. Define the function φ' as follows. 
φ'(τη) = ψ(τη) if m € gi[n := E{\ \ n, 
φ'(τη) = φ(τη) otherwise. 
Then proving that gi[n := £1] ^ дг[<р(п) := E2] is a matter of rather easy casuistics. D 
We end this section with some technical results concerning replacements. 
4.2.24. LEMMA. Let g be α graph. 
(i) Let η £ g then for any extenstion E one has g[n := E] = g. 
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(ii) Let η € д, and О e Σ with anty 0. If д | η = О then д[п := О] = д. 
(iii) Let η € д, and E = (h, N^, μ) wtth h = X and μ = г/, ι-+ η. Then д[п := E] = 3. 
(iv) ¿ei η £ д, and h be a graph. Then (g[n := h])\n = h. 
(v) Let η £ g, and h be a graph. Then (g[n := /ι]) | η Π 5 = 0. 
(vi) Let η, τη € g, and h be a graph. Then (</1 m)[n := h] = g[n := h] | m. 
(vii) ¿e< n,m € ρ, and /&i,/i2 be graphs. Then g[m := Λι][η := Лг] = ¡jfn := /i2][m := 
Äl]. 
Here the notation α ι-» fc is used to denote a function that takes α to 6 and is the identity 
elsewhere. 
PROOF, (i)-(vi) Straightforward. 
(vii) See Barendsen & Smetsers [1992]. D 
4.3. Graph rewrite systems 
A collection of graphs and a set of rewrite rules can be combined into a graph rewrite 
system. The special class of so called orthogonal graph rewrite systems will be studied in 
more detail. 
4.3.1. DEFINITION. A term graph rewnte system (TGRS) is a tuple 
T=(Ç,TZ) 
where TZ is a set of rewrite rules, and Ç Ç G is a set of term graphs which is closed under 
7£-reduction. 
4.3.2. DEFINITION. Let Τ = (ç, П) be a TGRS. 
(i) A rule R € Tí is left-linear if R \ I is a tree. 
(ii) Τ is left-linear if each R € H is left-linear. 
The following definition distinguishes redexes on the basis of their relative position in 
a graph. 
4.3.3. DEFINITION. Let Δι = (Ri, μι) and Δ2 = (Яг,/^) be redexes in g. 
(i) Δι and Δ2 are disjoint if 
ßi(k) І M2(Ä21 '2)" and /хгСа) І ß\{Ri I h)'· 
(ii) Δι and Δ2 interfere if 
μ^Ιχ) = Γ(Δ2) and м{І
г
) = г ^ ) . 
If a graph contains redexes that are not disjoint, it is conceivable that different reduc­
tion orders may yield different results. This is also the case if a graph contains interfering 
redexes, as is illustrated by the following example. 
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4 3 4 EXAMPLE Below a graph, rewrite rules for A and B, and the respective results 
after contracting the A-redex and the B-redex in the graph have been drawn 
F 
A C_^ B 
Í A IB 
\ 1 
г _L г X 
F 
С) 
R 
и 
F 
С) 
-Α. 
и 
4 3 5 DÉFINITION Let Τ = (G, TZ) be a TGRS 
(ι) Τ is regular if for each g € G the 7£-redexes in g are pairwise disjoint 
(n) Τ is orthogonal if Τ is both left-linear and regular 
(in) Τ is interference-free if G does not contain any graph with interfering redexes 
In Barendregt et al [1987a] it is shown that for orthogonal interference-free TGRS's 
the reduction order can be changed 1 The most important results of Barendregt et al 
[1987a] concerning this subject are given below 
4 36 LEMMA Let Δι = {Ri,μι) and Δ2 = (^2^2) be disjoint redexes m g Suppose 
9^9' Ifßzih) е р ' , then 
A'2 = {R2,^i{li)^T{Ai)]oßi) 
is a redex m g' Moreover [μ(1ι) >-* Γ(ΔΙ)] О ргСг) = МгСг) 
4 3 7 DEFINITION Let g, g', Δι, Δ2, Δ2 be as in the previous lemma 
(1) If μι(ΐ2) € g', then Δ2 is called the residual of Δ2 in g' (relative to the reduction 
9 "^ ö')i notation Δ2//Α1 If μι(/2) ^ 9' then Δ2 has no residual in g' 
(11) The reduction (consisting of zero or one step) contracting Δ2//Δ1 in g' (if it exists) 
is denoted by »^ 
4 3 8 PROPOSITION Let Τ = {G, Щ be mterference-free Suppose g -g gì and g ^ gì 
Зо-У 9\ τ* Ή апа 92 ^ hi Then hi = Л2 
4 3 9 REMARK If an orthogonal TGRS Τ is cycle-free then Τ is also interference-free 
ASSUMPTION From now on we assume that all TGRS's in question are both orthogonal 
an cycle-free 
CONVENTION Regularity of TGRS's enables us to identify a redex Δ by the node η that 
corresponds to the root of Δ Sometimes we will write A instead of —• 
1
 Actually the proof was given for orthogonal TGRS's, but then the property does not hold as can be 
seen in the previous example In Kennaway et al [1990] an extension is proposed which handles arbitrary, 
possibly cychc graphs correctly 
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During the reduction of a graph д there may at each step be several rewrites possible, 
since д may contain several redexes. This raises the question of whether it possible to 
indicate a reduction order that will always lead to the normal form of g, provided that 
g has a normal form. Neededness is a concept for term rewriting systems that has been 
introduced by Huet L· Levy [1979]. They prove that if a term has a normal but is not in 
normal form then it contains a needed redex. Moreover, repeated contraction of needed 
redexes of such a term leads to its normal. Unfortunately, neededness is an undecidable 
property. In the next section a class of term graph rewriting systems is defined, called 
strongly sequential term graph rewriting systems, in which some of the needed redexes can 
be identified by looking at left-hand sides only. 
4.4. Strong Sequentiality 
Strong sequentiality is based on two notions, to wit L-reduction and index which are 
based on the ^ ordering for graphs (definition 4.2.11). 
4.4.1. DEFINITION, g and g' are compatible (notation g 1 g'), if for some h one has g •< h 
and g1 Ч h. Otherwise g and g1 are incompatible (notation g # g'). 
CONVENTION, (i) Let Я Ç G. We write g h H if for some h 6 H g У h for some he H. 
Otherwise g £ H. Analogously we write ρ Τ Я and g Φ Η. 
(ii) The homomorphism ψ in φ : g -? h relates nodes of g to nodes of h. In the rest 
of this paper it will not cause any confusion when this homomorphism is used implicitly. 
This means that if we have a node η € g then the node in h that corresponds to η is also 
indicated by η and not by φ(η). 
4.4.2. LEMMA. Let g\ •< дг-
(i) Let η € дг» und E be an extension of 52· Then for any graph h such that h •< 
(92 + E2) I i(E2) one has 
ffi[n := h] •< $2[n := E\. 
(ii) Let h\ •< /12, then 
gi[n := Ai] ^ g2[n := /12]. 
PROOF, (i) and (ii): Use lemma 4.2.24(iv L· v) and proposition 4.2.23. D 
4.4.3. LEMMA, 'ine g g[n ·— g | η] •< д. 
PROOF. By lemma 4.2.24(iii) and lemma 4.4.2(i). D 
One might expect that also g •< g[n := g \ n] (and hence g = g[n := g \ n]). This is not 
true, as illustrated by the next example in which two graphs g and g[n := g | n] are given. 
n G 
F V F 
M 1 
H H 
G H 
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4.4.4. LEMMA, (i) Let g î h. If g is closed and h be a tree then д У h. 
(iï) Let g, h be graphs, and n, m ε g. Then 
g[n := g \ η] \ m î h =>· g \ m î h. 
PROOF, (i) By lemma 4.2.16. 
(ii) Using the results of Barendsen & Smetsers [1992]. D 
4.4.5. LEMMA. Let gi —• 32» where Δ = (Я,μ). Then 
9ι[β{1π.) •= -L] ^92-
PROOF. Note that 32 = ί?ι[μ(Ή) : = -Ц (definition 4.2.22). Now apply lemma 4.4.2(i). D 
4.4.6. DEFINITION. Let {Q, TZ) be a term graph rewrite system 
(i) The set of patterns of Έ, is 
v = {(R10 I R e тг}. 
(ii) A graph g € G is in ±-normal form if 
Vne«? [д\пф1 => g\n#V]. 
The set ΝΡχ denotes the collection of all -L-normal forms in G. 
4.4.7. REMARK. Let gi ^ <?2· Then for all η one has 511 η •< g-i \ n. 
4.4.8. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a graph, and V a set of patterns. 
(i) L-reductwn, denoted by -j*, is defined on G by the following reduction relation. 
g -j* g[n := J.], if g \ n î V and g \ η ψ L. 
(ii) A L-reduct of g is a normal form of g with respect to -j*. 
4.4.9. LEMMA, (i) -j* is terminating, that is to say, for any graph g every L-reduction 
sequence starting with g is finite. 
(ii) If g -j* h then h-< g. 
4.4.10. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, and g' a L-reduct of g. 
(i) g' e NFi. 
(ii) Wi € NFj.[/i d 9 => h * g']. 
(iii) g' is unique. 
PROOF, (i) Easy. 
(ii) By induction on the length of the .L-reduction sequence from g to g'. Let gn be 
the result after the nth reduction step. We will prove the following. 
Vn [V/i € NFx [h * g =• h^gn]]. 
The basis step is trivial since g0 = g. gn+l can be written as дп[тп := ±], for some m € gn 
with gn I m | Ρ and gn \ πι φ -L. I.H. applied to 5" (i.e. h -< gn) implies that if m € h 
then h\m-< gn\m. So /ι | m î Ρ and therefore Λ | m = ±. Applying lemmas 4.4.2(ii) and 
4.2.24(ii), h X gn+l. 
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(iii) By (i) and (ii). D 
4.4.11. EXAMPLE. Let V = {F(D(J.) ) D(1)) ) G(D(C),D(1)),H}. Below two graphs 
and their J.-reducts are given. 
F -г» F 
/ \ / \ 
G С -L С 
O 
D I 
н 
-L-reducts in the graph world can be compared with the ω-normal forms in the term 
world. The lemmas and propositions in the rest of this section correspond to the properties 
for (j-normal forms formalized in Klop & Middeldorp [1991]. 
4.4.12. LEMMA. Let g,h£ NFj., h Φ J., ani neg. Then 
g\n^h =>· g[n := h] e ΝΓχ. 
PROOF. Suppose g[n := h] # NFj.. Then there exists a node m e g[n := h] and a ρ 6 V 
such that g[n := A] | ro / J. and [^τζ := h] \ m f p. Since A € NFx, m & A so m € g. Note 
that g[n := д\п\\тп φ ±. From g[n := 5|n] ^ д[тп := A] it follows that g[n := д\п]\тп ] p. 
Using lemma 4.4.4(ii) one has g \ m ] ρ which contradicts to g e ΝΡχ. D 
4.4.13. LEMMA, (i) g ^ A => ρχ ^ Αχ. 
(ii) Vn € Sx flx Ι η = (ρ 17ΐ)χ 
(iii) g[n := Α]χ Χ ρ[η := Αχ]. 
PROOF, (i) ρχ ^ ρ ^ Α. By lemma 4.4.10 and g± 6 ΝΡχ one has g± < Αχ. 
(ii) Let η € ρχ. Since g± € ΝΡχ, ρχ | η 6 ΝΡχ. Also g± \ η ^ g \ η so g±. \ η 4 
(? Ι η)χ. Now consider the graph ρχ[η := (g | η)χ]. Using lemma 4.4.12 it follows that 
Px[n := (g | η)χ] € ΝΡχ. By lemma 4.4.2 (ii), px[n := (g \ n)±] 4 [^τι := ρ | η], and since 
g[n := g \ n] •< g (lemma 4.4.3), g±[n := {g \ η)χ] ^ ρχ (lemma 4.4.10 (ii)). Therefore 
{9±[n := (g | η)χ]) | η = (ρ Ι η)χ ^ ρχ | n. 
(iii) Notice that p[n := A] -¡» g[n := Αχ]. By the uniqueness of ±-normal forms (lemma 
4.4.10(iii)) g[n := Αχ] -^ » g[n := Α]χ. Applying lemma 4.4.5 one has g[n := Αχ] ^ g[n := 
Α]χ. D 
4.4.14. PROPOSITION. Let g be a closed graph (i.e. g" = <ò) such that g Φ g±. Then g 
contains a redex. 
P R O O F . First notice that g φ gx implies that there exist an m € px such that ρχ | m = J.. 
Now we will show that there exist an n g ρ | τη such that ρ | n î V. By lemma 4.4.4 (i) one 
has that g \ η У Ρ so η is a redex. Assume that this η does not exist which means that 
for all/ € ρ | m, g \ I # P. Hence g\m = (g\ τα)χ. Applying lemma 4.4.13 (ii) contradicts 
the assumption that ρχ | m = -L. D 
F 
С) 
G 
/ \ 
D D 
I i 
H с 
_L 
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4 4 15 LEMMA (Ι) (д | η)± = ± => д± \ η = ± 
(и) д1\п = ± => д± Χ д[п = ±] 
PROOF (Ι) И η $ д± then it is trivial Otherwise, we can apply lemma 4 4 13 (n) 
Sx | η = (д I n)± = 1 
(n) Use g± = g±[n = ±] (lemma 4 2 24(ii)) and lemma 4 4 2(ii) 
4 4 16 DEFINITION Let g be a graph, η ζ g such that (g \ n)± = ± Furthermore, let 
• 6 Σ be a new O-ary symbol (i e · does not appear in any of the rewrite rules) 
(ι) η is called an index of g if g[n = ·]±. φ g± The set of indexes of g is indicated by 
1(g) and Si(g) = 6(g) П 1(g) (i e the set of redexes of g that are also indexes) 
(n) The index reduction of an index Δ € òi(g) is indicated by -j* or by -j* where m is 
the root of Δ Furthermore, we use 5ш(?) to denote the collection S(g)\S¡(g) 
4 4 17 LEMMA Let g be α graph Then 
η e 1(g) <* g[n =·]±\ηφ±. 
PROOF (·*=) Trivial 
(=>•) Suppose g[n = ·]χ | η = J. By lemma 4 4 15 (n) one has that g[n = ·]± \ η ^ 
g[n = ·][η = ±] = g[n = 1] •< g So g[n = ·]χ ^ gx Furthermore, notice that 
ffj. ^ 5[π· = -L] ^ sl'i = ·] Hence also gj_ ^ g[n = ·]χ so g± = g[n = ·]χ But then 
η φ 1(g) which is a contradiction D 
4 4 18 EXAMPLE Let V = {F(G(_L, A),G(B, J.)),G(A,B)} In the following graphs 
all occurrences of the node η are indexes, the node m is not an index 
F G F F 
С) / \ С) / \ 
n J - n J - -L G G J_ 
/ \ / \ 
n i -L m -L -L 
4 4 19 DEFINITION Given an orthogonal term graph rewriting system Τ Τ is strongly 
sequential if each (closed) graph g not in normal form, has a redex that is also an index 
(ie дфд± => 6і(д)фЪ) 
The main part of Klop h Middeldorp [1991] is concerned with proving the decidabili­
ty of strong sequentiality for TRS's In this paper, we wíl investigate another important 
property of strongly sequential TGRS's, namely the fact that index reduction is normal-
izing for these systems This will be proved in the next section 
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4.5. Index reduction is normalizing 
4.5.1. DEFINITION. Let д be a rooted graph, and n,m e д. 
(i) η is a descendant of m (notation m ψ η) if for every path ρ : τ9 «<·» η one has m € p. 
(ii) η and m are independent (notation η «/» m) if neither m ψ η nor η ψ m. 
The intuitive idea behind this definition is that if there exist two redexes in a graph 
that are independent then the reduction of one of these redexes cannot influence the 
presence of the other one in the resulting graph. 
4.5.2. LEMMA. Let д be a graph, and n, m € g, η φ τη 
(i) Lethi,h,2 be graphs. Then 
m JJ. η =>· g[n := hi][m := /12] = g[m := /12]· 
(ii) Let E be an extension. Then 
η ** m =*• m € g[n := E]. 
PROOF, (i) By lemma 4.2.24 (i). 
(ii) There exist a path ρ in g such that η φ p. Obviously ρ is also a path in g[n := E]. 
D 
4.5.3. REMARK. Let n,m 6 6(g). Then from regularity it follows that if m € g[n := ·] 
one has that m € S(g[n := ·]). 
4.5.4. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, and n, m € 6[(g), η φ τη. Then η *** т. 
PROOF. Suppose η *-* т. Without loss of generality we can assume that m ψ п. By 
lemma 4.2.24 (vi) one has (g \ τη)[η := ·] = g[n := ·] | m. From remark 4.5.3 it follows 
that (g I m)[n := ·] У V and hence g[n := ·] | m > V. By lemmas 4.4.13(ii) and 4.4.15(ii), 
{g\n := ·])_ι_ < g[n := ·\[τη := -L]. Note that g[n := ·\[τη := 1] = g[m := ±]. Since 
η £ g[m := 1] also η £ (g[n := ·])ι (remark 4.4.7). But then η is not an index of g 
which is a contradiction. D 
The next lemma shows that indexes do not disappear when another redex is reduced. 
4.5.5. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, η € 6i(g), and m e 6(g) mth η φ in. Let g ^+ h, then 
ne6¡{h). 
PROOF. First notice that if η € Λ then (by lemma 4.3.6) η e 6(h) and that [^τη := ±] X h 
(lemma 4.4.5). If η <-> m then by lemma 4.5.4, m is not an index. Furthermore notice that 
η ψ m so (lemma 4.5.2) д[тп := J.][n := ·] = g[n := ·] 4 h[n := ·] which implies that η is 
an index of h. Now assume that m *** п. Suppose η is not an index of h. Then by lemma 
4.4.17, h[n := ·]χ | η = 1. By lemma 4.2.24(vii) it follows that g[n := ·][τη := ±] ^ 
h[n := ·]. Using lemma 4.4.15(i &i ii) and remark 4.5.3, g[n := ·]± •< g[n := ·}[τη := ±] 
so g[n := ·]_ι_ •< h[n := ·]. But then (^[n := ·]χ) | η = ± so η is not an index of g. This 
is a contradiction. D 
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4.5.6. LEMMA. Let д be α graph and n, m € Si(g). Then 
9 -γ 9 τ* Λ and 9 Τ 9 7* Λ · 
PROOF. By lemma 4.5.5 and proposition 4.3.8. D 
Expressed in a diagram: 
m η 
I I 
4 l·-
4.5.7. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, m € 6Ni(g), and g -Ώ· h. Then h is not m normal form. 
PROOF. Since g is not in normal form, from sequentiaiity it follows that g must contain 
an index, say n. Apply lemma 4.5.5. D 
4.5.8. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, and η 6 6i(g). Furthermore, let g ^ g\ ^ ... ^ <;* 
(hence Tit e ¿/(ft-i), i < A;) suc/i ίΛο< ffjt ÎS m normal form. Then n = nJ for some j < k. 
PROOF. Apply lemma 4.5.5. D 
4.5.9. LEMMA. Let g - j * h m к steps. Then any index reduction sequence starting with g 
ends with h m к steps. 
PROOF. By induction onto k: The case A; = 0 is trivial. Let g -γ> g\ -j>k h. Moreover, let 
g -γ g^. This situation can be visualized as follows. 
Applying I.H. to д\ one has that any reduction sequence starting with gi ends with h in 
к steps. The case тіі = пг which means that gi = gz is trivial. Assume щ φ n^. By 
lemma 4.5.6 it follows that g\ -j+ рз and 52 7+ ffa- From I.H. it follows that 53 т+^ - 1 h. 
Thus φ 7+ 03 Τ**- 1 ^ which implies that 02 reduces to h in A; steps. Applying the I.H. to 
P2 one has that any reduction sequence starting with 02 ends with h in к steps. Hence 0 
reduces to h in к + 1 steps. D 
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4.5.10. LEMMA. Let д be α graph, η e 6(g), and g A g' such that g1 -¡» h m к steps where 
h is in normal form. Then g -¡» h in either к or fc + 1 siepe. 
The next diagram illustrates this lemma. 
/ 
I 
к Чі 
• » • · 
I 
PROOF. Note that if η then the lemma holds trivially. Assume η is not an index. By 
sequentiaJity one has an m € 6¡{g). Use induction on fc. The case fc = 1 implies that the 
index reduced in second step from g' to h has to be m. Then , g -¡* g" -j+ h by lemma 
4.3.6. The reduction sequence from g" to h has either length 1 (in case η//τη € 6i(g')) 
or length 0. So g reduces to A in 1 or 2 steps. Let g A g' -*k+l h. From lemma 4.5.8 
it follows that gf -f»3'1 g}-\ 7+ g} -¡»k~3 h for some j . By lemma 4.5.6, 5' -7+ g\ -¡*k h. 
Now consider the reduction sequence g ^* gm "—•" ¡jj. If "—Γ has length 0 then g reduces 
to h in fc + 1 steps. Otherwise, we can apply the I.H. to p
m
 n
—•* gi -+к h providing that g 
reduces to Λ in either fc + 1 or fc + 2 steps. D 
This proof does not carry over to the term rewriting world. The reason for this is when 
exchanging the above redexes η and m, in the graph world this results in a reduction 
sequence that is either empty or it consists of a single reduction step. However, in the 
term world where redexes can get duplicated, this reduction sequence may have length 
greater than one. Even worse, such a reduction sequence may contain indexes as well as 
non-indexes. 
4.5.11. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, g —*k g' -¡*+ h, where h is m normal form. Then 
9?+h 
PROOF. By using lemma 4.5.10 and induction on fc or by the following diagram. 
I 
i 
• >»· · 
D 
4.5.12. PROPOSITION. Let g be a graph, g —» h, and h be in normal form. Then g -* h. 
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PROOF. If g = h then it is trivial. Assume g is not in normal form. From lemma 4.5.7 it 
follows that the last step used in the reduction from g to h must be the reduction of an 
index. Apply lemma 4.5.11. D 
4.5.13. THEOREM. Let g be a graph hamng a normal form h. Then, any index reduction 
starting wtth g terminates with h. Moreover, the index reduction sequences from g to h 
are all of the same length. 
PROOF. Follows directly from lemma 4.5.9 and proposition 4.5.12. D 
4.6. Conclusion 
The proof of the Church-Rosser property for a-cyclic graphs presented in Barendregt 
et al. [1987a] and the proof that index reduction is normalising for strongly sequential 
TGRS's illustrate that reasoning within the framework of term graph rewriting is very 
well possible. Sections 2 and 3 provide a bases with which all the results and necessary 
notions can be given in an elegant way. A nice example of such a notion is J.-reduction 
as defined in section 4 used to prove the normalizing property of index reduction. Hence, 
we have the strong feeling that this paper will encourage readers not only to use graph 
rewriting as an implementation issue but also to consider and to use it as a fully fledged 
formalism. 

Chapter 5 
Graph Rewriting and Copying 
Erik Barendsen and Sjaak Smetsers 
Graph rewrite systems play an important role in the implementation of functional programming 
languages. This paper focusses on the theoretical aspects of graph rewriting. Graph reduction 
is described in terms of generell operations on graphs, leading to a substitution-like mechanism 
called graph replacement. Some basic theory on the interaction of these operations is developed. 
The ordering induced by graph homomorphums is investigated. Equipped with this ordering, 
various sets of graphs have nice domain theoretical properties. Moreover, a lazy copying mech­
anism is added to the notion of graph reduction. This copying concept is analyzed by splitting 
it into more elementary graph operations, leading to a confluence result. Finally, some ideas are 
presented on the use of copying in practice. 
5.1. Introduction 
There are several models of computation that can be viewed as a theoretical basis for 
functional programming. 
The lambda calculus (see Barendregt [1984]), being a well-understood mathematical 
theory, is traditionally considered to be the purest foundation for functional languages. 
Later, the concept of term rewrite systems (TRS, see Klop [1992]) provided a theory that 
fits somewhat closer to actual functional programming. 
A drawback of the abovementioned models of computation is the large gap between 
those models and the actual implementation of functional languages. E.g. when evaluating 
an expression of the form FA in λ-calculus or TRS, the argument A might get duplicated 
many times. This is far from efficient if A contains function applications that still need 
to be evaluated. Some optimizations of lambda calculus, involving sharing of arguments 
by different functions, have been proposed by Wadsworth [1971] and Lamping [1990]. 
People have sought for a model of computation that is sufficiently elegant and abstract, 
but at the same time incorporates mechanisms that are more realistic with respect to 
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actual implementation techniques. Such a model could not only be used to study to study 
abstract properties of functional languages, but also as a tool to investigate the practical 
behaviour of functional programs such as complexity in time and in use of memory. 
A promising candidate for such a model is provided by the notion of graph rewrite 
systems (GRS), introduced in Barendregt et al. [1987b]. Graph rewriting combines the 
flexibility of TRS with the possibility of sharing expressions and building cyclic objects. 
In Barendregt et al. [1987a], a restricted form of GRS is introduced: the so called term 
graph rewrite systems (TGRS). These TGRS are very well suited as a basis for imple-
mentation of functional languages. This is demonstrated by the 'intermediate language' 
CLEAN that is based on TGRS (see Brus et al. [1987]). Sequential implementations based 
on graph rewriting turned out to be successful (see Smetsers et al. [1991]). 
The notion of TGRS is still very fresh; it lacks the tradition that can be found in fields 
such as lambda calculus and term rewrite systems. Taking Barendregt et al. [1987a] as 
a starting point, this paper tries to contribute to the development of the basic theory of 
term graph rewriting, from an operational point of view. 
The sections 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5 contain a description of graph rewriting. Some new op-
erations such as segment, extension and replacement are introduced, generalizing notions 
suggested by Barendregt et al. [1987a]. A natural ordering on graphs is investigated in 
section 5.3. 
One of the reasons for the impopularity of graph rewriting is the inherent complexity 
of the objects involved. Most operations on graphs cannot be decomposed into local 
actions, but have to be considered as a global action on each graph as a whole. This 
makes reasoning about graphs substantially more delicate than reasoning about terms; 
we therefore give many proofs in detail. This paper provides some general tools for 
reasoning about graphs in a convenient way. 
Although pure TGRS's are convenient to model sequential computations, they do not 
capture some aspects that are important in parallel implementations. In a functional 
program the evaluation of any expression is independent of the chosen reduction order 
by the absence of side effects. This makes functional languages attractive for being im-
plemented on parallel hardware. An important class of parallel machines is formed by 
systems of loosely coupled processors in which each processing element is equipped with 
its own local memory. Exchange of information between processors takes place via some 
communication network. An implementation of functional languages on such a machine 
has to deal with the transfer of data during program execution. Hence the communication 
mechanism plays an important role. 
In the 'overall view' of the computation the communication between two processes 
involves duplication of data. In order to investigate properties of such a computation, 
graph rewriting systems are extended with a copying mechanism. The information transfer 
between two processors is determined by the moment at which a processor needs data, and 
the amount of information that is available (i.e. not subject to a present computation) at 
that moment. In terms of copying this means that it should be possible to defer copying 
at some points in the graph that is being copied until these parts of the computation 
have been finished. This way of copying is called lazy copying, introduced in Eekelen 
et al. [1991]. In section 5.7 some approaches to copying are discussed, and the notion 
of lazy copying is formalized, resulting in the notion of copy term graph rewrite system 
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(C-TGRS) The rest of the paper is devoted to the investigation of some properties of 
C-TGRS, leading to the proof of a confluence result 
It turns out that the extension of TGRS's with copying can be described in an elegant 
way It is also attractive from a theoretical point of view such extended TGRS's provide 
an intermediate formalism between TRS's (where inputs of functions are duplicated during 
a rewrite step F{x) -* G(x, x)) and TGRS's (where this duplication does not take place) 
5.2. Graphs 
This section recalls some basic notions that were introduced by Barendregt et al [1987a] 
The objects of our interest are directed graphs in which each node is labeled with a 
specific symbol The number of outgoing edges of a node is determined by its symbol In 
the sequel we assume that JV is some basic set of nodes (infinite, one often takes Λ/" = N), 
and Σ is a (possibly infinite) set of symbols with anty in N 
5 2 1 DEFINITION (I) A labeled graph (over (Λί, Σ)) is a triple 
g = {Ν, symb, args) 
such that 
(1) N CAÍ, N is the set of nodes of g, 
(2) symb N —* Σ, symb(n) is the symbol at node n, 
(3) args N -+ N* such that 
length(a79s(7i)) = &nty(symb(n)) 
Thus args(n) specifies the outgoing edges of η The г-th component of args(n) is denoted 
by ar0s(n)t 
(n) A rooted graph, is a quadruple 
g = (.ZV, symb, args, r) 
such that (N, symb, args) is a labeled graph, and r € N The node r is called the root of 
the graph g 
(in) The collection of all rooted labeled graphs over (λί, Σ) is indicated by GRAPHS 
The set of finite rooted graphs is G 
5 2 2 EXAMPLE The following is a suggestive drawing of a rooted graph 
0 F 
/ \ 
I F 3 S 
'Λ ^ 
Here Ν = {0,1,2,3}, symò(0) = F, sym6(l) = F, etc, arity(F) = 2, arity(S) = 1, 
anty(A) = 0, args(0) = (1,3), args(l) = (2,2), etc, r = 0 The (names of) nodes are 
usually left implicit in drawings, they are only displayed when needed 
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CONVENTION, (i) m, n, n',... range over nodes; g, </', h,... range over (rooted) graphs. 
(ii) If ρ is a (rooted) graph, then its components are referred to as Ng, symbg, argsg 
(and rg) respectively. Further abbreviations, such as writing N2 instead of iV92, will be 
self-explanatory. 
(iii) To simplify notation we usually write η € s instead of η € Ν9. 
5.2.3. DEFINITION, (i) A path in a graph ρ is a sequence 
where ηο,ηι,... ,n¿ e g, and ¿ο, ¿ι, • • • ,г<-і € Ν are 'edge specifications' such that 
Tifc+i = args(nk)tk for all к < ί. 
In this case ρ is said to be a path from no to щ (notation ρ : щ -*• тц). 
(ii) Let ρ be as above. The length of ρ (notation |p|) is ί. ρ contains η (notation η € ρ) 
if Uk = η for some к < i. ρ is a rooted path if it starts with the root of the graph (i.e. 
ρ : rg •** η for some η e g). The collection of rooted paths in g is denoted by RP(p). ρ is 
cyclic if nj = η* for some j Φ к. 
(iii) Let m, η e g. m is reachable from η (notation η —• m) if ρ : η ·*•» τη for some path 
pin p. 
(iv) The concatenation of two paths pi and рг (notation pi »рг) is defined in the obvious 
way, such that for pi : η ~* n', рг : n' •*+ n" one has pi * рг : η ~» η". 
5.2.4. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a rooted graph. 
(i) g is coherent if 
Vn e g 3p ρ : rg ~» η. 
(ii) д is a tree if 
Vn € ρ 3!p ρ : г
в
 -*• η. 
To each graph g a (possibly infinite) tree can be assigned, by completely unraveling 
g. E.g. 
F 
r \ / \ 
О — A F 
/ / \ 
A A F 
A 
5.2.5. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a graph. The complete unraveling of g (notation U(p)) is 
defined as follows. Set U(p) = u, where 
N
u
 = RP(s), 
symb
u
(p) = symbg(n) iip:rg-**n, 
args
u
(p)t = ρ * (η, ι, argsg{n),) if ρ : r, -^ η, 
r
u
 = (r9). 
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5.2.6. LEMMA. Let pi,P2 € U(p). If агдз
и
(рі)
г
 = args
u
(p2)j, then pi = рг and i = j · 
PROOF. Straightforward, by examining the definition of V(g). D 
5.2.7. LEMMA. \J(g) is a tree. 
PROOF. By induction on the length of ρ e RP(5) it can be shown that there is a path 
q : Гц «*• ρ in U(p). Lemma 5.2.6 is used to show the uniqueness of such q. D 
5.2.8. DEFINITION. Let g be a graph and η e д. The subgraph of g at η (notation g \ n) 
is the rooted graph 
(N, symb, args, n) 
where N = {m € g | η ~» m}, and symò and arps are the restrictions (to N) of symbg 
and arySj respectively. 
5.3. Comparing graphs 
In this section we study an ordering X on graphs, induced by structure preserving map-
pings called graph homomorphisms. Equipped with this ordering, various sets of graphs 
have nice domain theoretical properties such as the existence of least upper bounds. 
5.3.1. DEFINITION. Let g./i be graphs, and φ : Ng -> Nh. 
(i) φ is a (graph) homomorphism from g to h (notation φ : g —» h) if for all η € g 
symbh((p(n)) = symbg{n), 
argsh(tf{n))t = (fiargsgin^). 
(ii) φ is a rooted homomorphism (notation φ : g -^ h) if φ : g —* h and moreover 
φ(τ9) = rh. 
5.3.2. REMARK. Let g be a coherent graph. 
(i) If φ : g —> h then ψ is completely determined by <p(r
a
). Consequently, if ψ : g -7+ h 
then ψ is unique. 
(ii) (p:g^>h =• v> : ρ -^ ft | <р(г
в
). 
5.3.3. DEFINITION. Let φ : g—* h, and let ρ = (no,¿0,...,nk) be a path in g. Define 
Then φ(ρ) is a path in ft. 
5.3.4. DEFINITION. The ordering X on rooted graphs is defined as follows. 
g X ft if φ : h-? g for some (p. 
Sometimes we write g -<
φ
 ft to indicate the homomorphism explicitly. 
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5.3.5. EXAMPLE. 
F •< F 
С) " / \ 
A A A 
5.3.6. LEMMA, (i) The class of rooted homomorphzsms is closed under composition, i.e. 
ψ·• 9т*я', Φ• я'τ*я" => Φ°φ·-9νg"· 
(υ) g lg1, g1 lg" * g l g"-
PROOF, (i) Trivial. 
(ii) By (i). D 
5.3.7. DEFINITION. Let g, h be graphs. Let φ : Ng -» Nh. 
(i) φ is a graph isomorphism if φ : g —• h and φ is bijective. 
(ii) φ is a rooted graph isomorphism if φ : g 7+ h and φ is bijective. 
5.3.8. DEFINITION, (i) g is isomorphic to h (notation g = /ι) if there exists an isomor­
phism from g to /1. 
(ii) g is equivalent to Λ (notation 5 = Λ) if there exists a rooted isomorphism from g 
to h. 
5.3.9. LEMMA. g-<h, h<g^>-g = h. 
P R O O F . Suppose g !
v
 h,h ^ g. Since 1/3 and ф are rooted one has φ = V"-1! so φ,φ 
are in fact rooted isomorphisms. Hence g = h. О 
CONVENTION. We will usually identify equivalent graphs and replace = by =. 
5.3.10. PROPOSITION. (GRAPHS, 1) is a partial ordering. 
P R O O F . The relation ^ is clearly reflexive. Moreover 4 is antisymmetric by lemma 5.3.9 
and transitive by lemma 5.3.6 (ii). D 
Now it is possible to indicate the relation between a graph and its complete unraveling. 
5.3.11. LEMMA. If g is coherent, then g ^ U{g). 
P R O O F . It is easily verified that g 1
υ
 \J(g), where 
υ(ρ) = π if ρ : rg ~* n. D 
5.3.12. LEMMA. Let g be a tree, and g' a coherent graph. Then 
91 g' =*• g = g'-
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Add 
' I 
Succ 
\l 
-L 
-i Add 
/ \ 
1 Succ 
1 J. 
(, F ^ F 
A ( ^ F 
\ 
A 
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P R O O F . Suppose д ^
v
 g'. One shows that ^" '(ra) is a singleton for each η € g, by 
induction on the length of the unique path ρ : rff **» n. Therefore ψ is bijective. D 
5.3.13. L E M M A , (i) g * h =• V{g) ч U(/i). 
(ii) g 1 h =» U(p) = U(A). 
P R O O F , (i) Suppose fl ^ ^ Л. Then U(^) •< U(/i) via the map ρ ι-» v(p). 
(ii) By (i) and lemmas 5.2.7 and 5.3.12. D 
We will now describe a general method to construct a 'quotient graph' from a graph 
combined with a certain equivalence relation on its nodes. 
5.3.14. D E F I N I T I O N , (i) An equivalence relation on g is an equivalence relation on Ν
β
. 
(ii) Let ~ be a equivalence relation on g. Then ~ is homogeneous if for all m, η € g 
one has 
m ~ η =>• symb(m) = symb(n) & 
агдз(тп\ ~ args(rì)t for all i. 
5.3.15. DEFINITION. Let ~ be a homogeneous equivalence relation on g. The quotient 
graph of g modulo ~ (notation 9/^) is defined as follows. Set 9/^ = h, where 
Nh = ^ V ~ {N9 modulo ~ ) l 
symbh([m]) = symbg(m), 
а г э 5
л
( Н ) , = [argsg{m)t], 
ГК = [Гд]. 
Here [m] denotes the equivalence class of m modulo ~. Note that h is well-defined since 
~ is homogeneous. 
5.3.16. D E F I N I T I O N . Let ~ i and ~2 be relations on a set A. We say that ~ i is a refinement 
of ~2 (notation ~ i Ç ~2) if for aJl a, b 6 A 
a ~ i b ^ a ~2 b. 
(I.e. ~ i is included in ~2 if one considers relations as sets of ordered pairs.) 
5.3.17. PROPOSITION. Let ~i and ~2 be homogeneous equivalence relations on g. Then 
~ i Ç ~ 2 => 9/^19/^. 
PROOF. The map φ, defined by 
is a homomorphism from 5/^ to 9/^. D 
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5.3.18. COROLLARY. Let ~ be homogeneous on g. Then 
*/~ ή я-
P R O O F . By proposition 5.3.17 and the fact that = Ç ~. D 
We now consider a special class of homogeneous relations. 
5.3.19. DEFINITION. Let g, g' be such that g' ^ g. Define the relation ~y, on Ν9 
m ~
φ
 η *> φ{ιη) = φ(η). 
Clearly ~φ is an equivalence relation. 
5.3.20. LEMMA, g' ^ g ^ ~^ is homogeneous on g. 
P R O O F . Let m, η e g. Suppose τη ~φ п. Then 
sym6
s
(m) = symbgifaim)), since φ is a homomorphism 
= symb^(n)) 
= symbg(n). 
Moreover 
tp(argsg(m)t) = α^$3,{φ{τη))ι 
= argsg,(ip(n))t 
= fiargs^n),), 
which shows атэзДт), ^ ^ argsg(n)i. D 
NOTATION. 9/
φ
 = 9/^ . 
5.3.21. LEMMA, (i) g' ^ g => 9/ ч д. 
(υ) g' 1
φ
 g => g' d %• 
(iii) g' l
v
 g, g coherent =• g' = S/^ ,. 
PROOF, (i) By corollary 5.3.18. 
(ii) One easily verifies that g' ^ 9] where 
ф{[т]) = φ{πι). 
(iii) By coherence φ is surjective. Hence g' У ψ 9/φ, where 
ф(т') = ? - 1 (т ') . 
Now the equivalence follows from (ii). D 
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Below the following result will be proved. If two graphs have the same (possibly 
infinite) complete unraveling, then there exists a minimal common unraveling, which is 
finite if the graphs in question are finite. 
5.3.22. DEFINITION. TWO graphs д and g' are tree equivalent (notation g ~т g') if U(p) = 
5.3.23. PROPOSITION. Let g,g' be finite coherent graphs. Suppose g ~т g'- Then there 
exists a finite graph h such that 
(1) g ^ h and g' •< h; 
(2) if g ^ hi and g' ^ hi, then h -^ hi. 
PROOF. Suppose g ~т g'- Set и = U(<?) = \J(g'). Then by lemma 5.3.11 one has g ^ и 
and g' ^ и for some ψ, ψ'. Now define a relation ~ on и by 
m ~ η <^ m ~p η Ik τη ~^' η 
(i.e. ~ = ~ ^ П ~ ^ in set-theoretic terms). Note that ~ is homogeneous on u, and ~ Ç ~^, 
~ Ç ~p,. Define h = u /^ . Then /ι is finite since both ~
v
, and ~
v
> give rise to a finite 
partition of u. Moreover 
g = UL·, by lemma 5.3.21 (iii) 
^
 u/~i by propostion 5.3.17 
= h. 
Similarly one shows g' ^ h, thus establishing (1). As to (2), suppose g Χψ hi and 
ff' ^ψ' /ii. Then /ii = UL· for some Vi· 
Claim. ~ψ1 Ç ~ . 
Proo/. First note that g ^ψοψι и and g1 ^ψΌψι и. 
Hence φ ο φι = φ and ф' οψι = ιρ' by the uniqueness of rooted homomorphisms. Let 
m, η € u. Then 
m ~ψ1 η =>• τη ~ψ
ο
Ψι π»
 m
 ~ψΌψι ι 
=^ m ~((, η, m ~ψ' η, by the remark above 
^· m ~ η, 
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which proves the claim. Now one has 
h = u/~ 
= hi. Π 
NOTATION. The (unique) h mentioned in proposition 5.3.23 is called the supremum of д 
and g' and is denoted by g Li g'. 
5.3.24. DEFINITION. Let g, g1 e G. 
(i) g and g' are upward compatible (notation g ] g') if for some Л € G one has g ^  h 
and g1 ^ h. 
(ìì) g and ρ' are downward compatible (notation g J. g') if for some h 6 G one has /ι ^  g 
and Л 4 ρ'. 
5.3.25. THEOREM. # J. p' => s î p'. 
PROOF. Suppose g | g'. Then g ~т з'. Hence by proposition 5.3.23 one has g î g'. D 
The method applied above can be used to obtain some domain theoretic results. Re-
member that G is the collection of finite graphs. 
5.3.26. DEFINITION. The collection of regular graphs (notation G') defined as follows. 
G* = {g e GRAPHS | g' X g for some g' 6 G}. 
Note that U : G - » G · . 
5.3.27. DEFINITION. An ascending chain (in the structure (G*,^)) is a sequence 7 = 
So. Si, 92, • • • of elements of G* such that 
9o ^ 9i ^ 92 ^ · · · · 
The abbreviation 7 ^ 5 stands for Vi gt X g. 
It will now be shown that (G*, ¿) is an unpointed cpo, by a straightforward general-
ization of the proof of proposition 5.3.23. 
5.3.28. PROPOSITION. Every ascending chain has a least upper bound. That is, for each 
ascending chain 7 there is a graph g such that 
(1) Ίί9, 
(2) tf-y^g' then g X g', for any g' e G. 
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PROOF. Let 7 = g0,gi,... be an ascending chain. Set и = U(5o)· Then by lemma 5.3.13 
one has U(p,) = и for each i. Therefore 7 4 u, say 5, ^ , u. Now define ~ on и by 
m ~ η •<> Vi m ~ V t τι. 
Set 5 = u/„. Then ~ is homogeneous, and ~ С ~^
г
 for all i. Hence 7 ^ 5 . Moreover 
suppose 7 ^ 5', say via ч (г € Ν). Observe that U(g') = u, say g' ^ u. 
Cluim. ~ψί Ç ~ . 
• Pi 
• go 
Proof. Note that for all i one has φ
ι
 = ψ
ι
ο ψ', by the uniqueness of rooted homomor-
phisms. Then for each г 6 N 
m ~ψ' η =>• τη ~ψ,ο-ψ' η 
Hence τη ~ η, which proves the claim. Now one has 
9 = 7~ 
= S'. D 
NOTATION. The unique g above is called the supremum of 7, notation g = U 7. 
Next we consider descending chains. 
5.3.29. DEFINITION, (i) A descending chain is a sequence 7 = go, 51,52. · · · such that 
5o b 5i b 52 b · · · · 
(ii) 7 is strictly descending if 
5o >- 5 i >- 52 > 
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5.3.30. P R O P O S I T I O N , (i) (G*, ^ ) is not wellfounded. 
(ii) (G, •<) is wellfounded. 
P R O O F , (i) One can construct an infinite strictly descending chain, as suggested by the 
following figure. 
>-
I? К F 
/ sr*A >• / О >- ^ о 
F A F A F ^ ^A 
^ VA / ^ A / Q 
F Ч
А
 F \ F ^ А 
Υ Ά •' \ A ·"' \ A 
A A A 
Note that all graphs in this chain are unravelings of 
О 4 
во indeed t h e above chain is in G*. 
(ii) If д У д' and д, д' are finite, then the number of nodes in g' is strictly smaller than 
t h e number of nodes in g. D 
5.3.31. P R O P O S I T I O N . Each descending cham has a greatest lower bound. 
P R O O F . Let 7 = go, gi, 02, · • · be a descending chain, say 
9o hw 01 hifi 92 hw ···• 
Define ~, on go by 
and ~ by 
m ~ η ·» Эг m ~, η. 
Then ~ is homogeneous since ~, Ç ~,+ 1 for each г. Set g = 50/^. Let г € N. Then 
9 = 9o/„ 
^ ^
0/~ 1 since ~ , Ç ~ 
= 3»· 
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Therefore g Χ 7. Now suppose g' < 7, say g' = 9iL·.. 
Claim. ~ Ç ~ψ0. 
Ρτιοο/. Suppose m ~ η. Determine г such that m ~ І η, i.e. m ~^ο-οφ0 п. Then also 
m ^¡oipio-oipa n- Ви^ V"» 0 Vi 0 ' "- 0 Ψο = ^Оі so m ~y,0 η, which proves the claim. Hence 
= g. D 
NOTATION. This construction yields the so called infimum of 7, denoted as Π 7. 
5.3.32. REMARK. Note that the constructions in 5.3.28 and 5.3.31 make use of a common 
upper bound (u and QQ respectively) of the chains in question. It is possible to generalize 
the results about least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds to arbitrary chains, i.e. 
to sets G Ç G' such that 
Vff,fl'eG д^д'отдУд', 
by taking the complete unraveling of the elements of G as such a common upper bound. 
5.4. Graph rewriting 
Rewrite rules specify transformations of graphs. Each rewrite rule is represented by a 
special graph containing two roots. These roots determine the left-hand side (the pattern) 
and the right-hand side of the rule. Variables are represented by special 'empty nodes'. 
Let R be some rewrite rule. A graph g can be rewritten according to R if R is applicable 
to g, i.e. the pattern of R matches g. A match is a mapping from the pattern of R to a 
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subgraph of д that preserves the node structure. The following picture gives the graph 
representation of the rule Add(Succ(i),y) -+ Succ(Add(a;, y)) and a match μ. 
1: Add 
/ \ Suce \ 
\ t r ^ " 
± 
H· 
r-Succ 
1 
Add 
V/ 
λ. 
Suce 
.1 
Add 
/ \ 
Suce Succ 
1 / Succ / 
\/ 
Zero 
Instead of using names for variables in rewrite rules, multiple occurrence of the same 
variable is indicated via sharing. E.g. all occurrences of the variable χ in the above rule 
are represented by references to the same empty node. 
The combination of a rule and a match is called a redex. If a redex has been deter­
mined, the graph can be rewritten according to the structure of the right-hand side of the 
rule involved. This is done in three steps. Firstly, the graph is extended with an instance 
of the right-hand side of the rule. The connections from the new part with the original 
graph are determined by μ. Then all references to the root of the redex are redirected to 
the root of the right-hand side. 
Succ 
1 
Add 
Succ 
Add 
/ \ 
Succ Succ 
Finally all unreachable nodes are removed by performing garbage collection. 
Succ 
Succ 
Succ 
This procedure is formalized in the rest of the present section. 
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5.4.1. DEFINITION. Let J. be a special symbol in Σ with arity 0. Let g be a graph. 
(i) The set of empty nodes of g (notation g") is the collection 
g" = {n 6 g | symbg(n) = J.}. 
(ii) The set of non-empty nodes (or the interior) of g is denoted by g'. So Ν9 = ρ" Up*. 
(iii) g is closed if g" = 0. 
The objects on which computations are performed are closed graphs; the others are 
used as auxiliary objects, e.g. for defining graph rewrite rules. 
5.4.2. DEFINITION. A term graph is a closed rooted graph. 
5.4.3. DEFINITION, (i) A term graph rewrite rule (or rule for short) is a triple 
R = (g,l,r) 
where ρ is a (possibly open) graph, and l,r 6 g (called the left root and right root of R), 
such that 
(i) ЫО 0; 
(2) (g\ryç(g\iy. 
(ii) ß is a selector rule if (g \ r)* = 0. 
(iii) If symbg(l) = F then R is said to be a rule for F. 
Here condition (1) expresses that the left-hand side of the rewrite rule should not be 
just a variable. Moreover condition (2) states that all variables occurring on the right-hand 
side of the rule should also occur on the left-hand side. 
NOTATION. We will write R \ I, R \ r for дц \ IR, д^ \ гц respectively. 
5.4.4. DEFINITION. Let p, g be graphs. 
(i) A matching homomorphism (or match for short) is a function μ : Np —* ΝΒ such 
that for all n e p * 
symbp(n) = symbg(ß(n)), 
ß(argsp(n)t) = ar0ss(/x(n)),. 
In this case we write μ : ρ -^ д. 
(ii) μ is a rooted match from ρ to ρ (notation μ :p^g)ií μ'Ρτ? 9 and μ(Γ
ρ
) = μ(Γ9). 
(iii) By ρ -^ g we will denote that there exists a match μ^•p-^g. Analogously we write 
Ρ im 9 for rooted matches. 
5.4.5. DEFINITION. Let s, g e G. Then s is a segment of g (notation s С g) if s is 
coherent, and s results (up to isomorphism) from g by replacing some subgraphs by _L 
More formally, s Ç g if there exists an injective match 
Observe that such an injection is unique; it will be referred to as ¿,i9, or just ι if there is 
no danger of confusion. 
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Intuitively, s С д if s is ал initial ('rooted') part of д. 
5.4.6. EXAMPLE. 
F F 
/ \ Ç / \ 
I D G D 
υ 
The selection of a segment of a given graph is indicated aa follows. The construction 
itself is left implicit. 
5.4.7. DEFINITION. Let д be a graph and S С Ν9. The segment of g up to S (notation 
g χ S) is obtained by replacing the nodes in 5 by _L. 
A segment is obtained by cutting off subgraphs: the symbol χ is supposed to resemble 
a pair of scissors. 
5.4.8. EXAMPLE. 
F F 
/ \ 3 / \ 
A B A B 
\\ /i \\ /I 
YVD" V x 
E E 
The correspondence between matching homomorphisms and ordinary homomorphisms 
is expressed by the following straightforward result. 
5.4.9. LEMMA, ρ -^ g ·£> ρ b 9 for some segment q Ç g. 
PROOF. ( ^ ) Suppose ß-p-^g- It can easily be verified that 
Ρ >: 9 x μ(ρ·). 
(·<=) Suppose q Ç <?, and ρ h ? 9· Then 
<ч,9 0 Ψ • Ρ sf fl· π 
Traditionally, a redirection in a graph ρ is an operation which replaces all references 
to a given node by references to another one. This notion is generalized in the following 
definition. 
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5.4.10. DEFINITION, (i) A redirection map (or simply redirection) on д is a function ρ : 
Ng -» J V 
(ii) ρ is projective if ρ ο ρ = p. 
(iii) Let N Ç Ng. N is p-closed if р(ЛГ) Ç Ν. 
(iv) Let /ι be a (sub)graph. Then ρ is applicable to Λ if iVj, is />-closed. 
A redirection map on g induces a transformation of g, as indicated before. 
5.4.11. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a redirection on g. The result of applying ρ to g (notation 
p(g)) is the graph 
P(9) = (Ng, symbg, ρ о argsg, p(rg)) 
where ρ is the canonical extension of ρ to finite sequences, i.e. 
p(n
u
 ...,nk) = (p(ni),..., p(nk)). 
5.4.12. DEFINITION, (i) Let ρ be a redirection on g. The field of ρ (notation Fld(p)) is 
f Vip SPt 
Fld(p) = {n e Ng I P{n) φ η}. 
(ii) ρ is a single redirection if Fld(p) is a singleton. In this case ρ is written as [m ι-» n] 
if Fld(p) = {m} and p(m) = n. The application [m i-> n](g) is traditionally denoted as 
д[тп := η]. 
5.4.13. REMARK. Note that (pi оргХі?) = Pi(P2(fl)) only holds if рг is applicable to g. 
In some cases a redirection can be written as a sequence of single redirections. 
5.4.14. LEMMA. Let ρ be a redirection such that ρ is projective and Fld(p) ÍS finite, say 
Fld(p) = {mi, . . . ,ττι*}. Then 
ρ = [ші ι-> р(тоі)] о · · · o [m/k ι-> p(mk)]. 
PROOF. Trivial. D 
NOTATION. For ρ EIS in the previous lemma we write 
ρ = [mi !-• p(mi),. . . , mk i-c p(mk)} 
and 
p(g) = s[mi := p(mi),. . . , mk := p(mfc)] 
respectively. Note that this is a sound denotation since the result is independent of the 
order in which the single redirections are carried out. 
5.4.15. DEFINITION. Two redirections pi and рг are independent if Pi о P2 = P2 0 Pi-
5.4.16. REMARK. If рьРг are projective and pi.pj are independent, then ρ! о p2 is also 
projective. 
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The effect of a single redirection on paths is indicated in the following, trivial but 
useful remark. 
5.4.17. REMARK. Let д be a graph. 
(i) Let n, m € д. Let ρ be a path in д such that η $ p. Then ρ is a path in g[n := m]. 
(ii) If pi = (no,¿o,... ,njfc_i,ifc_i,nfc) and рг = (mo, jo. · · · .mj) are paths in g, and 
VO < t < к nt^nk, 
VO < t < I mt^nk, 
then (no, ¿o,.. ·, Щ-і, iic-it ^оі Зо> • • · > m.¡) is a path in p[nfc := mo]. 
Below a general method for extending graphs will be described. 
5.4.18. DEFINITION. Let N, A be sets of nodes. The disjoint set extension of N with A 
(notation N U+ Л) is the set N U A*, where A* = {a* | a e A} is a set of fresh nodes 
associated with A. 
5.4.19. REMARK. There is a canonical way of extending ал operation f on N, A to an 
operation ƒ* on N U+ A. If no confusion can arise, we keep writing ƒ, a for ƒ*, a* 
respectively. The same will be done for subsets of N, A and the corresponding subsets of 
NU+A. 
5.4.20. DEFINITION. Let g be a graph. 
(i) Let h be a graph, Я Ç Nh, and μ : (JV/, — Я) —» Ν
β
. The extension of g with (h, H) 
according to μ (notation g +μ (h, H}) is defined as follows. Set g +μ (h, H) = A;, where 
Nk = NgU
+H; 
symbk(n) = symbg(n) if n € g, 
= symbh(n) otherwise; 
arijsfc(n)¿ = aTgsg(n)i if η 6 g, 
= argsh{n)¡ if n, argsh(n) € Я, 
= /i(o7Tjsh(n)¿) otherwise; 
г* = rg. 
(ii) An extension specification (or extension for short) for 3 is a triple £ = (А, Я, μ) 
with А, Я and μ as above. Then the extension of g with E is 
S + Я = 0 + „ ( & , # ) . 
(iii) The extension root of E (notation τ(Ε)) is defined as follows. 
r(£) = Th if r,, € Я, 
= /х(г*) otherwise. 
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This construction can be visualized as follows. 
д + h = g h 
NOTATION. We use (h, μ) as an abbreviation for (h, h', μ). Analogously we write §+μΗ 
for д +μ (h, h'). 
5.4.21. REMARK. Sometimes we will loosely consider (Η,Η,μ) as an extension, even if 
Η £ Nh. This is to be understood as (h, Η Π Nh, μ). 
5.4.22. DEFINITION. Let д be a rooted graph. The result of performing garbage collection 
on g (notation СС(з)) is the graph obtained from g by deleting all nodes that are not 
reachable from its root, i.e. 
GC(fl) = g\rg. 
The three basic operations extension, redirection, and garbage collection are combined 
into a single operation called replacement. This mechanism corresponds to substitution 
in lambda calculus and term rewriting. 
5.4.23. DEFINITION. Let E be an extension of g, and let η e д. The result of replacing η 
by E in g (notation g[n := E]) is defined by 
g[n:=E} = GC((g+E)[n:=T(E)}). 
Following Barendregt et al. [1987a], one can distinguish the following steps in the 
construction of g[n := E]. 
g і-ч g + E (build phase), 
!-• (g + E)[n := τ(Ε)] (redirection phase), 
i-> GC((p + E)[n := r(E)]) (garbage collection phase). 
5.4.24. DEFINITION. Let g be a graph, and TZ a set of rewrite rules. 
(i) An TZ-redex in g (or just redex) is a tuple 
Д = (Д,/І) 
where ReTZ, and μ : (R\l) -¿>g. 
(ii) The extension associated with Δ is 
В
д
 = (Д|г , (Л | г ) " - ( Л | i)*, μ). 
We write g + Δ instead of g + EA, and ^[n := Δ] instead of g[n := EA]. Moreover Γ(Δ) 
means г(£д). 
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(iii) Let Δ = (R, μ) be a redex. The result g' of contracting Δ in ρ is given by the 
replacement 
9' = 9[μ(1):=Α]. 
In this case we say that g reduces to g' via Δ (notation g •£ g1, or just g -g g'). 
The definition of і?д allows nonempty nodes in the left-hand side of a rule to be 
reused in the right-hand side. Note the difference between the following rewrite rules, 
when applied to the given graph. 
I F i F r D F 
r D D / „D 
-L -L 
The following technical results concern the interaction between the three basic operations. 
5.4.25. LEMMA. Let Е\,Ег be extensions of g. Then 
g + E1 + E2 = g + E2 + E1. 
P R O O F . Trivial. D 
5.4.26. LEMMA, (i) GC(GC(s)) = GC(g). 
(Ü) GC(g + E) = GC(g). 
PROOF. Trivial. D 
5.4.27. LEMMA. Let p, g be graphs, and let μ : ρ-^ g be a match. Then for any redirection 
Ρ of g 
μ{ρ*) Π Fld(p) = 0 => poß-.p-^g. 
PROOF. Note that ρ ο μ(τη) only differs from p(m) if πι # μ{ρ')· Thus like μ also 
P0ß--PT?9- О 
5.4.28. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, E = (h, Η, μ) an extension of g and neg. Further­
more, let ρ be a redirection. (Below \ denotes restriction.) 
(i) If ρ is applicable to g | η then 
p(g | n) | p{n) = p(g) \ p(n). 
(ii) Let p' be a redirection such that p, p' are applicable to g \ n. Then 
Ρ \ (5 I n) = p' Г (ff I n) => p{g) | p(n) = p'(<7) | p'(n). 
(iii) If ρ is applicable to (g \ n) + E then 
p{{g | n) + E) | p(n) = p(g + E) | p(n). 
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(iv) If ρ is applicable to д+μ (GC(h),H) then 
p(9 +μ (GC(Ä), I)) | p(n) = p(g +μ (h, I)) \ p(n). 
PROOF, (i) For all nodes τη ζ g \ η one obviously has p(g \n)\m = p(g) \ m. From the 
assumption that ρ is applicable to g \ η it follows that p(n) € g \ η and hence the equality 
holds. 
(ii)-(iv) can be proved similarly. D 
By taking the root of the graph as η in the above lemma the following properties 
concerning garbage collection are immediately obtained. 
5.4.29. PROPOSITION. Let g be a graph, Ε = (Λ, Ι, μ) an extension of g, and let ρ be a 
redirection. 
(i) If ρ is applicable to GC(g) then 
GC(p(GCm = GC(p(g)). 
(ii) Let p' be a redirection such that p,p' are applicable to GC(g). Then 
ρ Г GC(g) = p' Г GC(g) => GC(p(g)) = GC(p'{g)). 
(ni) If ρ is applicable to GC(g) + E then 
GC(p(GC(g) + E)) = GC(p(g) + E). 
(iv) If ρ is applicable to д+μ (GC(h),I) then 
GC(p(g +μ (GC(h), 1))) = GC(p(ff +„ (h, /))). 
5.4.30. PROPOSITION. Let (Η,Η,μ) be an extension of g, and let Pi,P2 be redirections of 
g, h respectively such that N^ — H is p2-closed. Then 
ρ
λ
ομο p2(g +μαη (h, Я)) = pi(g) + ρ ι 0 μ (р2(Л), Я). 
(Неге μ is tacitly extended to all nodes of the extended graph, by defining μ(η) = η 
if η 0 Nh - Я. The same is done for pi and рг·) 
PROOF. Set gx = Ριομορ2(9+μορ2(^Η)) andg2 = Pi(g)+p^(p2(h),H). Then gi =52, 
as is shown by the following case distinction. 
Cose 1. η € д. Then 
args^n), = pi ο μ о p2(argsg(n)l) 
= pi(argsg(n)t), since μ о P2(argsg(n),) = argsg(n)t 
= args2(n)l. 
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Case 2. n, р2(агдзн(п),) € H. Since Nh-H is p2-cIosed it follows that also argsh(n)i e 
Я. Then 
oTjs^Ti); = Pi ο μ o p2(argsh(n)i) 
= P2{argsh(n)i), since pi о д ( т ) = m for m € Я 
= args2(n)t.. 
Case 3. η, argsh(n)i e Я and ^(«""S^Wi) € Ν\ — H. Then 
argsi(n)i = pi ο μ o Pìiargs^n),) 
= args2(n)i. 
Case 4. η € Я and argsh{n)¡, р2{агдз
н
(п),) € N^ — Η. Using μ ο ρ2{μ o Píím)) = 
μ о р2(тп) for m € N^ — H one derives 
argsi(n), = pi ο μ ο ρ2(μ о p2(argsh{n)t)) 
= Pi 0 ß ° P2(argsh(n)i) 
= orps2(n),. D 
5.5. Graph rewrite systems 
A collection of graphs and a set of rewrite rules can be combined into a graph rewrite 
system. The special class of so called orthogonal graph rewrite systems will be studied in 
more detail. 
5.5.1. DEFINITION. A term graph rewrite system (TGRS) is a tuple 
T = (g,TZ) 
where TZ is a set of rewrite rules, and Ç Ç G is a set of term graphs which is closed under 
•^-reduction. 
5.5.2. DEFINITION. Let Τ = (д,П) be a TGRS. 
(i) A rule Re 11'is left-linear if R \ I is a tree. 
(ii) Τ is left-linear if each R € TZ is left-linear. 
It appears that under certain circumstances the order of reduction can be changed 
without influencing the final result. 
The following definition distinguishes redexes on the basis of their relative position in 
a graph. 
5.5.3. DEFINITION. Let Δι = (Ri, μι) and Δ2 = (Я21М2) be redexes in g. 
(i) Δι and Δ2 are disjoint if 
μι(Ιι) І ß2(R2 I h)', M i А»і(Ді I il)*· 
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(ii) Δι and Δ2 interfere if 
μι(/ι) = Γ(Δ2), ßtih) = Γ ( Δ Ι ) . 
If a graph contains redexes that axe not disjoint, it is conceivable that different reduc­
tion orders may yield different results. 
This is also the case if a graph contains interfering redexes, as is illustrated by the 
following graph and rewrite rules for A and B. 
F 
^ 
A ^ , B 
I :A I :B 
1 1 
r:_L r:J_ 
The respective results after contracting the A-redex and the B-redex are 
F 
С) 
„В 
и 
F 
С) 
. А 
и 
5.5.4. DEFINITION. Let Τ = {G, Tl) be a TGRS. 
(i) Τ is regular if for each g € G the 7£-redexes in g are pairwise disjoint. 
(ii) Τ is orthogonal if Τ is both left-linear and regular. 
(iii) Τ is interference-free if G does not contain any graph with interfering redexes. 
It will be shown that for orthogonal interference-free TGRS's the reduction order can 
be changed. Some technical properties are proved first. 
5.5.5. LEMMA. Let n1,ra2,mi,m2 € Λ/" with ηγ φ пг- Ifn\ Φ т^ огпг Φ πΐχ then 
[ni !-• [пг ι-> ттігКті)] о [пг і-> тг] = [пг >-* [ni н-+ mi](m2)] о [ni ь-» mi]. 
PROOF. A matter of easy casuistics. D 
5.5.6. LEMMA. Let g be a graph and п\,П2 € g with щ φ n^. Furthermore, let E\ = 
{hi,Hi,ßi) and E2 = (/12,^2,^2) be extensions of g. Write 
E[ = (h, Ни [n2 ь- r(£;2)] ο μι), E'2 = (hi, H2, [m 1- r(£;i)] ο μ2). 
Ifni φ τ(Ε2) orni φ τ(Ει) then 
д[щ := £;ι][η2 := Ε'2} = gfa := ЕІ^Щ := Ε[}. 
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P R O O F . 
д[пі := Яі][пя := ^ ] 
= GC( (GC((ff + EOIm := rCEOl) + ^)[7i 2 := r ( ^ ) ] ) 
= GC( ((ρ + £,)[«! ··= ' Μ + ^ ) [ ^ := r ( ^ ) ] ). 
by proposition 5.4.29 (iii, i) 
= GC( (p + E1 + EJim := гСВДиа := r(£^)] ), 
by proposition 5.4.30 
= GC( (s + E2 + fiiJInj := т(Е2)}[п1 := r(£;i)] ), 
by lemmas 5.4.25 and 5.5.5 
= GC( ((s + E2)[n2 := τ(Ε2)} + Е'^щ := Γ(£Ϊ)] ) 
= GC( (GC((S + E2)[n2 := т(Е2)} + Е'^щ := г(ЯІ)] ) 
= ρ[η2 := ^ Ц п ! := Bi]. D 
5.5.7. LEMMA. Let Δι = (.Ri,μι) and Δ2 = (Дг.Мг) be disjoint redexes in д. Suppose 
д^ д'. If μ·ι{12) € ff', then 
м a redez in д'. Moreover \μ\{1\) ι-» Γ(Δ 1 ) ] Ο μ^Ι^) = ДаСа)· 
PROOF. Note that g' = GC((g + Α)\μι(1ι) := Γ(ΔΙ)]) . By lemma 5.4.27 one has 
M M - '(Δι)] ο μ2 : (Лі I h)' •?{g + Д ) М ' і ) : = '(Δι)] 
since Δι and Δ2 are disjoint. During garbage collection only unreachable nodes are 
removed; the graph structure is not affected. Hence if ^2(^ 2) € 9' then indeed [μι(/ι) 1-+ 
Γ(ΔΙ)] Ο μ2 : (Яі | li)' -^ g'. The second property holds since μι(/ι) Φ МгСг)- Π 
5.5.8. DEFINITION. Let ί/,ρ', Δι,Δ2,Δ2 be as in the previous lemma. 
(i) If μι(¿2) € g', then Δ2 is called the residual of Δ2 in g' (relative to the reduction 
g -£» g'), notation Α2//Δι. If μι(12) $ g' then Δ2 has no residual in g'. 
(ii) The reduction (consisting of zero or one step) contracting Α2//Δ1 in g' (if it exists) 
is denoted by -g . 
5.5.9. PROPOSITION. Let Τ = (G, Tty be othogonal and interference-free. Suppose g -£ 9i 
, Δ3
 c
 Δ,/Δι Δ1/Δ2 
ana g-£ g2. о ay gì -^ » /ij and g2 ^» /іг- Inen tii = ti2. 
PROOF. By lemma 5.5.7 and proposition 5.5.6. Note that μι(/ι) ^ Γ(Δ2) or μι(/2) ^ 
Γ(Δ2) since Δι and Δ2 do not mutually interfere. D 
5.5.10. REMARK. If an orthogonal TGRS Τ is cycle-free, i.e. the graphs of Τ do not 
contain cycles, then Τ is interference-free. 
ASSUMPTION. From now on we assume that all TGRS's in question are both orthogonal 
and cycle-free. 
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5.6. Combining rewriting and unraveling 
Unraveling a graph might influence the redexes of that graph. The main result of this 
section states that unraveling and reduction can be interchanged. 
First we describe how unraveling interacts with the redirection and extension opera­
tions. 
5.6.1. LEMMA. Let д ^ h, and let η € h. Suppose h is cycle-free. Then the elements of 
(^"1(n) are 'mutually independent', i.e. for all m^rna € v_ 1(n) Wlt^ m i ^ 7ri2 
τη\ ·/* τη,ί and Ші У» m\. 
PROOF. Let τηχ,πΐί e (£_1(n). Suppose m\ φ тщ, and ρ : τηι ~* τη^. Note that |p| > 1. 
Then φ{ρ) : η ·** η and \φ(ρ)\ > 1, contradicting that h is cycle-free. Similarly mj 7^ 
mi. D 
5.6.2. LEMMA. Let 31,32 be graphs. Suppose gi У g2. 
(i) Let n, m € 32 with η Φ m. Say φ~ι{η) = {η\,..., Пь}. Then for any т.і,...,тпк € 
φ-
1
 (m) 
дііщ := mi, . . . ,7ifc := m*] У^ ^ [ π := m]. 
(ii) Let E = (h, Η, μ) be an extension of 32, and let Εχ = {h, Η, μι),..., Ek = 
(h, Η, μι,) be extensions of gì such that μ = φ ο μ,. Then 
gi + Ei + '-' + Ek^gi + E. 
PROOF, (i) First note that the left-hand side is well-defined since φ-1^) and φ~ι(τή) 
are disjoint. Set g'i = gi[ni := mi , . . . , Пк := mjt], g'2 = g2[n := m]. Let ρ € g'1. Then one 
has <p(argsgi(p)t) = argsg,(tp(p))t, as is shown by the following case distinction. 
Case 1. argsgi(p), = n} for some j . Then anjs^p), = т
г
 Moreover a7gs92((¿;(p))t = 
?(агз591(р),) = n, so 
VÍorjíj-Cp),) = m 
= [η •-» т](аг5в
я
( з(р)),) 
Case 2. οη?591(ρ), 5¿ η, for all j . Then <p(argsgi(p)t) ф п. Hence 
ifiiargs^ip),) = ψ(α^91(ρ)ι) 
= argSg^viPÌÌi 
= argsg^(p)),. 
(ii) Set g'i = gì + Εχ + • • • + Ek, si = 92 + E. Note that N[ = Ni U+ Я U+ · · · U+ H, 
and N2 = N2 U+ Я. Let ι^ 11 be the canonical extension of φ from / { to Л^. Then φ1 is a 
homomorphism from g'i to g'^. D 
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5.6.3. PROPOSITION. Let ді ^ , φ , and η e д^. Say у>-1(") = {^i,···,"*}· Let E = 
{h, Η, μ) be an extension of g?, and Ει = (A, H, Mi),... ,.Ek = (А, Я, μ^) be extensions of 
gi, such that μ = ψο μ
ι
 for all i. Suppose Т(ЕІ) φ η} for all i φ j . Then 
Si [ni := Ει}··· [nk := Ek] У ^ [ π := E]. 
P R O O F . 
Si[ni := Ei]---[nk := Ek] = 
= GC(( 5 l + £1 + · · · + EJim := r(£; 1),... nk := Γ(£;»)]), 
by propositions 5.4.30 and 5.4.29 (iii) 
У GC{(g + E)[n := m]), by lemma 5.6.2. D 
5.6.4. LEMMA. Let g' У g and з С д. Define 
s' = g'» φ-Μ*α))· 
Then s'Уз. 
P R O O F . Straightforward. D 
5.6.5. LEMMA. Let g' У g, and let Δ = (Rt μ) be a redex in g. Let τη € φ~1{μ(1)). Then 
there exists α μ' such that Δ' = (R, μ') is a redex in g', μ!(1) = τη, and μ = ψ ο μ'. 
P R O O F . Using lemma 5.4.9, determine s Ç g \ μ(1) such that {R \ l) У з. By lemma 5.6.4 
there exist 3' Ç g' \ τη and ψ with s Χψ з'. Since R | ¿is a tree one also has (fi | Í) У^і s' for 
some ψ'. Define μ' = і^^оф'. Then indeed μ = φ ο μ', by uniqueness of homomorphisms. 
• • · > · 
R\l Ψ' s' V s 
D 
5.6.6. PROPOSITION. Let <?i У g^. Suppose gì -g A2. Then g\ -g Ai for some h\ У hi-
P R O O F . Say gi >:
φ
 дг and 32 "^ A2 with Δ = (fi, μ). Set η = μ{ί). Say ψ~ι{η) = 
{rai,..., η*}. Using lemma 5.6.5, determine Δι = (fi, μ ι) , . . . ,Δ^ = (fi, μ )^ such that 
μ\{1) = n i , . . . , μ*(ί) = nk. Then Γ(Δ,) Φ μ ;(ί) for all i Φ j , by lemma 5.6.1. Take 
Αι = 9ι\μ\{1) •= Δι] · · · [μ*(0 := Δ*]. 
Then Αι У Аг by proposition 5.6.3. D 
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5.7. Copying 
Extending graph rewriting with a copying mechanism can be done in several ways. Below 
some of these are discussed. 
Intuitively, copying a graph causes a new graph to be created that has the same 
structure as, but no nodes in common with the original graph. Let С be a unary symbol 
in Σ. A copy node in a graph ρ is a node with symbol C. The intended meaning is 
that evaluation of a copy node leads to duplication of the graph it refers to. We want to 
describe how such a C-node can be handled. 
The first possibility is to extend an existing TGRS Τ = (G, Щ to a system Tc by 
adding new rewrite rules for copy reduction to 72·, thus obtaining TZP. This can be done 
in various ways, the simplest of which is adding 
C(F(:ci,..., x
n
)) -+ F(C(a;i),..., C(x
n
)) 
for each symbol F with arity η in £?. Although this extension can be described easily, 
there are several disadvantages. First of all, the number of extra rewrite rules may be 
infinite if in G infinitely many symbols are used. Furthermore, mixing copy rules with the 
reduction rules in TZ may destroy properties of 72-reduction such as confluence (see section 
5.9), or at least make it very difficult to check whether known properties of Τ extend to 
Tc. This is reinforced by the fact that copying is done stepwise and therefore cannot be 
considered as a basic action such as redirection or extension. Another unwanted effect 
is that sharing cannot be maintained, as is illustrated below. The loose arrows indicate 
edges coming in from the surrounding graph. 
1 i 
F —» F 
/ \ / \ 
C C A A 
\ / ν 
^—*A —-A 
Thus shared redexes below F are duplicated. This last drawback could in principle be 
overcome by using more sophisticated rewrite rules. 
The second possibility is the addition of a new copy mechanism to graph rewriting. A 
rude solution involves replacing the C-node by a copy of the whole subgraph it refers to. 
This method is called eager copying. It is visualized in the following figure. 
Now all the sharing below the copy node remains intact. However, all redexes below 
that node are duplicated. This involves the 'duplication of work'. It may therefore be 
i 
С 
i 
F 
С) 
- A 
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convenient to duplicate only some redexes of the subgraph in question and postpone the 
rest of the copy action. This is called lazy copying. New copy nodes are added where the 
copy procedure has been interrupted. In a picture this looks as follows. 
Of course, this mechanism is more complicated to describe than the previous one. More­
over, if one uses a reduction strategy to select a specific reduction order matters become 
complicated because one has to decide at which point to interrupt the copying. We will 
go into this in section 5.10. 
The rest of this section is devoted to a formal description of lazy copying. 
5.7.1. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a graph. 
(i) Let η e g and s Ç g \ п. Note that (s, t, i9) is an extension of g. The s-expanswn 
of g at η (notation g[n := s]) is defined by 
g[n := s] = g[n := (s,i.,g)]. 
(ii) g' is an expansion of g if g' = g[n := s] for some η and s. 
5.7.2. LEMMA. Let s Ç g \ п. Then 
g ;< д[п := s]. 
PROOF. Set g+ = g[n := a]. Write Ng+ = NuS', where 5" are the new nodes originating 
from a. Define 
φ(η) = η if η € Ν, 
φ(η*) = η for η* € 5*. 
Then g ^ g+. D 
5.7.3. DEFINITION. Let С be a special symbol in Σ with arity 1. 
(i) A node η € g is a copy node if symbg(n) = C. The set of copy nodes of g is denoted 
by C(g). 
(ii) The definition of term graph rewrite rule (5.4.3) is extended with the following 
requirement. 
(3) C{g \l) = 4>, if R = (g, I, r) is a rule. 
This requirement states that only the right-hand side of a rewrite rule may contain copy 
nodes. Thus copy nodes may not be used as part of a pattern. 
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5.7.4. DEFINITION. Let д be a graph, and M Ç Ng. The copy indirection oî M in g 
(notation Cl(g, M)) is the graph g' that is obtained from g by redirecting each node 
η € M to a new copy node with η as argument. More formally 
Ng, = Ng\J
+M; 
symbjln) = symbg(n) Ип&д, 
= С otherwise; 
args^n), = argsg(n)t Une g and args^n), $ M, 
= (алу5
л
(п),)* if η e g and argsJ(n) l e M, 
argSg^n*^ = η for η* € M*; 
Tg· = Tg if r 9 £ M , 
= T-j* if Гд e M . 
N O T A T I O N . If η is a u n a r y node in g t h e n argSg{n)\ is wr i t ten as succ(n) . 
5.7.5. D E F I N I T I O N , (i) A copy redex in a graph g is a pair (n,s) where 
(1) η € с ы 
(2) s Ç g\ succ(n) and a* ^  0. 
(ii) Let Δ = (η, s) be a copy redex of g. The result g' of contracting Δ in ρ is defined 
by the replacement 
д' = д[п:=СІ(з,з0)], 
which is shorthand for g[n : = (CI(s, s"), t)]. 
(ìiì) We write g -g> g' to indicate tha t g copy-reduces to g' via redex Δ . 
5.7.6. D E F I N I T I O N . A copy term graph rewrite system (C-TGRS) is a structure 
τ = {g ,τΐ) 
where Q Ç G is a set of graphs, closed under ^- reduct ion and C-reduction. 
5.7.7. R E M A R K . Notions introduced for TGRS's (such as left-linearity and orthogonality) 
are used for C-TGRS's as well by considering them as ordinary TGRS's for a moment. 
5.7.8. E X A M P L E . Let 3, η and s Ç g \ succ(n) be as follows. 
G /ι 
n.C 
I 
F 
NP 
Ч
А 
1 
в 
s = F 
С) 
A 
1 
J. 
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The next figure displays the copy indirection of s and the result of contracting copy redex 
(n, s) in д. 
CI(s,s°) = F 
С) 
A i 
С 
i 
J. 
5.8. Analyzing copy reduction 
Because lazy copying is a complicated concept, we will decompose copy reduction into 
three operations, namely 
(1) partial unraveling (see section 5.3), 
(2) addition of C-nodes, 
(3) elimination of C-nodes. 
The main part of this section addresses the C-elimination mechanism and its interaction 
with the three basic graph operations mentioned in section 5.4, and with unraveling. Then 
it is shown that copy reduction can indeed be splitted in the above-mentioned way. 
The elimination of C-nodes can be viewed as a redirection. This is made precise in 
the following. 
5.8.1. DEFINITION. Let g be a rooted graph, and D be a collection of of nodes of д. A 
path ρ in g is within D (notation ρ Ç D) if η e D for all η € p. D is cycle-free (m g) if 
all the paths of g within D are a-cyclic. 
5.8.2. REMARK. Let g be graph. Let D Ç g be a finite set of unary nodes. Then every 
a-cyclic path ρ in D is uniquely determined by its begin and end points, for each node 
of ρ has exactly one successor. Consequently, if D is cycle-free then for any η € g there 
exists exactly one ρ : η ·~* τη such that 
m$ D, 
Vm' e ρ [m' φ m => τη' 6 D]. 
The latter expression is abbreviated to ρ — m Ç D. 
In the sequel we will only consider finite sets D consisting of nodes with arity 1. 
Remark 5.8.2 enables us to define the following. 
5.8.3. DEFINITION. Let g be a graph, and D С C(g) cycle-free. Define the redirection βο
ι9 
as follows. Let η € д. Then ео,д{п) ¡s the uniquely determined m $ D such that ρ : п~»то 
for some ρ with ρ — m Ç D. Then eDi9 is obviously projective, and Fld(e£ii9) = D. 
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Now the actual elimination of C-nodes in д is obtained by applying the corresponding 
redirection operation to д. 
5.8.4. DEFINITION. Let ρ be a graph and D С С(д). Ео{д) denotes the graph that is 
obtained by deleting all copy nodes of D from g, i.e. Ео(д) = ^о^ів)· 
5.8.5. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, Ö L A J Ç C(g) such that D\ U £>2 г* cycle-free. Then 
PROOF. Suppose βο^ρ,,^η) = m, say ρ : n~* τη with ρ — m С Di U D2. Set/ι = ED l(p). 
Then for each n' £ ρ — m one has either eöliS(n') € £>2 or eDlj9(n') = n. Moreover 
еі)1(з)(т) = т . So in h there exists a path p' : eD l : S(n) —• m such that p' — m Ç D2. 
Hence eoj.h ο βο1,!,(η) = m. D 
5.8.6. PROPOSITION. Leí g be a graph, D^Di С С(5) suc/i ίΛαί £Ί U D^ is cycle-free. 
Then 
E0lUD2(ff) = E D 2 ( E 0 l ( 5 ) ) . 
PROOF. By lemma 5.8.5. D 
5.8.7. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, D Ç 0(5) such that D is finite and cycle-free. Then 
β£>,9 = [di ь-» eo ) S(di),..., dk ι-» eD,s(<¿fc)] 
г/£> = {аі,...,<г
к
}. 
PROOF. By lemma 5.4.14. D 
The interaction between eo i S and extension and garbage collection respectively is s-
traightforward. 
5.8.8. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, and let E = (h, Я, μ) be an extension of д. Let D be a 
collection of copy nodes that is cycle-free m g +μ (h, H). Then 
(i) D Π h = 0 =S> eD¡g+ii{h¡H) = eDiS. 
(ii) D Π g = 0 => ел
і9+м(Л|н) = eu,),. 
PROOF, (i) Since D does not contain any node from h it follows that each path in g +μ 
(h, H) within D is also a path in g. 
(ii) Similarly. D 
5.8.9. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, and D С C(g) cycle-free. 
(i) IfeD,g и applicable to g \ η then ео,д\п = еп,9· 
(ii) GC(eD,GC(f l )(GC( f l)) = GC(eD,9(<7)). 
PROOF, (i) Every path in g | η is also a path in g. 
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(ii) By proposition 5.4.29 (i) one has GC{eD,GC{g)(GC(g)) = GC(eDtGC(.g){9))· Prom 
(i) and lemma 5.4.28 (i, ii) it follows that 
ςοΜη(9 I n) | еа,,|„(п) = eDtg{g) \ eD i 9(n) 
for all nodes η € p. Hence GC(eDiGC(g)(GC(g)) = GC(eD¡g(g)) by taking η = rg. D 
5.8.10. REMARK. Let ρ be a graph and D a cycle-free collection of nodes. Then, after 
garbage collection, eD ff(p) and D do not have any nodes in common, i.e. DnGC(eD ,(p)) = 
0. 
Now the relation between C-elimination and ^-reduction is investigated. 
5.8.11. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, D Ç g be cycle-free in g, and η £ g such that η & D. 
Then for any πιηίη such that D is cycle free m g[n := m] 
,, (i) е д
в
( т ) ^ n; 
(ii) ео,
г
(<і) ^ η ^ e£,i9[n:=m](a) = eDiS(a),· 
(iii) βο,,(α) = η => eDig(m) = eDig[n~m] o[ni-* m](a). 
PROOF, (i) Suppose eDtg(m) = n, say ρ : m ~* η with ρ — η С D. Note that \p\ > 1 
since m φ п. But then in p[n := m] one has m **• m via some path p' Ç D with |ρΊ > 1, 
contradicting the assumption that D is cycle-free in p[n := m]. 
(ii) Suppose eDiS(a) φ п. Set к = eD¿(a), say ρ : α •«*» A; in ρ with ρ — fc Ç D. Then 
η $ ρ since η £ D and η φ к. So ρ is a path in p[n := m] (see remark 5.4.17). Hence 
ед9[п:=ті(а) = fc. 
(iii) The case α = η is handled by (i) and (ii). Now assume α φ n. Say ρ : α —• η in 
p. There also exists a path ρ : m ~» eD,
s
(m) in p. Then ρ * ρ' is a path in g[n := m] (see 
remark 5.4.17). Note that (p * p') - eßp9(m) Ç D. Hence β£))9[η:=Γη](α) = eDi9(7n). D 
5.8-12. PROPOSITION. Let g be a graph, D Ç ρ be cycle-free in g, and η € ρ such that 
η & D. Then for any m such that D is cycle free m g[n := m] one has 
[n ·-> eD)g(m)] о eB,9 = eDi9[„ :=m] ο [π ι-+ m]. 
PROOF. If m = η the equality trivially holds. Moreover lemma 5.8.11 is used in case 
m φ η. Ώ 
5.8.13. COROLLARY. Let g be a graph, πι, η 6 g, and let D Ç ρ be cycle-free m both g 
and g[n := m]. Ifn$D, then 
ED(g[n := m]) = ED(g)[n := eD i 9(m)]. 
PROOF. By proposition 5.8.12. D 
5.8.14. PROPOSITION. Let g -g h. Let D Ç C(h) be cycle-free. Then 
GC(ED(p)) - GC(ED(A)). 
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P R O O F . It will be shown that 
GC(eD,9(f l)) V GC(eD,h(/i)). 
Say д Д h with Δ = (R, μ). Then 
Α = ΟΟ((Α + Δ)[μ(0:=Γ(Δ)]). 
Observe that μ(η | O'HD = 0 since {R\l)' is C-free. So e 0 i S(n) = η for any η € μ(η | ί)*· 
Then by lemma 5.4.27 one has ео,д ο μ: (R\l)' -^ eD,j(ff)· Write eDig{A) = (R, eo,s ο μ). 
Then eDig(A) is a redex in ео,д(д). Note that г(е0 і 9(Д)) = eDií,(r(A)), and Βο,9(μ{1)) = 
μ(/). Contracting ед
ів
(Д) in GC(eo,G(s)) results in 
GC( ( GC(eDtg(g)) + eD<a(A) Ml) := r(e^(A))] ) 
= GC( ( eD,9( f l) + β ΰ Λ (Δ) )[μ(0 := г(е0 л(Д))] ), 
by proposition 5.4.29 (iii) 
= GC( ( eD,9(ff + Δ) M O := г(е 0 л(Д))] ), 
by proposition 5.4.30 
= С С ( ( е
в
, 9 ( 5 + Д ) М 0 : = е о , 9 ( г ( А ) ) ] ) 
= GC( ( eD,Gc( f f+A)(5 + Δ) )\μ{ΐ) := eD,9(r(A))] ), 
by lemma 5.4.26 (ii) 
= GC( е
о
,
О
с(9+д)М0-=г(Д)]( (ff + Δ)[μ(ί) := Γ(Δ)] ) ), 
by proposition 5.8.12 
= GC( eDiGc(9+A)Wo:=r(A)]( GC( [g + Δ)[μ(ί) := Γ(Δ)] ) ) ), 
by proposition 5.4.29 (i), 
= GC( eD,h(A) ). D 
The relation between partially unraveling a graph and the elimination of copy nodes 
is straightforward. 
5.8.15. LEMMA. Let g Х^ h. Then for any finite cycle-free D Ç C(/i) 
e»,-t(D),s(s) Ъ? eD¡h.(h). 
PROOF. Write g' = ev-i(£)))9(ff) and h' = eD,h(h). Let neg. Then ajps^n), = 
Ър-ЧО)0(<"УЗд{п)і)· Determine ρ : αΓ^ίτι), ·»-» arps^in), in д, such that ρ - args^n), Ç 
φ~
1(ΰ) and orss9,(n), ^ ? - ^/)). Then φ(ρ) : ^(arps^ín),) ^» ^(aips^n),) in h, with 
VÍP) — VÍa^V^71)«) £ ^ ' а , п ^ ^('"SVW») ^ ^ · Therefore 
^(a7ys9,(n),) = eD¡h(<p(argsg{n)t)) 
= e£)ih(o75sh(v?(n)),)) since I/J is a homomorphism 
= argsh,(ip(n))„ 
so ρ' Χ? Λ'. Π 
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5.8.16. PROPOSITION. Let д >ζφ h. Let D Ç C(/i) be cycle-free. Then 
GC(V. ( D )(0)) Ъ* GC(EB(A)). 
PROOF. By lemma 5.8.15. D 
Some technical work has to be done in order to split copy reduction into more basic 
actions. 
5.8.17. LEMMA. Let д be α graph, and (/ι,μ) an extension of g. Furthermore, let D Ç h' 
such that succ(D) Ç h'. Then 
^D,g+^{g +μ h) = g + μ eD>h(h). 
P R O O F . From D Ç h' and succ(D) Ç h' if follows that the restrictions of μ о ео,к to h0 
and g +μ h are μ and ео,ы respectively. Then 
g +μ еолСО = M о ео,к{д +μοεπ* h)> by proposition 5.4.30 
= eDih(p + μ h) 
= e0ií,+(ih(g + μ h), by lemma 5.8.8. D 
5.8.18. PROPOSITION. Let g be a graph, (h, μ) an extension of g. Furthermore, let D Ç h" 
such that succ(D) Ç h'. Then Ег>{д +μ h) = g +μ ED(/I). 
PROOF. By lemma 5.8.17. D 
5.8.19. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, D С д. Then GC(ED.(Cl(g,D))) = GC(g). 
Observe that g contains the nodes of D as well as of D*. Hence it is necessary to 
indicate nodes of D* explicitly. 
PROOF. According to remark 5.8.10 we do not have to consider nodes of D*. Set h = 
GC(ED.(CI(s,D))). Notice that eD.,h(n) = succ{n) if η e D. 
Case 1. argsg(n)t € D or args^n), e D*. Then 
argsh{n)t = succ{argsg{n)*) = an/s^n),. 
Case 2. Otherwise. Then 
args^n), = succ{argsg(n)l) = argsg{n)t. D 
5.8.20. LEMMA. Let g be a graph with a unary root. Then 
GC(E{rs}(5)) = g | succ(rg). 
PROOF. By lemma 5.8.7, E¡Tg{(g) can be written as g[rg := s«cc(rs)]. Now the equality 
of both graphs is obvious. D 
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5.8.21. LEMMA. Let д be α graph, η a unary node of g. Furthermore, let s Ç g \ η and 
s
n
 = s | succ(n). Then 
GC(E { r, }( 5[n := s])) = GC(g[n := «„]). 
PROOF. Note that t, i 9 = i.jniS. Set t = t, i9. Then 
GC(E{T,}(g[n:={s,i)m 
= GC(E { r. }(( f f+ ti)[n:=r.])) 
= GC(E{r. )(p+¿5)[n:=e{r í ) ) !,+ie(r í)], by corollary 5.8.13 
= GC(fl + t GC(E{rj}(s)))[n := iucc(rf )], 
by propositions 5.8.18 and 5.4.29 (iv) 
= GC(g +t s | succ(7,,))[n := succ(rs)], by lemma 5.8.20 
= GC(g{n:=(sa,L)]). D 
5.8.22. LEMMA. Let g be a graph, η 6 д. Furthermore let s С g\n such that s' φ 0. Then 
GC(E ( . . r ( 5 [n := 01(3, s0)])) = GC(ff[n := s\). 
PROOF. Write h = g + t CI(a, sc). From s' / 0 it follows that the redirections e^oj-^ and 
[n i-> r,] are independent. Furthermore, notice that β(
ί
ο)·
ι)ι(η*) = t(n). Then e^oj·^ can 
be written as [si* ι—* i[s\),... ,Sk* ·-• t(sfc)] where (s0)* = {sj,... ,3k}. Since ¿ is injective 
it hits an inverse ¿ - 1 on t(s0). Hence г.-1 o ej,»)·^ = [si* >-* s i , . . . , зц* ·-» ÍA:] which is the 
same as е^и^сц,,,»). Then 
GCÍEíHríe ln^tCIÍ í .O.Ol)) 
= GC(E(.0).(/i)[n:=rs])) 
= σθ((β
κ ).Λ(/ι))[7ΐ := r j), 
since [n ь-» r
s
] and е(8о)*,л are independent 
= GC((p + t G C ( r 1 о е ( і.).л(СІ(в, s0)))[n := r j ) , 
by propositions 5.4.30 and 5.4.29 (iv) 
= GC((5 + t GC(e(..)-ici(.,s.)(CI(s, á0)))[n := r.]), 
by the remark made above 
= СС((д+1з)[п:=г.]), by lemma 5.8.19 
= GC(g[n:=(s,t)]). D 
For convenience some new reduction relations are introduced. 
5.8.23. DEFINITION. The reduction relations -?, -? and -* are defined by 
9 -? h О 9 ^ Л, 
g -? h ·«· h = СС(Е£)(з)) for some nonempty D Ç C(g), 
g -? h •& C(g) φ 0 and g = GC(EI,(/i)) for some nonempty Ό Ç C(h). 
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5.8.24. PROPOSITION, д -¿> g1 => g-? ·-?·-? gf-
PROOF. Let (π, s) be the copy redex of g that is reduced in order to obtain g'. Hence 
s Ç g\succ{n) and s' = GC{g+iC\{a, s0)[n := r,]). Let sc Ç p|nsuch that s = sc|succ(n). 
Then 
g -f GC(g[n := ac]), by lemma 5.7.2 
-^ GC(p[n:=CI(ie,e2)]), by lemma 5.8.22 
-» GC{g[n := CI(s, s0)]), by lemma 5.8.21 
= Ρ'. Ü 
5.9. Confluence 
This section starts with the introduction of some standard terminology. 
5.9.1. DEFINITION, (i) A reduction relation on G is just a binary relation Ä on Ç. 
(ii) If Яі, Ä2 are reduction relations, then R1R2 is Ri U ІІ2· 
(iii) A graph g R-reduces m one step to g' (notation g -j» g') if (g, g') € R. 
5.9.2. DEFINITION. Let Л be a reduction relation. Then R induces the following binary 
relations. 
(i) The relation -¡» (R-reductwn) is the reflexive transitive closure of -^. 
(ii) η++ (progressive R-reduchon) is the transitive closure of -¡*. 
(iii) -¡*я (R-reductwn m zero or one step) is the reflexive closure of -¡j». 
5.9.3. DEFINITION. Let Я be a reduction relation. 
(i) An R-reductwn path is a finite or infinite sequence 
9o it 9i t 32 -t • • • • 
(ii) A graph g is in R-normal form (Я-nf) if there is no g' such that g -¡+ g'. The set 
of graphs in Я-normal form is denoted as NFR. 
(iii) g has g' as R-normal form if g -^ » g' and g' € NFH-
5.9.4. DEFINITION. Let Я be a reduction relation. 
(i) Я is Church-Rosser (CR) or confluent if for all g,gi,g2 € G 
9 -? 9i & 9 -j» 92 => ЗА [ft -£» h & 52 - ^ h]. 
In a picture: 
Я я 
-1» Φ-
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(ii) i l is subcommutative if 
_R R_ 
л è-
(iii) g strongly R-normahzes (notation SNH(P)) if there exists no infinite il-reduction 
path starting with g. 
(iv) i l is strongly normalizing (SN) if for all g one has ЗКд(д). 
Let Τ = (£/, 7£) a orthogonal cycle-free C-TGRS. We want to obtain a Church-Rosser-
like result for T. 
A pure Church-Rosser result for 72-C-reduction is impossible, EIS is shown in the fol­
lowing example. 
5.9.5. EXAMPLE. Let I(x) —• χ be the usual rule for the identity function. Then one has 
two 'divergent' reduction paths. 
С 
i 
A 
\ 
I 
/ 
В 
У 
> \ j 
с 
I 
A 
В 
A 
/ \ 
В С 
I 
I 
\ 
В 
-^ A 
C) 
в 
— > A — * A 
/ \ C / \ 
в с в В 
i 
в 
For this reason we study confluence of the system in which the copy action is decom­
posed. Our aim is to show that ΊΖ-^Λ—reduction is confluent. 
A useful tool to prove the confluence of a combined reduction relation is the following 
result due to Hindley [1964] and Rosen [1973]. 
5.9.6. DEFINITION. Let i l i, Яг be reduction relations. Then Яі commutes with Яг if 
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5.9.7. HINDLEY-ROSEN LEMMA. Let Ri,R2 be reduction relations. Suppose 
(1) R1 is CR; 
(2) R2 « CR; 
(3) Ri commutes with R2. 
Then R1R2 is CR. 
PROOF. By a diagram chase suggested by the following picture. 
5.9.8. LEMMA, (i) (ii) (iii) 
PROOF, (i) By theorem 5.3.25. 
(ii) By proposition 5.8.6. 
(iii) By proposition 5.8.16. D 
5.9.9. PROPOSITION, X - IS CR. 
PROOF. By the Hindley-Rosen lemma, using the facts that -+ and -? are Church-Rosser 
(lemma 5.9.8 (i, ii)), and that -^ and -? commute (lemma 5.9.8 (iii)). u 
5.9.10. LEMMA. 
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PROOF. By propositions 5.6.6 and 5.8.14 and a diagram chase as indicated below. 
5.9.11. THEOREM. П is CR. 
PROOF. 72.-reduction is subcommutative by proposition 5.5.9. From this the confluence 
of TZ follows easily. D 
5.9.12. THEOREM. П±- is CR. 
PROOF. Again by the Hindley-Rosen lemma, using proposition 5.9.9, lemma 5.9.10 and 
theorem 5.9.11. D 
Our next aim is to show the following. Below —» stands for 72.^H—reduction. 
+.* 
The proof is carried out in two main steps. First it is shown how +-reduction can be 
dealth with, and next the CR result for Tl-<—reduction is used. 
5.9.13. NEUTRALIZATION LEMMA. 
тгх-
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PROOF. By the fact that -? is able to neutralize -f. 
Ch.5 
5.9.14. PROPOSITION. 
n±-
n<-
•AÌ 
PROOF. Using the neutralization lemma (triangles) and theorem 5.9.12 (quadrangles) 
one can erect the following diagram. 
<R±-
7Zr<-
* . < < 
т г ^ -
<R±-
5.9.15. THEOREM. 
PROOF. By proposition 5.9.14 and theorem 5.9.12. 
n<- n<-
4f 
* * • 
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5.9.16. COROLLARY. 
πι- m-
\ * 
The relations between various normal forms can now be expressed. 
5.9.17. DEFINITION. Let g,g' be graphs. 
(i) g and g' are copy tree equivalent (notation g ~ст g') if they are tree equivalent 
after elimination of all present copy nodes, i.e. 
Е
С( 9)Ы ~т Ec(9')(fl')· 
(ii) ~ ч - is the reflexive symmetric transitive closure of the reduction relation X—. 
5.9.18. THEOREM. Let g,g' e G. Suppose C(g),C(g') are cycle-free. Then 
g ~ст g' о g ~ч- g'-
P R O O F . (=*•) Using U(GC(/i)) = U(/i) one derives 
g ~ст g' => Ec(9)(ff) ~т Ec(s')(ff') 
=* GC(Ec(9)(p)) ~т GCÍEcw)^)) 
=>· GC(EC(9)(5)) Τ GC(Ec(9')(5')). by proposition 5.3.23. 
(<=) By induction on the generation of ~ч_. The crucial case is g -? g'. Then by lemma 
5.9.8 (i) one has GC(Ec(9)(p)) d GC(Ecw(gf)) and therefore ЕедС?) ~т Ec(9')(5')· Π 
Normal forms turn out to be unique up to copy tree equivalence. 
5.9.19. THEOREM, (i) If g has gi,g2 as TIC-normal forms, then gi Î рг· 
(ii) If g has <h, (fe as TZ-normal forms, then gi ~ст 02-
PROOF, (i) A graph in 72C-normal form is also in TZ—normal form. Now by theorem 
5.9.15 we are done. 
(ii) Note that 4—reduction does not create new 7£-redexes. Hence by theorem 5.9.15 
and theorem 5.9.18 one has gi ~ст 32- О 
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5.10. Towards an implementation of lazy copying 
If one uses term rewriting systems or term graph rewriting systems as a model of compu­
tation, these systems are usually equipped with a reduction strategy 
Let Τ = (G,Tl) be a TGRS or C-TGRS During graph reduction in Τ there may 
be several rewrite possibilities, since a graph may contain several redexes A reduction 
strategy is a function that selects one or more reduction possibilities 
Firstly, the notion of strategy is explained for TGRS's In the second part of this 
section, some aspects of strategies with respect to C-TGRS's are explained 
5 10 1 DEFINITION (I) A reduction strategy (for TZ) is a function σ that takes each 5 6 6 
to a set of finite reduction paths with redex specifications starting with g Thus the 
elements of a(g) are of the form 
Δο Δι Δ„_ι 
9 = 9o •£ 9ι •? • • • f 9n 
(II) The reduction relation induced by σ (notation -7+) is defined by 
g -? g' & o(g) contains a reduction path from g to g' 
Note that -7+ Ç •^+ , and g is in σ-nf iff a(g) = 0 
5 10 2 DEFINITION Let σ be a reduction strategy for 71 
(1) σ is a one step strategy if 7+ С »^ 
(и) σ is deterministic if for each g one has that a(g) is either a singleton or empty 
Otherwise σ is called nondetermimstic 
(III) σ is normalizing if 
(1) NF, С NF*, 
(2) g has an ft-nf => SNff(p) 
One is usually interested in effective strategies, 1 e strategies that are computable In 
order to define this, assume that we have some effective encoding of graphs, redexes, finite 
reduction paths, and finite sets of such, as natural numbers 
5 10 3 DEFINITION A strategy σ is computable if a{g) is finite for all g, and moreover σ 
is total recursive (after encoding) 
Note that if σ is computable, then the predicate 'is in σ-nf is decidable (by the 
effectiveness of the encoding) 
5 10 4 DEFINITION Let σ be a 1-step reduction strategy for 11 
(I) Let g e G The set of σ-redexes of g (notation 6
a
(g)) is the collection of redexes 
that are reduced in a(g), 1 e 
6
a
(g) = {Δ I g ^ g' 6 a(g) for some g'} 
(II) σ is nonambiguous if for each g the elements of 6
a
(g) are pairwise disjoint 
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For C-TGRS's the situation is a bit more complicated. As was already remarked 
in section 5.7, copying a graph may involve duplication of work (if the graph contains 
redexes). 
If one wants to use graph rewriting with lazy copying in practice it is necessary to 
have some control over the choice of the segments that are duplicated during C-reduction. 
We therefore extend the language of graph rewriting with the possibility of attaching 
a so called defer attribute to nodes. Intuitively, this attribute temporarily prevents the 
node in question of being copied. Defer attributes are also allowed to appear in the right-
hand side of a rewrite rule. In Eekelen et al. [1991] these attributes are used to define 
primitives for indicating parallelism. 
During graph rewriting, defer attributes are added and propagated while performing 
the graph operations extension, redirection and garbage collection, according to the fol­
lowing rules. 
• If η is deferred in g, then η is deferred in g + E. 
• If η is deferred in E, then n* is deferred in g + E. 
(This applies e.g. to g + Δ for redexes Δ = (R, μ) in which R \ r contains deferred 
nodes.) 
• If η is deferred in g, then p(n) is deferred in p(g). 
• If η is deferred in g, and rg -^ n, then η is deferred in GC(g). 
The use of this attribute can be combined with a so called pre-strategy which selects 
either ordinary 72.-redexes or copy nodes. The term pre-strategy is used here because C-
redexes are specified only partially, by indicating just copy nodes. Therefore a pre-strategy 
can also be viewed as an ambiguous strategy for TSC-reduction. 
It will now be described how such a pre-strategy can be used to obtain a 1-step strategy 
for 7£C-reduction. 
5.10.5. DEFINITION, (i) D(g) denotes the collection of deferred nodes of g. 
(ii) A 1-step pre-strategy (for T) is a function σ which takes each ρ e б to a set of 
fë-redex roots, and/or copy nodes in g, such that for all η e a(g) 
η 6 C(g) => succ(n) £ O(g), 
i.e. σ will not attempt to copy a 'deferred graph'. 
(iii) A graph is in σ-normal form if a(g) = 0. 
(iv) σ is deterministic if a(g) is either a singleton or empty. 
Now let σ be a pre-strategy for T. Actual rewriting according to σ proceeds as follows. 
If σ selects an 7^-redex root, the corresponding redex is contracted. Moreover, if σ points 
out a copy node then a copy reduction step is done. The subgraph g \ succ(n) is copied 
up to the deferred nodes of g. Thus 
g -? g' if for some η € a{g) 
η € C(g), and g ^ g', 
where s = (g \ succ(n)) χ Щд), or 
η І C(g), and g ^ g', 
where Δ
η
 is the 7£-redex associated with n. 
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Moreover, after a rewrite step is performed, the defer attribute of a node η G ρ is removed 
if д | η is in σ-nf. As a consequence, each graph in T^C-normal form does not have any 
deferred nodes. 
Note that the above s is nonempty since succ(n) is not deferred. 
The concept of lazy copying has been incorporated in the programming language 
CONCURRENT CLEAN (see Nöcker et al. [1991]). In the implementation of this language 
the abovementioned technique is used in combination with a parallel version of the so 
called functional reduction strategy. 
5.11. Conclusion 
We have shown that term graph rewriting can be extended with lazy copying in an elegant 
way. The Church-Rosser theorem implies that the resulting reduction system is consistent 
in some sense, since normal forms are unique up to unraveling. 
The following topics will be subject to further research. Firstly, an analogue of theorem 
5.9.19 concerning graphs (not necessarily having a normal form) that have an initial part 
in normal form is desirable. Furthermore the effects of admitting cyclic graphs in TGRS's 
and C-TGRS's on our confluence results will be investigated. Moreover the notion of 
strategy (again for both kinds of systems) is to be studied. 
Chapter 6 
The Functional Strategy and 
Transitive Term Rewriting Systems 
Yoshihito Toyama, Sjaak Smetsers, Marko van Eekelen and 
Rinus Plasmeijer 
The functional strategy has been widely used implicitly (Haskell, Miranda, Lazy ML) and ex-
plicitly (Clean) as an efficient, intuitively easy to understand reduction strategy for term (or 
graph) rewriting systems. However, little is known of its formai properties since the strategy 
deals with priority rewriting which significantly complicates the semantics. Nevertheless, this 
paper shows that some formal results about the functional strategy can be produced by study-
ing the functional strategy entirely within the standard framework of orthogonal term rewriting 
systems. A concept is introduced that is one of the key aspects of the efficiency of the functional 
strategy: íranítfiue indexes. The corresponding class of transitive term rewriting systems is 
characterized. An efficient normalizing strategy is given for these rewriting systems. It is shown 
that the functional strategy is normalizing for the class of left-incompatible term rewriting sys-
tems. 
6.1. Introduction 
An interesting common aspect of the functional languages Miranda1 (Turner [1985]), 
Haskell (Hudak et al. [1992]), Lazy ML (Augustsson [1984]) and Clean (Brus et al. [1987], 
Nöcker et al. [1991]) is the similarity between their reduction strategies. The reduction 
order determined by these strategies can roughly be characterized as top-to-bottom left-
to-right lazy pattern matching. This reduction order, in the following referred to as the 
functional strategy, is intuitively easy to understand and can efficiently be implemented. 
It is usually considered as an aspect of the language that is transformed during the 
compilation process to some standard reduction strategy (e.g. normal order reduction) 
'Miranda™ is a trademark of Research Software Limited 
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in the underlying computational model (e.g. lambda-calculus). Several authors have 
pursued studies of this reduction order with different semantic transformations (Kennaway 
[1990], Laville [1987], Fuel & Suárez [1990]). The language Clean is close to its underlying 
computational model (i.e. term graph rewriting (Barendregt et al. [1987a])). Therefore, it 
seems natural to define the functional strategy directly in the computational model rather 
than using a transformation to an equivalent system with a well-known strategy. 
An important efficiency aspect of the functional strategy lies in the fact that evaluation 
of an actual argument is always forced (by applying the strategy recursively to that actual 
argument) when this argument is tried to match a non-variable in the corresponding formal 
pattern. A possible analysis of properties of the functional strategy may be performed 
using some kind of priority semantics as in Baeten et al. [1987]. A problem with these 
priority semantics is however the fact that important theoretical properties of standard 
term rewriting theory do not easily carry over to the priority world. 
In this paper the functional strategy is investigated within the standard framework 
of orthogonal term rewriting systems. Thus we leave the overlapping situation between 
rules that usually appears in the functional strategy out of consideration. We believe that 
this approach is worth-while as a first step since by this restriction we can rely upon the 
well-known concept of indexes when we try to explain why the functional strategy works 
well for a wide class of orthogonal term rewriting systems. The concept of indexes was 
proposed by Huet & Levy [1979]. They introduced the subclass of strongly sequential 
orthogonal term rewriting systems for which index reduction is normalizing. However, for 
reasons of efficiency their approach is not very feasible in a practical sense. An important 
problem they had to cope with is the fact that indexes in general lack a certain transitivity 
property that seems to be essential for the efficiency of any reduction strategy. 
This paper studies transitivity properties of indexes by introducing so-called transitive 
indexes. The transitive term rewriting systems are defined as a subclass of the strongly 
sequential term rewriting systems for which each term not in strong head normal form 
has a transitive index. Furthermore, the notion transitive direction is introduced that 
is used in two different ways. Firstly, it is shown that with the aid of these transitive 
directions a simple test on the left-hand-sides of the rewrite rules can be expressed that is 
sufficient to characterize transitive term rewriting systems. Secondly, transitive directions 
are the basis of a new strategy: the transitive strategy. This strategy is normalizing for 
transitive term rewriting systems. Finally it is shown, using the introduced concepts, that 
the functional strategy is normalizing for a subclass of transitive term rewriting systems: 
so-called left-incompatible term rewriting systems. 
6.2. Preliminaries 
In the sequel we will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts concerning 
term rewriting systems as introduced by Dershowitz L· Jouannaud [1990], Klop [1992], 
Huet & Levy [1979] 
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Term Rewriting Systems 
The following definitions are based on definitions given in Klop [1992]. In contrast with 
Klop [1992] we use the notion 'constant symbol' for a symbol that cannot be rewritten, 
instead of for a function symbol with arity 0. 
6.2.1. DEFINITION. A Term Rewnttng System (TRS) is a pair (Σ, R) of an alphabet or 
signature Σ and a set of rewnte rules R. 
(i) The alphabet Σ consists of: 
(1) A countable infinite set of variables x, y, z, 
(2) A non empty set Σρ of function symbols or operator symbols f,g, ..., each 
equipped with an 'arity' (a natural number), i.e. the number of 'arguments' it is supposed 
to have. We have 0-ary, unary, binary, ternary etc function symbols. 
(ii) The set of terms (or expressions) 'over' Σ indicated by Τ^Σ) or, if Σ is not relevant 
by T, is defined inductively: 
(1) x,y, г, ...e Τ(Σ). 
(2) If ƒ € Σο is an n-агу symbol, and ti, . . . , <
n
6 Τ(Σ) (η > 0), then 
ƒ(*,,...,fn) e Τ(Σ). 
(iii) Terms not containing a variable are called ground terms (also: closed terms), and 
To (Σ) is the set of ground terms. Terms in which no variable occurs twice or more, are 
called linear. 
(iv) A rewnte rule € Ris a, pair (I, r) of terms € T^)such that I is not a variable, 
and all variables in r are contained in /. It will be written as / —• r. Often a rewrite rule 
will get a name, e.g. r, and we write г : / —* r. 
When the signature Σ is not relevant, a TRS (Σ, R) is indicated by the rewrite rules R 
only. 
6.2.2. DEFINITION, (i) Consider an extra O-ary constant • called a hole and the set Τ(Συ 
{Π}). Then С e Γ(Σ U {ü}) is called a context. We use the notation C[ , . . . , ] for the 
context containing η holes (n > 1), and if ¿i, . . . , tnÇ. Τ(Σ), then C[t\,... ,<„] denotes 
the result of placing ti, ..., t
n
 in the holes oiC[,..., ] from left to right. In particular, 
C[ ] denotes a context containing precisely one hole. 
(ii) t = s indicates the identity of two terms t and s. s is called a subterm of t if 
t = C[s]. We write s Ç t. s'is a. proper subterm, denoted by s С t, if s Ç t and t ^ з 
(iii) If a term t has an occurrence of some (function or variable) symbol e, we write 
e e t . The variable occurrence ζ in C[z] is fresh if ζ & C[ ]. 
6.2.3. DEFINITION, (i) A substitution σ is a map from Γ(Σ) to Τ^Σ) satisfying 
a(f(tu...,tn))= ƒ (*(ti), . . . , *(<»)) 
for every n-агу function symbol ƒ. We also write t" instead of σ(<). 
(ii) The set of rewrite rules R defines a reduction relation —• on Τ as follows: 
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t —* s iff there exists a rule г : / —• г, a context С[ ] and a substitution σ such 
that t = СЦ"] and s = Cfr"]. 
The term Ισ is called a redex, or more precisely an r-redex. t itself is a redex if t = l". 
(iii) —** denotes the transitive reflexive closure of —• . 
(iv) Two terms t and s € Τ are overlapping if there exist substitutions σι and 02 such 
that t"1 = s'3. 
(ν) ί e Τ is a normal form (with respect to —• ) if there exists no s 6 Τ such that 
t —» s. NF denotes the set of normal forms of T. 
(vi) A term t is in head-normal form if there exists no redex s € Τ such that t —** s. 
6.2.4. DEFINITION. A term rewriting system R is orthogonal if: 
(i) For all rewrite rules г : / —• r e R, I is linear 
(ii) For any two rewrite rules Γχ : ¿i —» π and Г2 : ¿2 —• Ъ € Л: 
(1) If Fj and Г2 are different then ¿1 and I2 are non-overlapping. 
(2) For all s С ij s u c h that s is not a single variable, ¿i and s are non-overlapping. 
Note. From here on we assume that every term rewriting system R is orthogonal. 
6.3. Strong Sequentiality 
In Huet & Levy [1979] a class of orthogonal TRS's is defined wherein needed redex are 
identified by looking at the left-hand-sides only. These so-called strongly sequential TRS's 
are based on the two notions Çl-reduction and index of which the definition is given in this 
section. 
6.3.1. DEFINITION (Ω-terms), (i) Consider an extra constant Ω. The set Τ(Σ U {Ω}), 
also denoted by Tn, is called the set of Ω-terms, t^ indicates the Ω-term obtained from a 
term t by replacing each variable in t with Ω. 
(ii) The preordering ^ on Tn is defined as follows: 
(1) t У Ω for all t € Τη, 
(2) /( i i , . . . A ) h f(si,...,s
n
) ( n > 0 ) ifi, Увг for г = 1,···,η. 
We write t >- s ii t'y s and t ^ s. 
(iii) Two Ω-terms t and s are compatible, denoted by t f s, if there exists some Ω-term 
r such that г У t and г У s; otherwise, t and s are incompatible, which is indicated by 
t#s. 
(iv) Let S Ç Τη. Then t У S (resp. t ] S) if there exists some s & S such that ί У s 
(resp. t f s); otherwise, t >¿_ S (resp. ί # 5). 
6.3.2. DEFINITION (Ω-systems). Let R be a term rewriting system. 
(i) The set of redex schemata of R is Red = { IQ | / —• r 6 ñ} . 
(ii) Ω—reduction, denoted by —»n . is defined on Tn as C[s] —»η ^[Ω] where s Î ñed 
and s φ Ω. 
(iii) The Çl-system Rn (corresponding to R) is defined as a reduction system on Tn 
having —»n as reduction relation. 
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6.3.3. LEMMA. For any R, Rn is complete (i.e. confluent and terminating^) 
PROOF. Easy. See Klop [1992]. α 
6.3.4. DEFINITION (Ω-normal form), (i) ω(<) denotes the normal form of t with respect 
to ->η . Note that due to lemma 6.3.3 u(t) is well-defined. NF
a
 denotes the set of 
Ω-normal forms. 
(ii) оСЛ«!,...,*»))^^«^),...,^*,,)). 
The next technical lemma concerns Ω-reduction and the related definition of ώ. It will 
be used in the proofs later on in this paper. 
6.3.5. LEMMA, (i) Ift^s then ш(і) У ш(з). 
(ii) Let С[П] e NFn. Then for all t e NFa, C[t] € NFQ 
{iii) Ifu{t) = С[П] and C[z] # Red then C[z] e NFQ. 
PROOF, (i) By induction on the size of t. 
(ii) Suppose C[t] & NFn. Then there exist a rule г 6 Red that is compatible with a 
subterm of C[t]. This subterm is a result of the combination of С[П] and t, i.e. C[t] = 
C'[C"[t]] such that C"[t] is compatible with Red for some C' and C". But, then C"[ii] is 
also compatible with Red which is a contradiction to C[ÇÏ\ € NFa-
(iii) Obvious. Ü 
The intuitive idea of —»n is that it 'approximates' ordinary reduction by considering 
left-hand-sides only. All right-hand-sides of rewrite rules in Rn are equal to Ω which 
represents any term. The 'approximation' is expressed in the following lemma: 
6.3.6. LEMMA. Let R be a TRS, and <i,<2 e T. Then 
h -*• <2 => ω(<ι) d <2· 
PROOF. By induction on the length of the reduction sequence from ti to t^. О 
The head-normal form property (definition 6.2.3 (vi)) is in general undecidable. With 
the aid of Ω-reduction we can define a decidable variant of this property. 
6.3.7. DEFINITION. A term t is in strong head-normal form if ω(ί) ^ Ω. 
6.3.8. LEMMA. Ift is in strong head normal form then t is in head-normal form. 
PROOF. Let t' = ω(ί). Suppose ί is not in head-normal form. Then there exists a term 
s such that t -** s and s > Red. Due to lemma 6.3.6 t' •< s so t' Î Red. But also t' φ Ω 
and therefore t' —>n Ω which is a contradiction to t' e NFn- û 
6.3.9. DEFINITION (Index). Let C[ ] be a context such that ζ € ш(С[г]) where г is a fresh 
variable. Then the displayed occurence of Ω in (7[Ω] is called an index and we write C ^ / ] . 
Let C[iï[] and Δ be a redex occurrence in C[A]. This redex occurrence is also called an 
index and we write CfA/]. 
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6.3.10. DEFINITION (Strong Sequentiality). Let R be a term rewriting system. 
(i) R is strongly sequential if for each term t & NF, t has an index (Huet & Levy 
[1979], Klop [1992]). 
(ii) If Δ is an index of t then t —* s is the index reduction. 
6.3.11. PROPOSITION. Let R be strongly sequential. Then index reduction is normalizing. 
PROOF. See Huet & Levy [1979]. • 
6.3.12. PROPOSITION. For any strongly sequential TRS one has the following. 
(i) Ci[C2[ii/]] => C^ili] andC2[iii]. 
(ii) The reverse implication does not hold generally. 
PROOF, (i) See Klop [1992]. 
(ii) See example 6.3.13 G 
In Huet & Levy [1979] an algorithm has been given that is capable of finding an index 
in a term ί in 0( | t | ) time. The main disadvantage of the algorithm is that after an index 
has been rewritten to a term t' the whole new term i' has to be considered again in 
order to determine the next index. So, in general, the search cannot be started locally, 
i.e. at the position where the last index was found. This is in fact a consequence of 
proposition 6.3.12 (ii). This problem is illustrated by the next example: 
6.3.13. EXAMPLE. Let Red = {ƒ(!, l),g(f(ü}2)),h}. Consider the term g(h). Clearly, A 
is an index. Suppose A reduces to /(Аі.Дг) where both Δι and Δ2 are redexes. Locally 
(i.e. when leaving the surrounding context out of consideration), both redexes are indexes. 
But for the whole term ^(/(Д^Дг)) only Δ2 is an index. 
6.3.14. LEMMA, (i) IfCi[fli] andC^z] ;< С2И (where ζ is fresh) then ^[Ω/]. 
(ii) If Ci[Q] e NFn and С г ^ ] then С^С^]] 
PROOF, (i) By lemma 6.3.5 (i), it follows that <j(Ci[z]) < ЦСгИ). Thus, we get ζ e 
w(C2[z]) as ζ £ш(Сі[г]) 
(ii) By lemma 6.3.5 (ii) and ^[Ω] e NFn, for any í, w(Ci[i]) = Ci[w(t)]. Hence, one 
has ш{Сі[С2[г]]) = С^ш^г])]. Since ζ € ω ^ Μ ) ^ 8 0 ζ е СіМСЭД)]. О 
6.4. Transitive Indexes 
Example 6.3.13 indicates why indexes in strongly sequential system are not always tran­
sitive. A certain subterm ί in a context C[t] may reduce to a term t' without rewriting 
all indexes in i, but, resulting in a term C[t'] that is compatible with one of the elements 
of Red. In this section we formulate a restriction for TRS's that avoids this problem. As 
will be shown, this criterion is sufficient for the transitivity property for indexes. 
We first introduce a new concept of transitive indexes. 
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6.4.1. DEFINITION (Transitive Index). The displayed index in Сі[П/] is transitive if for 
any Ω-term СгІП/], Ca [Ci [Ω/]]. We indicate the transitive index with ^[Ωτγ]. We also 
call the redex occurrence Δ in Сі[Д] a transitive index and indicate it with С
г
[Аті]· 
Note that replacing CzfCi^]] by С^Сг^/]] in definition 6.4.1 would give a different 
notion. For example, let Red = {/(<?(Ω))}, Then f (un) by definition 6.4.1 ала the fact 
that C2[/^j)] holds for any С2[П/]. But, if we exchange Ci and C2 in this definition the 
displayed Ω in /(Ω) is not transitive anymore. Take, for example, the context Сг^] = 
ρ(Ω). Clearly, Сг^/]. However, in /(ί?(Ω)), Ω is not an index. 
Transitive indexes have the following transitivity property. 
6.4.2. LEMMA. IfCi[ilTi] andCiiiln] then Сі[С2[ПТі}]. 
PROOF. Let Сз^/]. Prom Сг^т ] it follows that Сз[С2^/]]. By the definition of tran­
sitivity and ^{Ωτ/], Сз[С2[Сі^,]]]. D 
As with indexes, transitivity of indexes remains valid for larger contexts. 
6.4.3. LEMMA. IfCi[riTI] andC^z] •< C^z] (where ζ is fresh) then θ2[ΩΤΙ]. 
PROOF. This lemma follows immediately from the definition of transitive indexes and 
lemma 6.3.14 (i). D 
The importance of transitivity is that it allows to search locally for indexes. Once an 
index has been found and rewritten, the search for the next index may continue at the 
same location where the last index has been found. As a consequence, rewriting can be 
performed in an efficient depth-first way. However, requiring that each term not in normal 
form should have a transitive index (analogous to the way strongly sequential systems are 
defined) appears to be too restrictive as can be seen in the next example: 
6.4.4. EXAMPLE. Let Л be a TRS with Red = {/(ρ(Ω))}. Consider the term ^(Δ) where 
Δ = f{g{l)). In this term Δ is not a transitive index, since Δ is not an index in f(g(A)). 
Now the question is: 'How to weaken the transitivity criterion for TRS's?'. The 
answer is given in the following reasoning. Suppose we have a TRS R and a strategy, 
for convenience called hnf, that delivers the redexes of a term t that should be reduced 
in order to obtain the head-normal form of t. Then it is easy to construct a normalising 
strategy, say nf, for R. 
First, reduce a term t to head-normal-form using hnfa.nd then apply nfto all 
the arguments of the result. 
The fact that the head-normal form property is undecidable makes it impossible for general 
TRS's to give such a hnf strategy. The next definition of transitive TRS's is based on the 
decidable strong head-normal form property. 
6.4.5. DEFINITION (Transitive Term Rewriting Systems). Let R be a term rewriting sys­
tem. R is transitive if each term t not in strong head-normal form has a transitive index. 
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6.4.6. PROPOSITION. Let R be α TRS. If R is transitive then R is strongly sequential. 
P R O O F . We have to prove that every term t not in normal form contains an index. 
Therefore, we distinguish the following two cases: 
ω(ί) = Ω: From the definition of transitivity of R it follows that t has a transitive index. 
ω(<) ^ Ω: . Since t is not a normal form there exists a context C[, · · · ,] such that 
ί = C[<i,· •· ,t
n
] and ω(ί) = С[П,••·,Ω] with every t, >• Ω. Form the fact that 
R is transitive and ш(іі) = Ω, <i has an index. Applying lemma 6.3.14 (ii) , 
(^[ίι,Ω, · · · ,Ω] has an index and therefore (by lemma 6.3.14 (i)) C[ii,···,<„] has 
also ал index. • 
The reverse of the previous proposition does not hold generally, i.e. not every strongly 
sequential system is also transitive. 
6.4.7. EXAMPLE. Let Red = {/(/(Ω,Ο),Ι), /(2, /(3,Ω))}. This TRS is strongly sequen­
tial. Now consider the term ДД^Дг) . Clearly, this term is not in strong head-normal 
form. But, Δι is not a transitive index. Take, for instance, the context /(Ω/, 1). In 
/(/(Ді.Аг), 1) Δι is not an index. For the same reason Δ2 is not a transitive index. 
The next problem is: 'How can we localize transitive indexes?'. The solution is given 
with the aid of the following definition of transitive directions. 
6.4.8. DEFINITION (Transitive Direction). (i) Let Q Ç Τη. The displayed Ω in СЩ 
is a direction for Q if C[z\ # Q. We indicate a direction for Q with C ^ Q ] . 
(ii) Let Äed* = {ρ | Ω -< ρ Ç r for some r € Red). A transitive direction is defined as 
a direction for Red*. We denote a transitive direction with C\ÇITD]· 
Transitive directions can be related to transitive indexes as follows. 
6.4.9. LEMMA. Let C[ÜTD] and C[z] € JVFfi. Then C[üTi]. 
PROOF. It is clear that (7[Ω/3. We shall prove that the displayed index Ω is transitive, 
i.e. σ[€[ηι]] for any Ω-term (7'[Ω/]. Let ω(6"[ζ]) = C"{z]. Note that C"[z] € NF^ 
and that a>(C[C[z]]) = ш{С"[С[г]]). Now we show that C"[C[z]] e iVF
n
. Suppose 
C'fClz]] 0 iVFf). Then there exists some r € Red having a proper subterm r' not being Ω 
that is compatible with C[z]. However, this contradicts the assumption that C[z] # Red*. 
D 
The following lemma explains how to use the previous one for finding an index. 
6.4.10. LEMMA. Let C[ò] e T. If there exists some C"[z] •< C[z] (where ζ is fresh) such 
that C'[z) is divided into C'[z) = d [C^· · · C
n
[z] • • •]) (n > 1) where C7,^TD] for ι = 2 · · · η 
and С,[г} e NF
n
 for ι = 1 · · · η. Then ί7[Δ,]. 
PROOF. By lemma 6.4.9, С,[П
ТІ
] for г = 2 · · · п. Since Ci [ζ] € NFn, we have Сі[П/]. By 
definition 6.4.1 and lemma 6.4.2, C'[ü¡]. From lemma 6.3.14 (i), it follows that С[П
Г
]. 
D 
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It seems that the problem of finding transitive indexes has been postponed since we 
need transitive directions to determine transitive indexes. Lemma 6.4.11 in combination 
with lemma 6.4.13 shows us where to look for transitive directions in a term that might 
be a candidate for being rewritten. Lemma 6.4.13 on its own, enables an efficient test for 
deciding whether or not a certain TRS is transitive. 
6.4.11. LEMMA. Let Red* = {p | Ω -< ρ -< г for some r e Red] and let any t 6 Red* 
have a transitive direction. Then for every s € Τη such that s 1 Red Λ s £ Red, s has a 
transitive direction. 
PROOF. Since s Î Red A s ^ Red there exists some r € Red such that r î s Λ s >£ 
т. Without loss of generality we may state that τ = C[ai,· · • , s
m
,n, ·--,Ω] and s = 
(7[Ω, · • ·, Ω, s
m +i, · · · , am + n] where s, >- Ω for i = 1 · · ·то + η,m > 0 and η > 0. Since 
(7[Ω, · · · , Ω, Ω, · · · , Ω] € Red*, C[ü, · •· , Ω, Ω, ·· · , Ω] has a transitive direction. 
It is clear that this transitive direction must appear in the first m occurrences of Ω, say 
C[ÜTD, ··· , Ω, Ω, ·· · , Ω]. C[z, Ω, · · · , Ω, Ω, · · · , Ω] ^ C[z , Ω, · ·· , Ω, s
m+1, ••• , 
a
m +„], hence C[z , Ω, · · · , Ω, s m + b · • · , sm+n] # Red*. Π 
6.4.12. LEMMA. . Let C[s] € Red, s >- Ω. Then С[Пі]. 
PROOF. From the non-overlapping property of R (definition 6.2.4) it follows that C[z] e 
NFn О 
6.4.13. LEMMA. A TRS R is transitive iff every t € Red* has a transitive direction. 
PROOF. =>•: Let t ζ Red*. Then ω(ί) = Ω. By assumption, t has a transitive index, say 
t = C[QTI]. We will prove that C[z] # Red*. Assume that C[z] Τ Red*. Then there 
exists an s e Red* such that C[z] t s. This means that there exists a r € Red such 
that r = C'[s]. Now consider the term C"[C[z]]. Since C'[C[z]] Τ г, ш(С'[С[г]]) = Ω. 
From lemma 6.4.12 it follows that С [Ω/]. But then Ц С ' ^ г ] ] ) = Ω contradicts to 
σ[Ω
τ /]. Hence it follows that C[z] # Red*. 
<=: By induction to the size of t we will prove that if ω(ί) = Ω then t has a transitive 
index. The basis step is trivial. For the induction step we make a distinction 
between two cases: 
t У Red: We can take t itself as the transitive index. 
t )¿_ Red: Let C[, · · ·,] be a context such that < = Cfii, · · •, in] with every f, >- Ω 
and £>(ί) = (^ [Ω, · · ·, Ω] in which all Ω occurrences that correspond to subterms 
s >- Ω of t are displayed. Since ί7[Ω, · · ·, Ω] )¿_ Red and (7[Ω, · • ·, Ω] Î Red, by 
lemma 6.4.11, C[Sl,••·,Ω] has a transitive direction. Applying lemma 6.3.5 
(iii) and lemma 6.4.9 it follows that this transitive direction is a transitive 
index. Again we distinguish two cases: 
(a) The transitive index Ω is displayed in C[ü, · · · ,Ω]. Without any loss of 
generality we may assume that the first displayed Ω is the transitive index, 
i.e. CpÎTv,••·,Ω]. Since ω(ίι) = Ω we can apply the I.H.: ti has a 
transitive index. Thus, by lemma 6.4.2, C[ti,ü, ·· · ,Ω] has a transitive 
index in ii and hence, by lemma 6.4.3, C[ti,t2,· ·· ,t
n
] has a transitive 
index in <i. 
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(b) The transitive index Ω is not displayed in (7[Ω, · · ·, Ω]. This means that 
this transitive index corresponds to an Ω-occurrence in t. Now we can 
apply lemma 6.4.3 immediately so, C[<i, · · ·, t
n
] has a transitive index. Q 
6.4.14. REMARK, (i) Strongly sequential orthogonal constructor systems (Huet к Levy 
[1979], Klop [1992]) are clearly transitive. We will prove later on that left-normal orthog­
onal systems (Huet & Levy [1979], Klop [1992], O'Donnell [1977]) are transitive too. 
(ii) Huet and Levy (Huet & Levy [1979]) defined simple systems as orthogonal term 
rewriting systems satisfying Vi e (Red*)* : 3C[ ] : t = C ^ T D ] . Here {Red')* = {p | Ω -< 
ρ -< r for some г € ned*}. It is clear that if R is simple then it is transitive, but 
the reverse direction is not the case from the following example. Let Я have Red = 
{/(ρ(0,Ω)),/ι(ρ(Ω,0))}. It is clear that R is transitive. However, ρ(Ω,Ω) e (ned*)"' 
cannot make an incompatible term to Red* by replacing an occurrence of Ω with z. Thus, 
R is not simple. 
6.5. Transitive Strategy 
This section presents a method for searching indexes of transitive systems. The key idea 
of our method is a marking of occurrences of subterms which are known to be in strong 
head normal form. Of course, these marks are valid through reductions. Hence, we can 
repeatedly use the information indicated by marks for future searches of indexes. 
6.5.1. DEFINITION. Let (Σ, R) be a TRS. 
(i) root is a function from Tn to Σο such that root (/(<i, · · ·, <„)) = ƒ 
(ii) Let D = {rooi(/) | / —> г S R} be the set of defined function symbols. D* = 
{ƒ* | ƒ € D} is the set of marked function symbols assumed that D" Π Σ = 0 and ƒ* has 
the arity of ƒ. It is clear that ƒ* 6 D* is not a defined function symbol. Τ' = Γ(Σ U D') 
is the set of marked terms. 
(iii) Let t be a marked term. e(i) denotes the term obtained from t by erasing all 
maxks. <5(i) denotes the Ω-term obtained from t by replacing all the maximal subterms 
having defined function symbols at the roots with Ω. 6(f(ti, ...,<„) = ƒ (¿(ii), · · ·, 6(tn)) 
for ƒ € Σ U D·. 
6.5.2. DEFINITION, t € Τ* is well-marked if Vs С t [root(s) e D* =i» e{6{s)) e NFn]. 
6.5.3. LEMMA. Ift&T* is well-marked then e(6{t)) e NFQ. 
P R O O F . Trivial. Π 
6.5.4. LEMMA. Let Va Ç t [rooi(a) € D* =>• e(<5(s)) # Red]. Then t is well-marked. 
PROOF. We will prove the lemma by induction on the size of i. The basic step is 
trivial. Induction step: Let t = h(t\,·· • ,<„)· From I.H., every <t is well-marked. If 
h & D', t is well-marked. Assume that h 6 D*, say h = ƒ*. Then, e(6(t)) = 
/(e(5(íi)),---,e(í(ín))) # Red. Since every e{6{tt)) £ NFn, it follows that e(5(i)) € 
NFn. • 
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6.5.5. LEMMA. Let t be well-marked and let e(j>(t)) = C[ÜTD\- Then C[z] e NFa. 
PROOF. It follows directly from C[z] # Red and lemma 6.5.3. • 
6.5.6. DEFINITION. Let t = C[ti, · · ·, tp, · • ·, tn] e Τ* and t' = е(С)[П, . . . , ÜTD, . . . , Ω]. 
Then we say that tp is a directed subterm oft with respect to t'. 
6.5.7. DEFINITION (Transitive Reduction Strategy). The transitive strategy has as input 
a term t € Т. з indicates a subterm occurrence of t. 
(1) If t has no defined function symbol, terminate with "e(f) is a normal form". 
(2) Take the leftmost-outermost subterm of t having a defined function at the root as 
s. 
(3) If e(6(s)) У Red, terminate with He(s) is an index of e(<)". 
(4) If e(S(s)) Î Red, take a directed subterm of s with respect to e(6(s)) as s and go to 
(3). 
(5) Mark the root of s and go to (1). 
6.5.8. THEOREM. Let R be transitive and let t e T. 
(i) The transitive strategy applied to t terminates with either "t is a normal form" (a) 
or with "s is an index of t " (b). 
(ii) In case (a) t is a normal form. Otherwise (case (b)), s is an index oft. 
PROOF. A sketch of our proof is as follows. The loop consisting of (3)-(4) decreases the 
size of s. The loop consisting of (l)-(5) decreases the number of the defined function 
symbols in i. Thus, the transitive strategy eventually terminates at (1) or (3). If t is 
a normal form, the strategy cannot terminate at (3). Thus, it terminates at (1). Let 
t be not a normal form. Note that the root of a redex in t cannot be marked. Hence, 
the strategy eventually terminates at (3) with indicating "е(з) is an index of e(t)" where 
"e(t) = e(C)[e(s)/]". From lemma 6.5.4, í is well-marked. If at (4) e(6(s)) Î Red and 
e(6{s)) = C"[ÎÏTD], then, by lemma 6.5.5 we obtain C'[z] € NFQ. If at (2) í has no defined 
function symbol at the root, then e(6(t)) e NFn. Thus, by applying lemma 6 4.10 it can 
be easily proven that e(s) is an index of e(t). • 
6.6. Functional Strategy 
The reduction order determined by the functional strategy is obtained via top-to-bottom, 
left-to-right pattern matching. In this section we will identify those TRS's for which this 
way of pattern matching always delivers a transitive direction. Note that the fact that an 
Ω-occurrence in a term t is a transitive direction according to some rule R may not be 
affected by the rules 'below' R. We will show that this requirement is met if each rule R! 
'below' R is left-incompatible with R. 
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6.6.1. DEFINITION (Left-Incompatibility). Let a,t € Τη. The left-incompatibility oî s and 
t, indicated by t #< a, is defined as follows: 
(i) t £ s, t φ Ώ s £ il, and 
(ii) ƒ = g =*• ai[(Vj < », ί,- d θ,) Λ t, #< s,} 
where t = f (ti, ···,<„) and s = д(з
и
 ••·, з
т
). 
Неге, the above г is called the left-incompatible point. 
6.6.2. EXAMPLE. Let Red = {/(Ω, 1),/(1,0)}. Then one has /(Ω, 1) #< f(1,0), but not 
ƒ ( ! . 0) #< /(Ω, 1). Furthermore, notice that in /(Δι, Δ2) only Δ2 is an index. If the rule 
/(Ω, 1) is applied first then only Δ2 is indicated as an index. This is not the case when 
/(1,0) is applied first; then both redexes are indicated. 
6.6.3. LEMMA. Let С[П] Î ρ and let C[Q{P)] be the leftmost direction for {p}. Let ρ #< q. 
Then Cpîf,}]. 
PROOF. By induction on the size of C[ ]. Basic step C[ ] = О is trivial. Induction step: 
Let (7[Ω] = f (ti, • · ·, td, • · ·, t
n
) where the indicated Ω occurs in tj, say tj = С^[П]. Since 
СрЧ Î ρ, ρ = f(pi, • · · ,pd, • • · ,Ρη) and ρ, Τ ί, for i = 1 · · · п. Since ρ #< g, we have the 
left-incompatible point к for ρ and g. 
d < k: Then pj ^ φ*. Since Cd[z] φ Pd, we have C[z] # %. Hence, C[z} # ?. 
d = k: Since ^[Ω^}] is the leftmost direction for {p^} and pd #< qd, we can apply I.H. 
to them. Thus, (^[Ω^}] is obtained. Thus, C[z] # q. 
d > k: Since Cpj,,}] is the leftmost direction for {p}, we obtain tk b Pk- Since pk #< <7ь 
we obtain that tk # qk- Hence, C[z] # q. ü 
6.6.4. DEFINITION. An orthogonal TRS (Σ, R) is left-incompatible if it satisfies the fol­
lowing two conditions: 
(i) Red can be expressed as a list [pi, · · ·, Pn] with p, #< pj if г < j , 
(ii) Vp, € Red, q £ Red+ [p, #< g], where Red+ = ned* — Леа. 
6.6.5. LEMMA. Let R be a left-mcompatible TRS with Red = [ρι,···,Ρη]· Let C[ ] be a 
context such that C[Ù\ Î pd, C[Q,] # p, (1 < г < d) and /et (^[Ω^}] display the leftmost 
direction for {pd}- Then С[Ято]· 
PROOF. Since С[Щ # ρ, (1 < i < d), we have 0[Ω^] (1 < i < d). From the left-
incompatibility, it follows that pd #< p ; (d < j < n) and pj #< q for 9 6 Red+. Thus, by 
lemma 6.6.3 we can show that Cp{,}] for any q e Red*. О 
6.6.6. COROLLARY. Every left-incompatible system is transitive. 
PROOF. According to lemma 6.4.13 it is sufficient to prove that each t € Red* has a 
transitive direction. Let t e Red'1. Then there exists some pd 6 Red such that t # p, 
(г < d) and t \ pd- Since t £ Pd, ί must have a direction for {ρ,ί}. By lemma 6.6.5, the 
leftmost direction of t for {рі\ is a transitive direction. • 
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6.6.7. DEFINITION. Let R be a left-incompatible TRS with Red = [pi, · · · ,Pn] and let t = 
C[ti, . . . , in, . . . , i
n
] e T* and t' Ξ C[ü, ..., Ω, . . . , Ω]. Furthermore, let d be a number 
such that е(С)[П, · · •, Ω, • · ·, Ω] # p, for 1 < i < d and β((7)[Ω, · · •, Ω, • · ·, Ω] î pd (which 
means that Pd is the first compatible pattern in the list), and let е(С)[С1, · · ·, Ω^}, · • ·, Ω] 
display the leftmost direction for {pd}. Then we say that it is the leftmost directed subterm 
oft with respect to t' and pj. 
6.6.8. DEFINITION (Functional Reduction Strategy). The functional strategy has as input 
a term t € Τ and a TRS R which is left-incompatible with Red = [pi, • · ·, Pn] · s indicates 
a subterm occurrence of t. 
(1) If t has no defined function symbol, terminate with "e(i) is a normal form". 
(2) Take the leftmost-outermost subterm of i having a defined function at the root as 
s. 
(3) Find the first compatible pattern Pi to e{6{s)) in the list Red if it exists; otherwise, 
mark the root of s and go to (1). 
(4) If e{6{s)) b Pd) terminate with "e(s) is an index of e(i)". 
(5) Take as s the leftmost directed subterm of s with respect to e(5(s)) and pd, and go 
to (3). 
6.6.9. THEOREM. Let R be left-mcompahble system and let t e T. 
(i) The functional strategy applied to t terminates with either "t is a normal form" 
(a) or with "s is an index of t " (b). 
(ii) In case (a) t is a normal form. Otherwise (case (b)), s is an index oft. 
PROOF. Note that if R is left-incompatible, then by lemma 6.6.5 it is clear that the 
functional strategy is essentially same to the transitive strategy. Thus, by Theorem 6.5.8 
we can easily prove the theorem. Ü 
O'Donnell (O'Donnell [1977]) proved that if an orthogonal term rewriting system R is 
left-normal then R is strongly sequential and leftmost-outermost reduction is normalizing. 
We now show that his result is a special case of the above theorem. 
6.6.10. DEFINITION (Left-normal TRS's). (i) The set TL of the left-normal terms is in-
ductively defined as follows: 
(1) χ € TL if χ is a variable, 
(2) ƒ(*!, · · · , i p - i - W i ••·.*») e TL ( 0 < p < n ) 
if ii, • · ·, ip_i e To (i.e. ¿i, · · ·, tp-i are groud terms), ip € Τι, and tp+i, ••• ,t
n
 are vari­
ables. 
(ii) The set of the left-normal schemata is Тщ = {ta \ t e TL}. 
(iii) R is left-normal (O'Donnell [1977], Huet & Levy [1979], Klop [1992]) iff for any 
rule I —* r in R, I is a left-normal term, i.e. Red С Тщ. 
6.6.11. LEMMA. Let p, q e TLn and ρ # q. Then ρ #< q. 
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P R O O F . By induction on the size of q. Let ρ = /(pi, · • · ,p
m
, Ω, · · · Ω) and q = f(qi, • · ·, 
q
n
, Ω, · · · ,Ω) where p, (г < m) and q3 (j < n) have no Ω occurrences. Since ρ # q, there 
exists some к (к < m,η) such that ρ, = qt (г < к) and pt # qk- Note that рц,,?* € Тщ. 
Thus, from I.H., ρ* #< g* follows. Therefore, ρ #< q. G 
6.6.12. THEOREM. Let R be α left-normal orthogonal term rewriting system Then, R is 
a left-imcompatible system. 
P R O O F . Prom Red* С Tm, the orthogonality of R, and lemma 6.6.11, we can easily show 
that R is left-incompatible, ü 
6 6.13. COROLLARY. Le< R be a left-normal orthogonal term rewriting system. Then the 
functional strategy applied to t & NF indicates the leftmost-outermost redex of t as an 
index 
PROOF. Follows directly from the definition of the functional strategy. G 
6.6.14. EXAMPLE. The following R is left-incompatible but not left-normal. Hence, the 
functional strategy is normalizing for R. However, the leftmost-outermost reduction s-
trategy is not. 
f Дс(х,0),с(0,х))-+1 
R fl^O 
( ω —* ω 
Now consider the term f(c(uj,g),c(g,uj)). It is clear that the functional strategy is nor­
malizing and leftmost-outermost reduction not. 
6.7. Future Work 
With respect to the functional reduction strategy there exist two major problems that 
have to be solved. Firstly, since the functional strategy is initially intended as a strategy 
for Priority Rewriting Systems, the adequacy of this strategy for Priority Term Rewriting 
Systems has to be investigated. An additional problem comes from the fact that there 
exists not always a well-defined semantics for a Priority Term Rewriting System. Secondly, 
implementations of (lazy) functional languages that are using this strategy appear to 
be efficient. It should be investigated whether this practical efficiency can be founded 
theoretically. 
Chapter 7 
Generating Efficient Code for Lazy 
Functional Languages 
Sjaak Smetsers, Eric Nöcker, John van Groningen and Rinus 
Plasmeijer 
In this paper we will discuss how a good code generator can be built for (lazy) functional 
languages. Starting from Concurrent Clean, an experimental lazy functional programming lan-
guage, code is generated for an intermediate abstract machine: the ABC machine. In this first 
pass many well-known optimisation techniques are included. However, we will also present some 
new ideas in this area, like the way in which strictness can be incorporated, and the imple-
mentation of higher order functions. In a second pass, the ABC code is translated to concrete 
target code for the Motorola MC680xO processor. Again many optimisation methods appear 
to be applicable. Some of them (for example register allocation algorithms) axe common for 
the implementation of other types of languages, but have to be adapted because of the specific 
properties of both source language and target machine. Other optimisations are specific for 
lazy functional languages, e.g. the implementation of higher order functions, efficient memory 
management and the optimised graph reduction. Measurements demonstrate that due to the 
optimisations of both passes very fast code can be generated. We have compared Concurrent 
Clean with two other functional languages, namely Lml and Hope, and also with the imperative 
language C. With respect to both functional languages this comparison clearly goes in favour of 
Concurrent Clean. Furthermore, we can conclude that, when using the presented compilation 
techniques, a lazy functional language is able to compete even with an imperative language such 
as С 
7.1. Introduction 
It is very difficult to build an efficient implementation of a lazy functional language. In 
the recent years many compilation techniques have been presented, mostly with the aid 
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of some abstract machine architecture. However, relatively little attention was spent on 
the methods to implement such an abstract machine (and therefore also the functional 
language) efficiently on a concrete machine. 
In this paper we will discuss how a good code generator can be built for a lazy func-
tional language. We describe a compiler for Concurrent Clean, an experimental lazy 
functional programming language (Brus et al. [1987], Eekelen et al. [1990], Nöcker et al. 
[1991]). This language contains almost no syntactical sugar which enables us to concen-
trate fully on efficiency topics. We note that the compiler includes a strictness analyser, 
baaed on abstract reduction (Nöcker [1990]), which plays an essential role during the 
compilation process. 
Concurrent Clean is compiled (Smetsers [1989]) first to code for an intermediate ab-
stract machine: the ABC machine. The ABC méichine (Koopman et al. [1990]) is a stack 
based graph reduction machine, similar to advanced G-machine like architectures (e.g. 
Johnsson [1987], Peyton Jones & Salkild [1989]). In a second pass, the resulting ABC 
code is translated to concrete target code for the Motorola MC68020 processor (Groningen 
[1990]). Generating intermediate code has some advantages. The ABC machine by itself 
can easily be understood and implemented. Interpreters (Nöcker [1989]) as well as simple 
code generators (based on macro substitution of ABC instructions) are easily to build. 
As a consequence, it is easy to experiment with Concurrent Clean, the ABC machine or 
the compiler itself. A disadvantage of intermediate code is the possible loss of efficiency. 
The ABC code that is generated by the first pass seems to be clumsy. Furthermore, 
information needed by the second pass might no longer be available. However, we will 
show that it is very well possible to circumvent these problems and to generate efficient 
code. 
Overview of the paper 
In the rest of this introduction we will give a very short overview of the language Concur-
rent Clean and the ABC machine. In section 7.2 we will treat the Concurrent Clean to 
ABC code compilation. The main task of this compilation pass is to derive and process 
type and strictness information as adequate as possible. In the second pass, ABC code is 
translated to concrete machine code. Specific properties of a target machine are exploit-
ed. This is discussed in section 7.3. Note that we describe the generation of code for the 
Motorola MC68020 processor. It should be pointed out that most of the techniques are 
generally applicable. In section 7.4 we compare the implementation of Concurrent Clean 
with implementations other languages. Finally, we present conclusions and future work 
(section 7.5). 
Concurrent Clean 
Concurrent Clean is an experimental, lazy, higher-order functional programming language 
based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et al. [1987a], Plasmeijer & Eekelen [1993], 
Barendsen <k Smetsers [1992]). Concurrent Clean has many features in common with other 
lazy, higher-order functional languages, such as a Milner/Mycroft based polymorphic type 
system (including algebraic types, synonym types and abstract types) (Milner [1978], 
Mycroft [1984]). A key aspect of the language is that the main object that is manipulated 
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by a program is a graph. Consequently, the programmer can explicitly indicate sharing of 
computations. For instance, cyclic objects can be created. The most important aspect of 
Concurrent Clean discussed in this paper is the way in which the order of evaluation can 
be controlled. Lazy evaluation can locally be changed to eager evaluation which has the 
advantage that it generally can be implemented considerably more efficiently than lazy 
evaluation. Even larger speed-up can be achieved by changing sequential evaluation into 
parallel evaluation. For this reason, Concurrent Clean also offers the possibility to indicate 
parallel execution by the use of annotations (Eekelen [1988], Eekelen et al. [1991]). 
We will introduce Concurrent Clean by showing some well-known example functions 
(for more examples see Eekelen et al. [1990]). Consider the following definitions for the 
factorial function, and the function Map: 
RULE 
Fac !INT 
FacO 
Fac η 
Map (=>• χ y) ![x] 
Map f [ ] 
Map f [a | b] 
Start 
Start 
Each function, optionally preceded by a type specification, consists of a number of alter­
natives. Square brackets are used for denoting lists: [ ] is an empty list, [a | b] denotes a 
list consisting of a list b prefixed with an element a. The example also shows that higher 
order functions can be used freely. There is no difference between the use of full and 
partial (curried) applications of functions. Types of higher order functions are specified 
using =• (prefix notation) which corresponds to —» (infix notation) as used in most other 
functional languages. 
The sequential flow of control can be influenced by means of so called stnct anno­
tations. Annotations can be placed in right hand sides of function definitions, in type 
specifications of functions, or in type definitions. 
Annotations in a type specification of a certain function are allowed to be placed before 
the type specification of either an argument on the left-hand-side or an argument of a 
tuple type appearing in a strict context. A tuple type is in a stnct context if it has been 
supplied with a strict annotation itself or if it appears as the root node on the right-hand-
side of the type rule. Intuitively, such a strict annotation indicates that the corresponding 
argument is always reduced to root normal form before the corresponding rule is applied. 
For example, the function Fac is made strict in its argument. It should be stated that 
this particular strictness property would also have been found by the strictness analyser. 
Strict annotations may also be used in tuple types appearing in type synonym definitions 
The meaning of these annotated synonym types can be explained with the aid of a simple 
program transformation in which all occurrences of synonym types are replaced by their 
right-hand-sides (of course, annotations included). These annotated type definitions are 
— INT 
— 1 
— *l η (Fac (-1 n)) 
- [y] 
- [] 
- [f a | Map f Ь] 
- [INT] 
— Map Fac [2,3,4] 
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a special case of the partially stnct data types (Nócker L· Smetsers [1990]). An example 
of a partially strict tuple is the following definition of a complex number: 
TYPE 
Complex -» (IREAL.IREAL) 
RULE 
+C 'Complex 'Complex —» Complex , 
+C (rl. i l) (r2,i2) — (+R ri r2,+R i l ¡2) 
The annotations in the type definition for Complex provide that both the real and imag-
inary part of a complex number are computed immediately when the complex number 
appears in a strict context. 
The ABC Machine 
Since a complete, formal description of the ABC machine goes beyond the scope of this 
paper, we will give only a short introduction In the sequel, specific parts of the machine 
will be highlighted further if necessary. 
The ABC machine is a stack based graph reduction machine. Its main parts of interest 
are the three stacks (А, В and С stack) and the heap. The С stack is used for storing 
code addresses. The other two stacks are used for evaluating or building expressions, 
for passing arguments to functions and for returning results from functions The A stack 
contains addresses of nodes in the heap, whereas the В stack contains values of basic types, 
such as integers or reals. Thus, basic values can be represented in two ways: as a node in 
the heap or as an item on the В stack. Graphs are stored in the heap. Conceptually, the 
heap consists of a collection of nodes. A node in the ABC machine represents a node of 
a Concurrent Clean graph. Hence, nodes in the ABC machine have a variable size. 
The ABC instructions that will be used in this paper are almost self-explanatory In 
any case, pieces of ABC code will be commented. 
7.2. Concurrent Clean to ABC Code Generation 
The main task of the Concurrent Clean compiler is to generate efficient ABC code. The 
syntax of Concurrent Clean is rather simple: no complex transformations like lambda 
lifting or the conversion of ZF-expressions are necessary. Many standard optimisation 
techniques are implemented: tail recursion removal, avoiding unnecessary evaluation calls 
and so on. In the sequel we will emphasize those parts of the compiler that differ from 
other well-known implementations 
The Basic Machinery 
Conceptually, graph reduction takes place in the heap· whenever a graph has to be 
rewritten a new graph is built. The root node of the old graph will be overwritten with 
the root node of the new graph Unfortunately, this scheme will not give efficient code 
The goal of the compiler is to generate code in which graph building is prevented as much 
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as possible. For generating such efficient code type and strictness information is necessary. 
Strictness information is used in two ways. First, it is used for deriving the evaluation 
order of right hand sides. Second it is used for parameter passing. The latter is treated 
in the next section. First we will discus how nodes are represented and reduced to head 
normal form. 
The structure of nodes 
Generally spoken, a node of a Concurrent Clean graph consists of a symbol with a certain 
number of arguments. Representing a node as a variable sized object causes problems 
with updating: the new node doesn't need to fit in the space of old one. This problem 
can be solved by introducing indirection nodes, but this will slow down the access to the 
contents of a node. In the ABC machine a node is split in a fixed and a variable sized 
part. The fixed size part contains a descriptor, a code pointer and a pointer to a variable 
sized part. 
|descriptor|code pointer|arguments| 
Ξ Θ 
Fig 7.2.1 The node structure. 
The descriptor is a representation of a Clean symbol. Normally, it is an index or pointer 
in a descriptor table. Descriptors are used in the following cases: 
• pattern matching. Nodes contain the same symbol if they have the same descriptor. 
• printing. The descriptor contains a string representing the symbol belonging to that 
descriptor. 
• fetching arity. The arity is needed by the garbage collector, and by some ABC 
instructions. 
• evaluating higher order functions (see further). 
The code pointer refers to code with which the node can be evaluated to head normal 
form. This code is entered by a jsr.eval instruction. During reduction the code pointer 
can be changed. For example, after entering the node for evaluation a pointer to an error 
routine can be stored. If the node is ever entered again (indicating a non-terminating 
reduction) this code will be executed. If a node is updated with a head normal form 
value, the code pointer points to special code just containing a return statement: 
-hnf-code: rtn 
In the variable sized part the arguments of the node are stored. This means that the 
arguments have to be fetched via an extra indirection. On the other hand, updating a 
node is simple: update the fixed part, and allocate space for the arguments. 
For nodes containing a basic value, e.gàn integer, the descriptor does not represent 
the Clean symbol (that would be the integer value itself). Instead, all integers share the 
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same descriptor (e.g. INT). The integer value itself is stored in the argument reference 
part. For basic values that do not fit in the fixed part of a node (e.g. strings) a pointer 
to the value (for which space has to be allocated) is stored. Since basic nodes are always 
in normal form, they all contain the head normal form code pointer. 
The evaluation of right hand sides 
During the generation of code for the right hand side of ал alternative, strictness infor­
mation is used in order to derive what nodes are in a strict context. Generally, a node 
is in a strict context if it certainly has to be reduced. For a node in a strict context no 
intermediate graph needs to be built. Instead, the code that would have been stored in 
the node can be executed directly. Consider the following example: 
F x y -·· G ni n2, 
ni. G χ y, 
η2· G y χ ; 
Suppose that G is only strict in its first argument. Then it is easy to see that nodes nl 
and χ are in a strict context, and nodes n2 and y are not. The root node itself is always in 
a strict context. This means that only node n2 is built (node y is already available). The 
other two applications of G are implemented by direct calls to the code of G. If, at some 
time, node n2 appears to be needed, it will be unpacked, whereafter also the code for G 
is executed. For this reason, the code for G has two entry points: the node.entry for the 
lazy evaluation, and the stnct entry for the strict one. For the node entry only the node 
itself is needed. The code unpacks the node, whereafter the strict entry is called. For the 
strict entry the arguments of the function are needed. They are passed via the stacks. 
How parameters are passed depends on the type of the function. This is discussed in the 
next section. The code for the right hand side of F would look as follows: 
F" | strict entry of F 
jsr.eval | evaluate node χ (top of stack) to head normal from 
create | create node n2 
push .a 1 | push χ 
push.a 3 | push y 
fill G nG 2 2 | fill node n2 with (G y χ), χ and y are removed 
create | create a node for the result of G 
push.a 3 | push y 
push.a 3 | push χ 
jsr G | jsr to the strict entry of G (evaluation of node nl) 
update.a 1 3 | clean the 
updates 0 2 | stacks remove the old 
pop.a 2 | χ and y nodes 
jmp G | and jump to strict entry of G 
Note that the last call to G is a direct jump instead of a subroutine call. 
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Passing Parameters and Returning Results 
As mentioned before, the way the strict entry of a function expects its arguments and 
returns its result is determined by the type of this function. If a function is called (e.g. 
because its node is in a strict context), the calling code has to ensure that these calling 
conventions are obeyed. The general calling convention is straightforward. Things become 
complicated if the type of a function contains basic types or strict tuples. 
General way of parameter passing 
We will start by considering the most general situation. Suppose a function F of arity η 
with type: 
F Ti ... T„ - » Τ , ; 
where none of the types is a basic type or a strict tuple. The above function F expects all 
its arguments and the node that has to be updated with the result on the A stack. So, 
if the function F is to be called, first the node to be updated has to be put on the stack. 
Thereafter, graphs for the arguments for F have to be built (if necessary) and pushed on 
the A stack. Strict arguments have to be reduced before calling F: the function expects 
them to be in head normal form. 
-H root | 
H arg"! 
->r^ gT1 
Fig 7.2.2: the A stack just before calling F. 
The code for F takes care of the removal of the arguments. The updating of the root node 
is done only if it can be overwritten with a head normal form value. Consider for example 
the function: 
F [ ] y - G y y | 
F x y — [ x | y ] ; 
In the first alternative of F another function G is called. This function will get the same 
root node as F. This root node will either be updated by the code for G, or by another 
function that is called by G. In the second alternative the root node will be updated with 
a Cons node: 
alti: | entry for the first alternative 
updatea 1 0 | replace topmost A stack element ([ ]) by y 
jmp sG | jump to the strict entry of G 
alt2: | entry for the second alternative 
fill Cons -hnf.code 2 2 ¡fill the root node with the cons (x and y removed) 
rtn | and return 
Notice that because of the call to G is tail recursive, the A stack does not grow: the 
original arguments of F are replaced by the new ones for G. 
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Passing strict basic arguments 
This general scheme changes if either one of the arguments or the result type is a strict 
basic type. As is the case for ordinary strict arguments, the caller has to reduce the strict 
arguments first. But instead of the A stack, the В stack is now used for passing values 
belonging to the strict basic types. For example: 
F MNT [x] ¡REAL -» INT 
The integer and real values needed by F are evaluated (if they have not been evaluated 
before) and pushed on the В stack, whereas the second argument is pushed on the A 
stack: 
-H afg ?1 62 
37 
A stack В stack 
Fig 7.2.3: the stacks just before calling F. 
Note that no root node is passed to F. The result value of F is returned via the В stack. 
The calling code itself decides what to do with it: it might use the value to fill a node, or 
pass it to another function. 
Passing partially strict datatypes 
For values that have a partially strict tuple type, it is exactly known at compile time 
how far the parts of the tuple have been reduced. So, whenever such a value is passed 
to another function, it is sufficient to pass only the arguments of the tuple instead of the 
whole tuple. Consider, for example, the following function type: 
F INT ! (! INT,! [CHAR]) (INT,! CHAR) 
The function F requires two arguments. The first one is a non-strict integer. This value 
is passed via the A stack. The second argument is a strict tuple. Both elements of this 
tuple have to be reduced to head normal form before calling F. Then they can be passed 
to F via the stacks; the tuple itself needs not to be built. The integer is passed via the В 
stack, whereas the character list is passed via the A stack. The result value is handled in 
a similar way: only the elements of the tuple are returned. The first element, a non-strict 
integer, will be returned via the A stack, and the second, a strict character, via the В 
stack. In this way no intermediate tuple node is needed. 
H chars | 
л 
! * 1 
1 256 | 
37 
A stark В stack A stack В stark 
Fig 7.2.4: The stacks just before and after calling F. 
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Selector functions 
If the return type of a function is a single type variable that is bound in one of the 
argument types, we have another special case. Consider, for example, the function Hd 
that return the first element of a list: 
Hd[x] 
Hd [x | r] 
Functions with such a type are called selector functions: normally, they select an already 
existing node from a graph. Following the previous conventions, Hd will receive a root 
node for storing its result. The root node will be updated with the head normal form 
value of x: 
Hd-altl: 
jsr_eval 
fill j 0 3 
pop j 3 
rtn 
First alt of Hd: Cons node, elements and root on top of A 
evaluate χ 
update the root node with the contents of node χ 
clear the A stack 
and return 
However, since node χ already exists, it would be better to return that node itself. The 
calling code does not need to pass a root node to such a function which will prevent the 
creation of new, unnecessary nodes. The code for the right hand side of Hd becomes: 
Hd-altl: 
jsr_eval 
update a 0 2 
pop.a 2 
rtn 
Coercions 
First alt: Cons node, elements (no root!) on top of A 
evaluate χ 
replace the elements of the A stack 
by χ 
and return 
The type of a function together with the strictness information determines the way this 
function expects the layout of the stacks when it is called. When the actual layout of the 
stack differs from the layout that the function expects at the strict entry there is a conflict. 
For example, such a conflict occurs in the node entry of a function: strict arguments (that 
still reside in the heap) have to be reduced and, in the case of basic types, pushed on 
the В stack. The conversion that is necessary to solve the conflicting situation is called a 
coercion. In the node entry, a coercion is also necessary if the result has a basic type: the 
root node has to be filled with the basic value that is returned via the В stack. Consider 
for example a function with type: 
F NNT ![x] -> INT ι 
The ABC code of the node entry would look as follows: 
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nF: 
push-args 0 2 2 
push .a 1 
jsr.eval 
pop_a 1 
jsr.eval 
pushl j 0 0 
pop_a 1 
jsr sF 
filli 0 0 
pop_b 1 
rtn 
node entry of F: a node with symbol F on top of A stack 
push the two arguments on the A stack 
push the second argument on top 
and evaluate it 
clear the stack 
evaluate the first argument (on top of A) 
and move the integer value from the node to the В stack 
remove the (integer) node form the A stack 
call the strict entry of F (second arg on A, first arg on B) 
fill root node (top of A) with the integer result (top of B) 
clear the В stack 
and return 
The above kind of coercion is straightforward. However, in the case of partially strict 
data types coercions can become very complex pieces of code. It appears to us that the 
cases needing complicated coercions occur rather rarely. 
Higher Order Functions 
In Concurrent Clean, symbols are defined with a fixed arity (from now on called the formal 
arity). However, each symbol can be applied to a number of arguments arguments (i.e. 
the ocíuoí anty) which is less than the formal arity (currying). Such a partial application 
can be represented as a spine of application nodes. However, a better way is to use 
porfidi nodes, i.e. nodes with a partially filled argument part. Such nodes are built as 
standard nodes, but contain special descriptors. This implies that for each Concurrent 
Clean symbol of arity n, n+1 descriptors are defined. In many respects, the ABC machine 
treats partial nodes in the same way as standard nodes. However, a partial node may be 
applied to another node with the Apply function (for convenience just called Apply here). 
Apply is a special built-in function with type: 
Apply !(=• χ y) χ -» у ; 
It is inserted where hidden function applications appear. Consider, for example, the 
function Twice: 
Twice (=* χ χ) χ — » x ; 
Twice f χ —» f (f χ) ; 
Its right hand side is internally transformed into: 
Twice f χ -+ Apply f (Apply f χ) ; 
For the first appearance of Apply a direct call to the Apply code is generated. The second 
application of Apply is not in a strict context: an Apply node will be built. The first thing 
the Apply code will do is an inspection of its first argument, the partial node. If that 
node needs precisely one more argument (being the second argument of the Apply), all 
arguments are available: the function of the partial node can now be called. Otherwise, 
a new partial node will be built. This new node is a copy of the original node, with one 
extra argument. The ABC code for the Apply function looks as follows: 
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арріу-code: 
get node_arity 0 
get_desc-arity 0 
subi 
eql_b +1 0 
jmp.false args.needed 
push_ap_entry 0 
pop.b 1 
rtn 
args.needed: 
create 
push .a 2 
add-args 2 1 1 
update-a 0 2 
рор_а 2 
pop.b 1 
rtn 
the strict entry of Apply 
get the real arity of the partial node 
get the maximum arity of the symbol of the partial node 
subtract 
test if exactly one argument is needed 
yes, so push the code entry of the function on С stack 
clear the В stack 
jump to the code entry of the function 
no, so create a new node 
get the argument to be added 
fill the new node with one extra argument 
clear both stacks 
| and return 
It will be clear that the Apply code needs to fetch the actual arity, the formal arity as well 
as a code address. This information is found via the descriptor which points to an entry 
of the descriptor table (see Fig 7.2.5): 
Descriptor к 
ApplyEntry 
Arity 
0 
к 
Arity 
Symbol 
Name 
Fig 7.2.5: The layout of descriptors. 
The method is at a disadvantage in case long spines of Apply nodes are to be built: each of 
these intermediate nodes has to be updated by a partial node. However, such long spines 
occur very rarely. In other cases the method is very fast: the efficient representation of 
spines saves heap space, and no 'spine searching' is needed. 
General Layout of the Code, Entry Points 
The actual work of a function is done by the code of the strict entry. As discussed above, 
the strict entry expects the arguments of the function in the right form on the stacks. 
If these calling conventions cannot be applied directly, additional entry points axe used. 
The code of these entry points will perform some coercions, whereafter execution proceeds 
with the strict entry. Earlier, we already introduced the node.entry. There are two other 
ways in which a function can be called. 
Firstly, a function can be called via an application of the Apply function. This happens 
when a partial node is supplied with a sufficient number of arguments. The arguments of 
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the function stored in the partial node have to be pushed on the A stack, whereafter they 
have to be coerced as required by the calling conventions of the function. The entry that 
does this work is called the apply-entry. 
Secondly, also special things have to be done for exported functions. The exported 
type determines the calling convention outside the module. However, inside the module 
another calling convention may be more efficient. This is the case if abstract types are 
exported (hiding the internal representation), or if the strictness analyser finds more 
information than has been exported. So, for strict calls from outside an additional entry 
point is needed. This extemaLstncLentry converts the external to the internal calling 
conventions and continues with the internal strict entry. 
So, in general the layout of the entry part of the code of a function with arity 'ar' is 
as follows: 
apply .entry: 
repLargs ar-1 ar-1 
jmp convert code 
node.entry: 
push-args ar ar 0 
convert.code: 
jmp strict.entry 
external-Strict.entry: 
strict-entry: 
| push the first (arity-1) args on the A stack 
| do coercions and execute strict code 
| push all the arguments on the A stack 
| convert strict args, unpack if necessary etc 
| jump to the strict entry 
| convert strict args, unpack if necessary etc 
| and continue with strict entry 
This layout is typical for a function that uses the general calling conventions. For other 
functions the layout is different. For example, if a function returns an integer value, the 
node entry itself has to provide that the root node (which initially contains the application 
of that function) is overwritten the integer result. The node entry for a function returning 
an integer would look as follows: 
node.entry: 
push.args arity arity 0 
convert .code: 
jsr strict-entry 
filli 0 0 
pop-b 1 
rtn 
| push all the arguments on the A stack 
convert strict args, unpack if necessary etc 
jump-subroutine to the strict entry 
and fill the root node with the integer result 
clear the В stack 
and return 
The strict entry depends of course on the body of the function itself. For each alternative 
of the function there is a piece of match code, and code for the right hand side. Pattern 
matching is done straightforwardly. 
strict.entry: 
match .code.l: 
| matching code for the first alternative 
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alt.l: 
| code for the first alternative 
| other alternatives 
match -codeji: 
| matching code for the last alternative 
altji: 
| code for the last alternative 
7.3. Generating Code towards Register Based Machines 
In this section we will describe how abstract ABC code can be translated to real machine 
code. The ideas will be illustrated using a target machine based on the Motorola 68020 
processor. A short introduction to this machine is given in the next section. 
The most important aspects of implementing the ABC machine are: 
• an efficient implementation of the components of the ABC machine state. As all 
computations take place in the heap and on the stacks, a good management of these 
structures is essential. This is handled in section 7.3.2. 
• optimisation of ABC instruction sequences. It seems that the generated ABC code 
is not concerned with efficiency. For example, many ABC instructions require their 
arguments on top of the stack whereas on a real machine the arguments of corre-
sponding instructions can be accessed more directly using one of the various address-
ing modes. This implies that the copy actions specified by the ABC instructions 
are not really necessary. How computations specified in ABC code can be optimised 
when generating machine code is described in section 7.3.3. 
• use of registers, if possible. The MC68020 processors have the property that com-
putations are performed much feister in registers than in memory. Registers can 
be used, for example, for implementing the ABC stacks and heap, for storing tem-
porary values, and for passing arguments and return values. Register allocation is 
discussed in section 7.3.4. 
The MC680xO Family 
There are two reasons that we have chosen for the Motorola 680x0 family of processors 
(68000, 68010, 68020, 68030,...) as target machine (Motorola [1985/6]). First of all, these 
kind of processors have been used in several widespread machines such as the SUN3, Apple 
Macintosh and Atari ST. Furthermore, the Motorola processors are very suited to serve 
as an actual target machine to illustrate how the ABC machine (and therefore functional 
languages in general) can be implemented efficiently. It should be no problem to use the 
presented ideas when generating actual target code for other register based processors 
(such as the Intel 80x86 family). 
In this paper the MC68020 processor is used as example. It contains besides a program 
counter and a status register two kinds of general purpose registers, to wit data and address 
registers, eight of each kind. The data registers, often indicated by d0-d7, are mainly used 
in arithmetical operations whilst the address registers (indicated by a0-a7) can be used 
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to access data structures that are kept in memory. An example of a data structure that 
can be implemented very efficiently with address registers is a stack. This is also due to 
the fact that address registers can be used in combination with many different addressing 
modes supported by these processors. Examples of such addressing modes are: address 
register indirect possible combined with post-increment, pre-decrement or displacement. 
For the remainder of this paper we do not require any knowledge about the specific 
structure of the МС6 020 processor. Some familiarity with assembly languages will suffice 
to understand the examples of real code given in this section. 
Representing the ABC Machine 
Mapping the components of the ABC machine (i.e. ABC stacks, graph store (heap) and 
descriptors) onto the MC68020 does not cause many difficulties. Stacks can be implement­
ed straightforwardly using some of the address registers. Implementing the heap takes 
some more doing. The structure of the descriptors mainly depends on how higher order 
functions are implemented. Their representation can be found later on in this section 
where the higher order functions are treated. 
The С stack 
For the С stack the system stack is taken (i.e. the stack used by the processor itself when 
performing a subroutine call). Therefore, the jump and return instructions of the ABC 
machine can be mapped directly on those of the MC68020 (of course, for the jsr_eval 
instructions other things have to be done, see further on). This implies that address 
register a7 (normally called sp) is reserved. 
The A and В stack 
The A and В stack are allocated in one contiguous area of memory where they can grow 
in opposite direction. In this way a check on stack overflow of both A and В stack can 
be done with a few instructions (just compare the two stack pointers and check whether 
their difference is not negative). The pointers to the tops of the stack are held in registers: 
for the A stack register a3 is reserved, for the В stack register a4 (for convenience we will 
refer to those registers by asp and bsp from now on). 
В stack A stack 
L
- '—' :: ;; J 
bsp asp 
Fig 7.3.1: The layout of the combined A and В stack. 
The heap 
For the heap a contiguous area of memory is reserved. The pointer to the free area is 
stored in register a6 (called ftp), whereas the number of free heap cells (1 heap cell = 1 
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long word = 4 bytes) is stored in register d7 (fh from now on). With this representation 
the allocation of memory becomes cheap. Also, the filling of newly created nodes in the 
heap can be done efficiently as illustrated by the next example. 
Suppose that a Cons node should be created that has two arguments. The references 
to both arguments are kept in the address registers al and a2. At the end a pointer to the 
new node is returned in register aO. First, it has to be checked whether there is enough 
space in the heap. This is done by the following instructions: 
subq.l #4,01 ; we need 4 long words for storing the new node 
bcs call-gc ; call the garbage collector if not enough free heap 
; space is available 
Now the heap pointer (held in register hp) refers to the first free long word in the heap. 
Filling the node by using hp is rather straightforward (for the actual representation of 
nodes see further): 
return .from_gc: 
move.l hp, dO ; first the variable part is filled 
; a pointer to it is temporarily stored in dO 
move.l a l , (hp)+ ; copy the pointer to the first argument to the new node 
move.l a2, (hp)+ ; copy the pointer to the second argument to the new node 
move I hp, aO ; now the fixed part is treated. 
; store a pointer to it in aO 
move.l #Cons, (hp)+ ; fill up the descriptor field with Cons 
move.l dO, (hp)+ ; copy the pointer to the variable part 
Memory is recycled by a process called garbage collection. In our implementation a copying 
garbage collector is used which divides the memory available for the heap into two areas 
(semispaces). The nodes of the graph are stored in one semispace. When this area is filled 
up the garbage collector copies all the nodes still needed for the execution of the program 
to the other semispace leaving all the garbage behind. 
Representation of nodes 
As described earlier, a node in the ABC machine consists of a fixed and a variable sized 
part. The fixed size part consists of a pointer to a descriptor, a code pointer and a pointer 
to the variable sized part. A drawback of the ABC node structure is that the size of the 
nodes is relatively large: the fixed part would consist of 3 long words (12 bytes), one long 
word for each pointer. It is important that nodes are as small as possible: creating, filling 
and copying of nodes can be done faster and because less memory is consumed, also the 
garbage collector will be called less often. We can observe that if a node is in head normal 
form, its code field points to the head normal form code so in fact only the pointer to the 
descriptor is of interest. On the other hand, if a node contains an (unevaluated) expression 
the descriptor is not used. This observation makes it possible to combine the descriptor 
and code field into one, reducing the size of the fixed part by one third. However, one 
little problem has to be solved: the arity of a node is needed by the garbage collection. 
This arity, stored in the descriptor table, is not accessible when the descriptor is no longer 
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available. The problem is solved by storing the arity not only in the descriptor table but 
also just before the node entry such that it can be accessed via the code pointer. 
The new node structure is illustrated in the next picture. A disadvantage is that each 
node has to be supplied with a tag: the highest bit of the first word of the code/descr 
field (note that this field consists of two words) indicates whether it contains a descriptor 
or a code address. If this bit is set, the second word is an index in the descriptor table. 
Otherwise, the code/descr field contains a code pointer that is used to reduce the node 
to root normal form. 
Î 
descriptor 
i|code/de 
arguments 
Ξ' Ξ 
arity 
node 
entry 
descriptor table 
code segment 
Fig 7.3.2: The structure of nodes. 
In the ABC machine nodes can be evaluated to root normal form by means of the jsr_eval 
instruction. This instruction fetches the code address from the node on top of the A stack 
and jumps to it. Due to the combined code/desc field we first have to check whether the 
node is already in root normal form before the jump to the evaluation code is made. The 
next piece of MC68020 code shows how this can be achieved (assume that register al is 
referring to the node that is going to be reduced): 
move.I (al), d6 
bmi ¡s_in-rnf 
save.registers 
move.I al , aO 
move.I d6, a l 
jsr (al) 
move.I aO.al 
restore registers 
is_in_rnf: 
get the code/desc field 
check whether the highest bit is set 
save all the registers in use 
provide that a pointer to the node that 
is going to be evaluated is in reg aO 
move the evaluation address in a l 
call the evaluation code 
move the result of the evaluation back in a l 
, restore the previously saved registers 
Note that, in case of a node not in root normal form, this alternative representation 
leads to slightly less efficient code (an extra move instruction and a conditional branch 
are needed). But when the node is already in root normal form the code becomes much 
faster, for the saving and restoring of the registers is not needed anymore. 
The descriptor table 
In section 7.2.3 we described how partial (curried) function applications are implemented 
on the ABC machine. The ABC code shows that both the formal and actual arity of the 
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node are needed. Furthermore, when all the arguments are available, the apply entry is 
also needed. The arities as well as the apply entry are found in the descriptor table that 
can be accessed via the descriptor stored in the node. A straightforward translation of the 
ABC apply code will result in rather inefficient MC68020 code. To increase efficiency, not 
only the actual arity of the curried application is stored in the descriptor but also a pointer 
to the code that should be executed when a partial application of the corresponding 
symbol is applied to an additional argument. This results in the following representation 
of symbol descriptors: 
Descriptor of 
F with arity к 
•τ­
ο 
. ь 
ar-1 
ar 
a rgs. needed 
args.needed 
ap-entry.otF 
ν ^ * 
Fig 7.3.3: The lay-out of a descriptor in the descriptor table. 
F is a function with arity ar. The descriptor contains a string representation of the name 
and ar+1 entries. Now, the pointer stored in the descriptor field of the node is just a 
reference to the entry that corresponds to the arity with which F is actually applied. 
Besides this actual arity that is used by the garbage collector, each entry contains the 
code that should be reduced when a partial application of F is applied to an additional 
argument. It should be clear that this code is just the args.needed code as presented in 
section 7.2.3 unless the curried application has already ar-1 arguments. In that case the 
extra argument provides that this particular application becomes complete. So the apply 
entry of F can be called. 
The descriptors of all symbols defined in a Clean program are stored in a so-called 
desenptor table. As a consequence, each application of a symbol F with actual arity к can 
be represented by an offset in this table that corresponds to the kth entry of the descriptor 
of F. 
With the aid of the previous representation the translation of the apply code will 
result in the following ABC instructions (we assume that register al refers to the node 
containing the partial application and register si refers to the beginning of the symbol 
table): 
move 2(al), a2 ; get the offset of the descriptor entry 
add.I st, a2 ; add this offset to the beginning of the descriptor table 
move.l 2(32), a2 ; retrieve the reduction code 
jsr (a2) ; call the reduction code 
Generating MC68020 Code 
A straightforward way of generating concrete machine code is by means of macro expan­
sion: each ABC instruction is considered as a macro application that is substituted by a 
sequence of MC68020 instructions. The main disadvantage of this method is that when 
generation code for a certain instruction the context of that instruction is not taken into 
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account. An illustrating example is given by the next piece of ABC code together with 
MC68020 code that might be the result of performing macro expansions. Assume the 
following macro definitions: 
#macro push_b(n) move.l -((n+l)*4)(bsp), (bsp)+ 
#macro addi move.l -(bsp), dO 
add.l dO, -4(bsp) 
And the following ABC instructions: 
push-b 0 
push-b 2 
addi 
Applying the above standing macro definitions will result in: 
move.l -4(bsp), (bsp)+ 
move.l -12(bsp)I (bsp)+ 
move.l -(bsp), dO 
add.l dO, -4(bsp) 
However, if all the three instruction were considered simultaneously, one could use that 
fact that the MC68020 add instruction does not require that the arguments are on top 
of the В stack. A more efficient code generator might compile the three abc instructions 
into three MC68020 instructions which are about 30% faster: 
move.l -4(bsp), dO 
add.l -8(bsp), dO 
move.l dO, (bsp)+ 
So, before generating code it is useful to group ABC instructions into blocks. These so 
called basic blocL· should have the property that they can be considered as atomic actions 
of the ABC machine. They specify state transitions that convert the state of the ABC 
machine (which is determined by the contents of the stacks and the graph store) at the 
beginning of these blocks into the final state at the end of the basic blocks. Now the 
task of a code generator becomes to implement such actions as efficient as possible. It is 
obvious that the largest gain will be achieved when it is tried to make these basic blocks 
as big as possible. In our code generator a basic block consist of the maximal sequence of 
ABC instructions that does not contain any label definitions or instructions that might 
change the flow of control (e.g. subroutine calls or conditional branches). 
With the aid of basic blocks the compile-time analysis of ABC programs is simplified. 
A few examples: 
• Flow of control: the original ABC instructions specify an evaluation order. Grouping 
these instructions into basic blocks allows us to deviate from this order as long as the 
new evaluation does not affect the final result at the end of the current basic block 
(i.e. the new code sequence should specify the same state transition). Changing the 
evaluation order makes it possible to improve the generated code as can be seen 
in the following example. Suppose we want to compute dO+dl and d0+d2 in any 
register and dl is used after these computations, but dO and d2 not. First computing 
dO+dl and then d0+d2: 
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move.l dO, d3 
add.l d l , d3 
add.l d2, dO 
But it would be better If d0+d2 was computed first. It saves not only one instruction 
but also one register: 
add.l dO, d2 
add.l dO, d l 
In the ideal case the code generator will determine an evaluation order of instruc-
tions such that the execution costs of the generated code are as low as possible. 
The execution costs can be found by simply adding the execution times of all the 
individual instructions (One should notice that the execution time of an instruction 
may depend on the preceding instructions). But the problem of finding an eval-
uation order in such a way that the total time is minimal is NP-complete, which 
makes an algorithm based on this strategy useless. A different approach is to min-
imise the number of registers needed to evaluate a basic block. This approach seems 
reasonable: since registers of a real processor are relatively sparse, the quality of the 
generated code strongly depends on how well they are utilised. Also, by decreasing 
the number of used registers generally less instructions are needed. 
• Memory allocation: a basic block may contain instructions that reserve space in the 
heap. Such an instruction has to check whether the heap contains enough free cells. 
If this is not the case, the garbage collector has to be called. As it is known compile 
time how many cells are actually needed in a certain basic block all these checks 
can be done at once instead of performing separate checks for each instruction (for 
an example see section 7.3.2). 
• Optimising stack use: the generation of additional instructions for boundary checks 
of the stacks occurs inside a basic block can be avoided partially. For each block 
it can be determined how much the size of a stack will increase maximally which 
allows it to perform the testing in one time. The same counts for the adjustment of 
the stackpointer (due to the various push and pop instructions) which may involve 
additional add or sub instructions. Mostly these adjustments can be done on-the-fly 
using the post-increment or pre-decrement addressing modes. Another important 
improvement that might be obtained by using the post-increment or pre-decrement 
addressing modes is the disappearance of offsets. 
• Compile time evaluation: since we are sure that a sub-sequence of instructions of 
a basic block can only be reached via the beginning of this block we are free to 
substitute such a sequence by any piece piece of code having the same result. This 
allows us to replace instructions inside a basic block by other instructions which 
are executed faster than the original ones or to evaluate certain sub-expressions 
compile-time. 
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The Code Generation Process 
The translation ABC programs mto MC68020 code is quite complex so it is not reasonable 
to consider it as occurring in a single step For this reason it has been partitioned into a 
number of phases An overview of these phases is given in the next picture 
ABC program 
Conversion Global Register Assignment Ordering * Code Generation 
MC68k program 
Local Register 
Assignment 
Fig 7 3 4 The code generation process 
During the conversion phase the initial ABC program is divided into so-called basic 
blocks and converted into an internal representation using graphs The global register 
assignment phase determines which entries of the A and В stacks are kept in registers 
at the beginning and at the end of these basic blocks The ordenng phase determines of 
all the sub-expressions the order in which these expressions should be evaluated During 
the code generation phase (pseudo) MC68020 code is generated according to the order 
specified by the previous phase The only difference between real MC68020 code and the 
generated code is that in the latter an unlimited amount of (virtual) registers is assumed 
Finally, the local register assignment phase replaces virtual registers by real MC68020 
registers 
The conversion phase 
The correspondence between the initial stack frame Sb at the beginning of a basic block 6 
and the final stack frame Fb at the end is defined by the instructions of 6 A useful data 
structure for representing basic blocks such that automatic analysis of these blocks can 
be done more conveniently is a directed acyclic graph (hereafter called a dag) Such a dag 
gives a picture of how the value computed by each statement in a basic block is used in 
subsequent statements in the block The dag representation of a basic block that we use 
has the following properties 
• The leaves either represent constants or entries of Sb 
• All the other (interior) nodes represent applications of ABC instructions The argu­
ments of these nodes are the representations of the arguments of the corresponding 
instructions 
• If a node represents an instruction whereof the result appears in Fb, this node is 
labelled with an identification of the corresponding entry in Ft All the other nodes 
are not labelled 
The next example will serve as a guideline to illustrate the various phases of the ABC 
to MC68020 translation process Consider the following Clean rewrite rule for F 
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F MNT "INT — INT ; 
F a b -» - I (*l a b) (+1 a 3) ; 
This rule is compiled into the following ABC instructions (only the strict entry is given): 
sF: 
pushl + 3 
push_b 1 | push a on top of the stack 
addi | add a and 3 
push_b 2 | push b on top of the stack 
push.b 2 | push a on top of the stack 
mull | multiply a and b 
update.b 1 3 | update the b stack 
update-b 0 2 
pop-b 2 
subi | subtract the topmost elements 
rtn 
The strict entry forms one basic block. The dag constructed according to this basic block 
is given in figure 7.3.5. The meaning of the additional information stored in the dag is 
explained later on. 
| store register d0| 
sub 3 
шм/1 qri ι add u ι \iii 
| register dO|S| [register d l |ô [ 1 const 3|§] 
Fig 7.3.5: The dag of the strict entry. 
Note that the (superfluous) copying actions of stack entries do not appear in the dag. 
The global register assignment phase 
The so-called global register assignment specifies which values of the initial and final s-
tackframes of each basic block are kept in registers. The information that is used to 
determine this assignment is obtained from the original Clean program. The Clean com-
piler uses the type information of the Clean rules to insert special ABC directives in the 
corresponding ABC program. These directives are placed at the beginning and the end 
of the basic blocks and specify the layouts of both the A and В stacks. 
In section 7.2.2 we already mentioned that parameters and results of functions are 
passed via the A and В stacks. To increase efficiency the topmost elements of both stacks 
are kept in registers. So with the aid of this information the code generator reserves all 
the data and address register the are needed for storing these elements at the beginning 
of a basic block if such a basic blocks starts with a label that corresponds to an entry 
point of a function. The directives at the end of a basic block are used to provide that 
when a basic block is left at run-time, the results are kept on the right places (i.e. either 
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in one of the register or one of the final atackframes itself). The latter may require that 
the contents of certain registers in use have to be saved on the stack. 
The result of the global register assignment of a basic block is administered in the 
corresponding dag with the aid of two kinds of special nodes, namely, register and s-
tore.register nodes. A register node, which refers to an entry of the initial stackframe Sj,, 
indicates that the value of that entry is kept in a register when entering the basic block 
(note that register node are always leaves of the dag). A store.register node, which refers 
to an entry of the final stackframe Fb, indicates that the value of that entry is held in a 
register when leaving the basic block. So store_register nodes are always labelled. For ex-
ample, consider figure 7.3.5: due to the global register assignment parameters a and b are 
kept in resp. data register dl and dO and the final result should be stored in register dO. 
These register assignments are indicated with the aid of special register and store.register 
nodes. 
The ordering phase 
After executing a basic block all the entries of the final stack frame of that block have to 
be defined. So, the task of the code generator becomes to generate code for all the dags 
that are labelled. Under the assumption1 that none of the instructions in a basic block, 
except the very last instruction may produce side effects the generation of code can be 
done independently of the original order of ABC instructions. The only requirement that 
has to be met is that when generating code for a certain node of the dag, all the other 
nodes that are reachable from this node have already been treated. So, we are free to 
change the original evaluation order as long as the previous requirement is fulfilled. 
The aim of the ordering phase is to produce an evaluation order for a basic block for 
which the number of used registers is minimal. If a basic block does not contain any 
common subexpression {CSE), so the corresponding dag is free of sharing, the problem 
of determining the minimal number of registers is rather simple. An algorithm (which 
makes some assumptions about the registers and instructions of the target machine) has 
been given in Aho et al. [1986]. The problem with common subexpressions is that the 
results of these expressions have to be stored somewhere until they are used the last time. 
This implies that after evaluating a certain sub-expression, the number of registers in 
use does not always increase by exactly one (due to the additional register necessary to 
hold the value of that sub-expression). It is possible that this increase is greater than 
one (if the dag contains CSE's that were not evaluated yet) or even smaller than one 
(if registers containing values of CSE's were used for the last time). Furthermore, the 
algorithm presented in Aho et al. [1986] cannot deal with values kept in registers at the 
beginning and at the end of a basic block. As with CSE's, such registers can be released 
as soon as their contents are not needed anymore. 
To deal with CSE's when determining the evaluation order we first have to introduce 
some notions. A (rooted) connected dag (abbreviated as cdag) is defined as a dag that has 
^ o m the (informal) definition of the notion basic block in this paper one could infer that the only 
instructions that have side effects are the instructions that can change the flow of control. This is not 
true. There are a few other ABC instructions which also have side effects and therefore have to be 
considered as instructions indicating the end of a basic block. An overview of these instructions can be 
found in Groningen [1990]. 
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a node г (called the root of the cdag) such that all the other nodes of this dag are reachable 
from r. Further, let η be the number of cdags that have to be evaluated and д
г
 denote the 
г"
1
 cdag (1 < г < η). The evaluation order can be expressed by means of a permutation 
π of 1..71 such that the cdag g, is evaluated before a cdag £, if 7Г-І(г) < 7r_1(j). Define 
/(π, i) and U(n,i) as: 
/(π, г) = the increase of the number of used registers due to the evaluation of g^) after 
evaluating д
жт
,..., ρ
π
(,_ΐ). 
[/(тг, г) = the (additional) number of registers required to evaluate <;*(,) (also after eval­
uating 5τ(1),..., 3π(ι-1))· 
Note that /(тг, г) can be negative but С/(тг,г) not and that U(n,i) > Ι(π, i). 
Given an evaluation order тг, the maximum number of register in use during the 
evaluation of g^t) is: 
R(ir,i) = U(*,i) + t'£l(*,k) 
J f c = l 
The number of registers necessary to evaluate all the graphs in an order specified by τ is: 
Rmiir) = Maximum{ñ(7r, г) | 1 < г < η} 
So finding an optimal evaluation order comes to the same as determining a permutation 
•к
тт
 such that for all other permutations тг of l..n: Rmi^min) < Л т М · 
A straightforward algorithm would generate all permutations π of l..n and choose the 
one for which Ετη(π) is minimal. Unfortunately, the complexity of such an algorithm is 
0(n\) which is, of course, unacceptable. 
The algorithm that we have implemented estimates the values of Ι(π, г) and ί/(ТГ, г) on 
forehand (i.e. before determining the evaluation order) by resp. I(i) and U(i). We require 
that the estimations are save which implies that for all permutations π both Ι(π, i) < I(i) 
and [/(π, i) < [/(г) must be valid. After determining I(i) and U(i), the evaluation order 
of the cdags is given by the following two rules: 
• First evaluate all the cdags gt with I(i) < 0 from low to high [/(г); 
• then evacuate all the other cdags from high to low D(i), where D(i) is defined as 
1/(0 - i(i). 
It will be clear that the cdags gl with /(г) < 0 have to be done first, for, after the 
evaluation of a graph with a non-positive I value some registers may become free. From 
the fact that we try to minimise the number of registers needed to evaluate the whole dag 
it immediately follows that these cdags should be treated in ascending U(i) order. Why 
all the other cdags are ordered according to their D value is more difficult to see. We will 
to illustrate this with an example (a correctness proof can be found in Groningen [1990]): 
Suppose we have three graphs gì, gì, and gz with ƒ(!) = 1,[/(1) = 2, /(2) = l,¿/(2) = 
2, /(3) = 1 and i/(3) = 5. When we start with 53 we will need 5 registers but if we start 
with one of the other two graphs at least 6 registers are necessary. 
In Groningen [1990] these rules have been further refined. It also has been shown that 
the evaluation order gives a good approximation of the optimal order. 
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Registers on a MC68020 
The two types of registers of the MC68020 processor are not generally exchangeable. 
Furthermore, not all registers are freely available: some of registers are dedicated to a 
special task. Beause of this, the number of address registers that we may use differs 
from the number of data register. Both facts make it necessary to adapt the algorithm 
described above. This is done in two stages. First, for each node of the dag it is decided 
whether this node is computed in an address register or in a data register. After that we 
determine for each cdag g, two values of I[i): one for each kind of register. Now, the total 
increase /t(i) is defined as: 
It(i) = a * Id(i) + d* Ia{i) 
where a, /„, d, Id are respectively the number of address registers, the increase of address 
registers, the number of data registers and the increase of data registers. In the same way 
we define Ut(i) as: 
Ut(i) = a*Ud(ï) + d*Ua{Î) 
The evaluation order is obtained by applying the previous algorithm using the func-
tions It and Ut instead of I and U. 
Consider figure 7.3.5: each node is supplied with two numbers whereof the uppermost 
gives the Id value of this node and the other number gives the Ud value. Since the Ia 
and i/0 values do not matter they have been omitted. The negative I values (of the sub 
and the uppermost register nodes) are a consequence of the fact that the contents of the 
register dl is not needed anymore after evaluating these nodes. The result of the mul node 
can be stored in register dO. So, in contrast with the add node, no additional registers are 
needed to compute the result of this node. 
The code generation phase 
During the code generation phase the cdags of all the basic blocks are traversed. The 
order wherein all the cdags are treated is specified by the ordering phase. For each cdag, 
code is generated in a depth-first way: First, code is generated (recursively) for all of 
the arguments of a node (again in an order as specified by the ordering phase). Then 
the operation specified by the node is translated into one or more (pseudo) MC68020 
instructions, assuming an unlimited amount of (virtual) data and address register. 
The local register assignment phase 
Finally, during the last phase of the translation real registers are assigned to the virtual 
registers allocated by the code generation phase. The algorithm that determines the 
evaluation order tries to minimise the number of data and address registers that are 
needed to evaluate a basic block. However, it may be the case that one of these numbers 
exceeds the number of registers that are actually available (i.e. the number of virtual 
registers exceeds the number of real registers). In that case it will be necessary that at 
some point in the code the contents of a register of the required type has to be saved in 
memory so that it can be used again. The problem is which register has to be freed? The 
strategy we use is to choose the register of the required type whereof the contents will not 
be used for the longest time. 
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Again using figure 7.3.5: during the last two phases code is generated for this dag. Ac­
tually, the very last phase is superfluous: there are enough registers available for allocating 
all the virtual registers. The final result of the code generation is shown below: 
sF: muls.l dl.dO 
addq.l # 3 , d l 
sub.l dl.dO 
rts 
Other Improvements 
Enlarging basic blocks 
The gain in efficiency that can be achieved depends on the size of the basic blocks: large 
blocks offer more optimisation possibilities than small ones. In this section we describe 
two methods that can be used to extend basic blocks. 
• Jsr.eval instructions: jsr.eval instructions are translated into sequences of MC68020 
instructions which, amongst other things, investigate whether the corresponding 
node contains a descriptor or a pointer to the evaluation code. Since a jsr.eval 
instruction may change the flow of control it seems that a basic block containing 
such an instruction has to end at this point. However, this is not needed when the 
node that is going to be reduced is already in root normal form. An example of this 
can be found in section 7.3.2 in which the used registers are saved only when the 
evaluation code of the node is called. 
• Code substitution: When calling a subroutine the current basic block is left. This, 
however, can be avoided if the subroutine call is substituted by the corresponding 
code. Note that this is only reasonable when the substituted code is relatively small. 
This optimisation is not yet implemented in our code generator (Though some code 
substitution mechanism has been implemented in the Concurrent Clean to ABC 
code compiler (Eekelen et al. [1990])). 
Optimising booleans 
In the ABC machine the conditional jump instructions (i.e. jmp.true and jmp false) base 
their decision whether or not to jump on the (boolean) value that is on top of the В stack. 
If this boolean is the result of some comparison (which is indeed often the case) then it is 
not necessary to calculate this value explicitly. Instead, the conditional jump can use the 
condition codes of the concrete target machine that are set implicitly after performing 
the comparison. Take for example the following ABC instructions: 
eql_b +10 0 
jmp.false label 
The following code would have been generated if the boolean is calculated explicitly 
(assumed the top of the В stack is kept in register dO, register dl is used to calculate the 
boolean and the value -1 and 0 represent resp. TRUE and FALSE): 
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empi.I #10. dO 
seq dl 
extb.l dl 
tst.l dl 
beq label 
Much better code is generated when using the condition codes of the MC68020: 
cmpi.l #10, dO 
bne label 
Using alternative instructions 
On the MC68020 there are several instructions that, when applied to certain arguments, 
can be replaced by other instructions having the same effect but, with the advantage 
that their execution time is less. This replacement can easily be performed during the 
last phase of the MC68020 code generation or even by the assembler. Below examples of 
substitutions that have been implemented are given together with the gain in efficiency: 
- move.I #data, Dn can be replaced by moveq #data, Dn when —128 < data < 127. 
The gain is about 65%. 
- muls.l #data, Dn can be replaced by Isl #n, Dn when data=2n. In this case the gain 
is 90% 
The efficiency can also be increased by replacing instructions by combinations of other 
instructions with the same effect. Examples: 
- cmpi.l #100,dO can be substituted by moveq #100,dl followed by cmp.l dl.dO. 
- The same counts for muls.l #10,dO and the instructions move.I dO.dl, Isl.I #2,dl, 
add.I dl.dO, add.I d0,d0. The gains in efficiency are resp. about 30% and 75%. 
Note that those alternative combinations of instructions need an extra data register. So 
one has to be sure that such a register is available. 
7.4. Performance 
We have compared the implementation of Concurrent Clean with implementations of 
Lml, Hope and С on the SUN3 (with a MC68020, 25Mhz processor). The Lml system is 
considered as a standard implementation of a lazy functional language. The Hope system 
is an example of a fast implementation of a strict functional language. The imperative 
languages are represented by C. It should be stated that, if possible, С has been used in 
an imperative way (i.e. using iteration instead of recursion). In our tests, the following 
implementations of these languages were used: 
Lml The Chalmers Lazy ML compiler, version 0.99.2, (90/08/20) (Augustsson к 
Johnsson [1989]). 
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Hope 
С 
The Hope+ compiler, release 3.2.1, August 1989 (Burstall et al. [1980]). 
The gnu С compiler, version 1.36 (which generally gives faster code than the 
standard С compiler). 
Measurements were done for the following test programs (see also the Appendix): 
nfib the well known nfib program with argument 30. 
tak the Takeuchi function, called with (tak 24 16 8). 
sieve a program which generates the first 10000 primes, using quite an optimal 
version of the sieve of Eratosthenes (outputs only the last one). 
queens counts all solutions for the (10) queens problem. 
reverse a program which reverses a list of 3000 elemenus 3000 times. 
twice four times the twice on the increment function. 
revtwice four times the twice of the reverse of a list of 30 elements. 
rnfib again the nfib program, but now working on real numbers, with argument 26. 
fastfourier the fast fourier algorithm, on an array of 8K complex numbers. In the Con­
current Clean program a complex number is defined as a strict tuple of two 
reals. 
nfib 
tak 
sieve 
queens 
reverse 
twice 
revtwice 
rnfib 
fastfourier 
Clean 
4.5 
4.9 
8.1 
28 
64 
1.7 
27 
11 
34 
Lml 
25 
40 
25 
62 
108 
SF 
OH 
26 
-
Clean (u!) 
4.5 
4.9 
6.8 
14 
50 
0.5 
9 
11 
19 
Hope С 
5.4 11 
7.2 
Пи 
16 
65 
0.3 
12 
33 
-
11 
4.5 
4.1 
-
-
-
19 
9.0 
Clean (-!) 
30 
36 
12 
45 
51 
1.7 
39 
19 
-
Table 7.4.1 Performance Overview (All times in seconds cpu time). 
The following notes have to be made: 
• The Lml versions of twice and revtwice resulted in run-time errors for these vaJues 
(SF and OH stand for 'segmentation fault' and 'out of heap' respectively). 
• The reverse and twice programs have no sense in the context of C. The sieve and 
fast fourier programs are iterative versions. The other ones axe inherently recursive. 
• There is no point in computing the fast fourier with the other functional languages: 
they all would run out of heap space. 
• The times needed to generate an executable for the example programs vary widely. 
On an average, the Concurrent Clean implementation consumes about 3.5 seconds 
cpu time, the Lml system needs 6 seconds and the Hope system even 15 seconds. 
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The first two columns of the table compare a standard compilation of Concurrent Clean 
programs with Lml. The default reduction strategy is lazy, but strictness information is 
added automatically by the strictness analyser. It is obvious that in all cases Concurrent 
Clean outruns Lml. 
The next two columns present a comparison between user annotated Clean, and Hope. 
User annotations are inserted at some places that are not indicated by the strictness 
analyser (see appendix A). The result is that functions become strict in more arguments 
(e.g. the sieve and queens programs), or return strict tuples (e.g. the fast fourier example). 
Concurrent Clean produces in almost all the cases the fastest code although the difference 
compared with Lml is not that great anymore. The only case in which Hope is faster is 
the twice example. This is mainly because Hope uses a smart integer representation. This 
is indicated by the revtwice program, which also tests the implementation of higher order 
functions but avoids the use of integers. 
The recursive programs written in С appear to be slower than the ones written in 
Concurrent Clean. However, the iterative versions of the examples written in С are 
faster. But, in comparison with the past, the difference between execution times of on 
the one hand the functional languages and on the other hand the imperative languages 
has significantly decreased. 
The last two rows of the table are measurements for real arithmetic. In fact, they 
show that of the functional languages only Concurrent Clean supports reals seriously. 
Finally, the last column gives execution times for Concurrent Clean programs for 
which no annotations were added, neither automatically by the strictness analyser, nor 
by the programmer herself. From these figures we can conclude that in general strictness 
annotations increase the efficiency. The largest gain is achieved in programs which largely 
manipulate objects of basic types as is the case with tak and fast fourier. 
7.5. Conclusions sind Future Work 
The figures presented in the previous section show that it is possible to obtain efficient 
implementations of lazy functional languages on conventional architectures. The division 
of the complicated compilation process into several stages has been proven to be fruitful. 
The first stage, wherein Concurrent Clean programs are translated into ABC code allowed 
us to concentrate our attention fully on the problem of how to avoid graph manipulations. 
During the second stage, in which the generated ABC instructions are grouped into basic 
blocks and translated to real target code, it appeared that all information needed to do 
this efficiently is still available in the ABC program; no essential information has been lost 
during the first stage. The performance comparison shows that optimisations presented in 
this paper give a significant increase in speed. The differences in speed between programs 
on the one hand written in Concurrent Clean and, on the other hand, written in imperative 
languages like С are now becoming acceptable. 
However, the efficiency of the generated code can still be improved. With respect to 
the Concurrent Clean translation for instance, a so-called "application depended strictness 
analysis" can be added to the system. Such an analysis tries to determine whether eager 
evaluation of arguments for a certain application is safe because for this specific application 
it is known that these arguments will have been evaluated (inspite of the fact that the 
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applied function is not known to be strict in these arguments for the general case). To 
the ABC to MC68020 code generator a more comprehensive global register allocator will 
be added. Also, the parameter passing of reals will be altered by using the floating 
point registers. Finally, the evaluation of lazy expressions and the implementation of the 
heap will be improved further and the in-line code substitution mechanism is going to be 
implemented. 
Besides working on a sequential implementation, we are also developing a parallel 
implementation of Concurrent Clean on transputers (Kesseler [1990]). At the moment 
a preliminary version is already available which allows interleaved multi-processing on 
a single transputer. This parallel system will be extended in the near future such that 
real speed-ups can be demonstrated. At UEA already some promising results have been 
obtained with a previous version of our Clean system (McBurney L· Sleep [1990]). 
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Appendix 
II 
|| The NFib Benchmark 
NfibINT - INT 
Nfib η -+ IF ( < l η 2) 
1 
( + + I (+1 (Nfib (-1 n)) (Nfib (-1 η 2 ) ) ) ) , 
Start - INT 
Start -> Nfib 30 
|| The Takeuchi Benchmark 
Tak INT INT INT 
Так χ у ζ 
Start 
Start 
— INT 
- IF ( < = l x y ) 
Ζ 
(Так (Так (-1 χ) у ζ) 
(Так (-1 у) ζ χ) 
(Так ( - Ι ζ ) χ у)) 
— INT 
— Так 24 16 8 
II The Sieve Benchmark 
Start -• INT 
Start — Select [2 | [3 | Primes]] 10000 
Primes — [INT] 
Primes —» primes [5 | Sieve 7 4 primes] 
Sieve INT INT [INT] — [INT] 
Sieve g ι prs — IF (IsPrime prs g (RTOI (SQRT (ITOR g)))) 
[g | Sieve' g ι prs] 
Sieve (+1 g ι) (-1 б ι) prs) 
Sieve' INT INT [INT] — [INT] 
Sieve' g ι prs —• Sieve (+1 g ι) (-1 б ι) prs 
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IsPrime [INT] INT INT 
IsPrime [f | r] pr 
Select [χ] INT 
Select [f 1 г] 1 
Select [f 1 r] η 
bd 
- • 
_, 
- ν 
- • 
BOOL 
IF ( > l f b d ) 
TRUE 
(IF (=1 (MOD pr f) 0) 
FALSE 
(IsPrime r pr bd)) 
X 
f 
Select r (-1 n) 
|| The Queens Benchmark 
Start — INT ; 
Start -+ Length (Queens 1 [ ] [ ]) 0 ; 
BoardSize -» 10 ; 
Queens INT [INT] [[INT]] — [[INT]] 
Queens row board boards —» IF ( > l row BoardSize) 
[board | boards] 
(TryCols BoardSize row board boards) 
TryCols INT NNT [INT] [[INT]] -• [[INT]] ; 
TryCols 0 row board boards —• boards | 
TryCols col row board boards —• 
IF (Save col row board (-1 row)) 
(TryCols (-1 col) row board queens) 
(TryCols (-1 col) row board boards), 
queens: Queens ( + + I row) [col | board] boards 
Save MNT MNT [INT] INT — BOOL ; 
Save cl r l [ ] 0 -» TRUE | 
Save cl r l [c2 | cols] r2 — IF (Check rl r2 (-1 cl c2)) 
FALSE 
(Save cl rl cols (-1 r2)) ; 
Check NNT MNT INT — BOOL ; 
Check rl r2 0 — TRUE | 
Check r l r2 cdiff -» IF (=1 cdifF (-1 r l r2)) 
TRUE 
(=1 cdiff (-1 r2 r l)) ; 
Length [x] INT - INT ; 
Length [a | r] η -» Length r ( + + I η) | 
Length [ ] η —»η ; 
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II 
|| The Reverse Benchmark 
II 
Rev η INT [INT] 
Rev η 1 hst 
Rev.n η hst 
Rev [INT] [INT] 
Rev [χ Ι r] hst 
Rev [ ] hst 
Reverse INT 
Reverse η 
Walk [INT] 
Walk [x] 
Walk [x | r] 
FromTo INT INT 
FromTo a b 
Start 
Start 
II 
II The Twice Benchmark 
II 
Start -> INT 
Start —» Twice Twice Twice Twice + + I О 
Twice ( = > χ χ) χ —• χ 
Twice f χ -> f i ( f x ) 
II 
II The RevTwice Benchmark 
II 
RevList [INT] - [INT] 
RevList I — Rev I [ ] 
Start -> [INT] 
Start —> Twice Twice Twice Twice RevList (FromTo 1 30) 
- [INT] 
-> Rev hst [ ] 
-> Rev.n (-1 n) (Rev list [ ]) 
- [INT] 
-* Rev r [x | hst] 
- hst 
-» INT 
-> Walk (Rev η π (FromTo 1 π)) 
-» INT 
—» χ 
- Walkr 
- [INT] 
- IF (=1 a b) 
[a] 
[a | FromTo ( + + I a) b] 
- INT 
-» Reverse 3000 
Appendix 
II 
II The RNFib Benchmark 
II 
RNfib REAL -• REAL ; 
RNfib η — IF (<R π 1.5) 
1.0 
(+R (+R (RNfib (-R η 1.0)) 
(RNfib (-R η 2 0))) 
1.0) ; 
Start -» REAL ; 
Start -» RNfib 26 0 ; 
II 
|| The FastFourier Benchmark 
II 
TYPE 
Complex - (IREALJREAL) ; 
RULE 
+C Complex Complex —» Complex 
+C (al, Ы) (a2, Ь2) -» (+R al a2, +R Ы Ь2) ; 
-С Complex Complex —» Complex 
-C (al, Ы) (a2, b2) — (-R al a2, -R Ы b2) ; 
*C Complex Complex —• Complex , 
*C (al, Ы) (a2, Ь2) — (-R (*R al a2) (*R Ы Ь2), 
+R (*R al Ь2) (*R Ы a2)) ; 
Root INT INT -» Complex 
Root j η -» (COS z, SIN z), 
z: /R (*R (ITOR j) 6.2831853) (ITOR n) ; 
FastFourier com_array length —• Fast com array length 
Fast [Complex] INT —• [Complex]; 
Fast com 1 —• com 
Fast com length —> Merge res.even res.odd length, 
(even, odd)' Split com, 
res.even- Fast even next-length, 
res.odd Fast odd nextJength, 
nextJength. /I length 2 
Append [χ] [χ] 
Append [a Ι χ] y 
Append [ ] y 
- [χ] 
- [a 
— У 
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Merge [Complex] [Complex] INT —» [Complex] ; 
Merge even odd η —» Append low high, 
(low, high): Merge2 even odd η 0 ; 
Append χ y] 
Merge' [Complex] [Complex] NNT IINT — (([Complex], ¡[Complex]) 
Merge' [e | re] [o | ro] η i —• ([lui | urest], [lumi | umrest]), 
(urest, umrest): ¡Merge' re ro π ( + + I i), 
ri: Root i η, 
prod: *C ri о, 
ui: +С e prod, 
umi: -С e prod 
Merge' [ ] [ ] η i - ( [ ] , [ ] ) 
Split [Complex] —• (¡[Complex], ¡[Complex]) ; 
Split [a | [b | rest]] -> ([a | even], [b | odd]), 
(even, odd): ¡Split rest | 
Split [ ] - ( [ ] . [ ] ) : 
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Summary 
In software development society there exists a growing interest in programming languages 
that enable an abstract way of programming, that is to say, a way of programming that 
abstracts from the model of sequential instruction execution on which conventional com-
puters are based. Such a high level of abstraction is provided by the inherent declarative 
style of functional programming which makes functional languages very attractive for 
this new programming methodology. However, the separation of the programming pro-
cess and the way how programs are going to be executed causes a large gap between 
the programming language and the actual machine on which the language is implement-
ed. Consequently, functioned programs may behave differently (with respect to time and 
memory usage) when executed on a real machine although they are equivalent from a 
formal point of view. In the worst case, some 'correct' programs have to be rejected in 
practice, for instance because they appear to be too inefficient. 
In this thesis it is argued that in order to write efficient functional programs one has 
to use a model of computation for functional languages in which efficiency aspects can be 
expressed. Only then a programmer will be provided with the additional knowledge that 
can help him to obtain functional programs with a satisfactory performance without loos-
ing too much of the elegance associated with the functional programming style. Among 
all the existing models of computations for functional languages the model provided by 
term graph rewrite systems (TGRS's) seems to be the most suitable, since these systems 
incorporate concepts that are very close to actual implementation techniques. 
Compared to lambda calculus or term rewriting systems (TRS's), the notion of term 
graph rewriting is very young; it therefore lacks that tradition and experience that can be 
found in lambda calculus or in term rewriting systems. Consequently, when investigating 
formal properties of TGRS's often a lot of preparatory work is involved to provide a level 
of abstraction that enables reasoning about graphs in a convenient way. 
In chapter 4 a first initiative towards a fully fledged graph rewrite theory is given. By 
using the concept of strong sequentiahty- that originates from the term rewrite world, an 
elaborate example is given demonstrating that in TGRS's notions and properties can be 
defined and proven in an elegant way. A remarkable fact is that the normalizing property 
of index reduction can even be derived more easily for TGRS's than for TRS's. 
In chapter 5 the development of a graph rewriting theory is continued further leading 
to some purely graph technical results and to an extension of GRS's with the concept of 
lazy copying. The motivation for extending graph rewriting with copying arized from the 
implementation of CONCURRENT CLEAN. 
CONCURRENT CLEAN (chapter 2) is a programming language based on term graph 
rewriting. This language has been developed to provide an 'intermediate language' that 
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can be used for the implementation of lazy function languages. In CONCURRENT CLEAN 
two primitives are defined for specifying parallelism on so called loosely coupled machines 
(chapter 3). On these multiprocessor systems communication plays an important role. 
In order to investigate formal properties of such a communication it was necessary to 
incorporate a copying mechanism in GRS's. 
Another important aspect for the efficiency of a functional program is the order in 
which expressions are evaluated. This reduction order is determined by the reduction 
strategy. A reduction strategy that is often used in lazy functional languages is the 
so called functional reduction strategy. In chapter 6 some theoretical properties of this 
strategy are investigated within the standard framework of orthogonal TRS's. The main 
result of this chapter is an identification of a subclass of orthogonal TRS's for which the 
functional strategy is normalizing. 
chapter 7 enforces the argument that graph rewriting is the most suited technique 
for implementing lazy functional languages efficiently, by describing how CONCURRENT 
CLEAN is translated to executable 'machine code'. Comparing the performance of the code 
generated by the CONCURRENT CLEAN compiler with the code generated by compilers for 
other functional languages one can observe that the first compiler gives the best results. 
Moreover, by using CONCURRENT CLEAN as an intermediate step in the compilation of 
any (laay) functional language one obtains implementations that are even able to compete 
with implementations of imperative languages like С 
Samenvatting 
In kringen van software-ontwikkelaars bestaat een groeiende belangstelling voor program-
meertalen die een abstracte wijze van programmeren toelaten, dat wil zeggen, een wijze 
van programmeren die abstraheert van het model van sequentiële executie van instruc-
ties waarop conventionele computers gebaseerd zijn. De inherent declaratieve stijl van 
functioneel programmeren, staat een dergelijke abstractie toe hetgeen functionele talen 
bijzonder aantrekkelijk maakt voor deze nieuwe programmeermethodiek. Echter, de schei-
ding van het programmeerproces en de manier waarop programma's worden uitgevoerd 
veroorzaakt een diepe kloof tussen de programmeertaal en de feitelijke machine waarop de 
taal geïmplementeerd is. Dientengevolge kunnen programma's zich verschillend gedragen 
(met betrekking tot tijd- en geheugengebruik) wanneer ze uitgevoerd worden op een echte 
machine ondanks het feit dat ze vanuit formeel oogpunt equivalent zijn. In het ergste ge-
val moeten 'correcte' programma's in praktijk verworpen worden, omdat ze bijvoorbeeld 
te inefficient blijken te zijn. 
In dit proefschrift wordt betoogd dat indien men efficiënte functionele programma's 
wil verkrijgen, men gebruik moet maken van een berekeningsmodel voor functionele talen 
waarin efficiëntie-aspecten kunnen worden uitgedrukt. Alleen dan zal een programmeur 
de extra kennis hebben die hem in staat stelt om functionele programma's te schrijven met 
bevredigende prestaties zonder dat dit ten koste gaat van de elegantie welke verbonden 
is met de functionele programmeerstijl. Van alle bestaande berekeningsmodellen voor 
functionele talen lijkt het model gebaseerd op termgraafherschrijfsystemen (TGHS-en) 
het meest geschikt omdat deze systemen concepten bevatten welke heel dicht bij feitelijke 
implementatietechnieken staan. 
Vergeleken bij de lamda-calculus of termherschrijfsystemen (THS-en), is het concept 
termgraafherschrijven nieuw; het mist daarom de traditie en de ervaring die men tegen-
komt in de lamda-calculus of termherschrijfsystemen. Als gevolg hiervan is het vaak 
noodzakelijk indien men formele eigenschappen van TGHS-en wil onderzoeken, veel voor-
bereidend werk te verrichten om het juiste niveau van abstractie te verschaffen zodat men 
redelijk eenvoudig kan redeneren over grafen. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een eerste aanzet tot een volwaardige graafherschrijftheorie gege-
ven. Aan de hand van het begrip sterke sequenhahteit, afkomstig uit de termherschrijfwe-
reld, wordt een uitgebreid voorbeeld gegegeven waarmee aangetoond wordt dat begrippen 
en eigenschappen op elegante wijze gedefinieerd en bewezen kunnen worden. Opmerkelijk 
hierbij is dat de eigenschap dat index reductie normalizerend is, zelfs gemakkelijker voor 
TGHS-en bewezen kan worden dan voor THS-en. 
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de ontwikkeling van een graafherschrijftheorie voortgezet hetgeen 
leidt tot enkele puur graaftheoretische resultaten en tot de uitbreiding van graafherschrijf-
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systemen met het concept lui copiëren. De motivatie voor deze uitbreiding kwam voort 
uit de implementatie van CONCURRENT CLEAN. 
CONCURRENT CLEAN (hoofdstuk 2) is een programmeertaal welke gebaseerd is op 
termgraafherschrijven. Deze taal is ontwikkeld als 'tussentaal' die gebruikt kan worden 
bij de implementatie van luie functionele programmeertalen. In CONCURRENT CLEAN 
zijn twee primitieven gedefinieerd waarmee parallellisme voor zogenaamde los-gekoppelde 
machines aangegeven kan worden (hoofdstuk 3). Op deze multiprocessorsystemen speel-
t communicatie een grote rol. Om formele eigenschappen van dit soort communica-
tie te kunnen onderzoeken was het noodzakelijk om in graafherschrijfsystemen een co-
piëermechanisme op te nemen. 
Een ander belangrijk aspect voor de efficiëntie van een functioneel programma is de 
volgorde waarin expressies geëvalueerd worden. Deze reductievolgorde wordt bepaald 
door de reductiestrategie. Een veelgebruikte reductiestrategie voor luie functionele talen 
is de zogenaamde functionele reductiestrategie. In hoofdstuk 6 worden enkele theoretische 
eigenschappen van deze strategie onderzocht binnen het kader van orthogonale THS-
en. Het belangrijkste resultaat van dit hoofdstuk bestaat uit een identificatie van een 
deelklasse van orthogonale THS-en waarvoor de functionele strategie normalizerend is. 
Hoofdstuk 7 zet het argument dat graafherschrijven de meest geschikte techniek is 
voor het verkrijgen van efficiënte implementaties van functionele talen kracht bij, door te 
beschrijven hoe CONCURRENT CLEAN vertaald wordt naar uitvoerbare 'machinecode'. In-
dien de prestaties van de code gegenereerd door de CONCURRENT CLEAN vertaler worden 
vergeleken met die van de code gegenereerd door vertalers van andere programmeertalen, 
кал men constateren dat de eerstgenoemde vertaler de beste resultaten geeft. Boven­
dien wordt door CONCURRENT CLEAN als tussentaal te gebruiken bij de vertaling van 
een willekeurige (luie) functionele taal, een implementatie verkregen welke zelfs met een 
implementatie van een imperative taal als С kan wedijveren. 
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